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Are You Going Away On |
Your Salary or On Part |
of Your Savings?
|
If you had begun to deposit even as little as a dollar a week in this Bank twelve months ago and
skipped no intervening weeks you would have today
a snug sum, part of which might be used for vacation, that’s what saving on a system means.
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But that is not all that systematic saving does—it
encourages thrift, creates ambition and increases
self-respect. If you depend on your salary for your
daily expense the daily expense will probably eat it
all up. If you save you’ll deny yourself unconsciously. Start that first dollar working today.
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ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

!

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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At the Sign of'
■North National Bank

NO MORE WORRY
ABOUT A RECEIPT
One of the very good reasons why it is
better to pay by check is that you are
assured of a valid receipt in the form of
the endorsement on the back of the
check. Decide right now to pay by this
safe, convenient medium and start a
Checking Account with this strong,
obliging Bank.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

A State Institution for Knox
County and Eastern Maine

$10,000.00
Wanted—-1000 persons to give $1.00 eath; 100
to give $25.00 each; 200 to give $10.00 each; 300
to give $5.00 each; 10 to give $100.00 each; and
5 to give $1,000.00 each.

1929

A ONE-WAY PROPOSITION
Stocks go up and stocks go down again, but an
active savings account is a strictly one-way propo
sition.

Interest keeps it going steadily upward and its
market value is always 100 cents to the dollar.

PLANT
SALE

State Highway Construction

SUMMER FLOWERING PLANTS
Asters, Verbenas, Zinnias, Salipglssis, Petunias, Larkspur, White
Alyssum, Salvia, Kochia, Phlox,
Snapdragon,
Cosmos, Ccabicsa,
Sweet Peas Galadia, Love in the
Mist, Candytuft. All of the plants
are now selling for two dozen for
35c, except salvia which is two
dozen for 53c. These plants will
blossom all through August and
September.

Cabbage, 35c per 100; Tomato, 25c
per dozen; Lettuce and Cucumber
Plants, 15c per dozen; Parsley
Plants, 2Cc per dozen; Celery, 23c
per dozen; $1.25 per 100.

These plants will not be deliv
ered at this price. Call and see
my plants.

I a’so have nice Bsuquets made
up for 35c and 50c.

EDWIN A. DEAN
ROCKLAND. MAINE
TEL. 671-J
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Have a Savings Account
Keep It Growing

Sealed proposals addressed to the State
Highway Commission, Augusta. Maine, for
building four sections of State Highway will
he received by the Commission at Its office
In the State House. Augusta, Maine, until
11.00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time, July 17th,
4929 and at that time and place publicly
opened and read.
Bituminous Macadam Surface, one section
in I>esque Isle, length 1.0 mile.
Gravel Surface, one section In Moscow,
Federal Aid Project V24-A, length 4.22 miles.
Grading two sections as follows: Hermon,
length, 1.09 miles, and Warren-Thomaston,
length 0.74 miles.
The work will consist of grading, drainage
and surfacing.
Each proposal must he
made upon the blank forms provided by the
Commission, for a copy of which a deposit < f
one dollar will In? required, and must »**• ac
companied by a certified cheek or a suiety
bond for 10 per cent of tlie amount bid pay
able to the Treasurer of the State of Maine.
The envelope enclosing the proposal should lie
plainly marked ‘’Proposal for State Highway
Construction In the Town of
.” Tlie
certified check will be returned to tlie un
successful bidder unless forfeited under the
conditions stipulated.
A bond satisfactory to the Commission of
not less than one-fourth nor more than onehalf of the amount of the contract will be re
quired. Plans may be seen and forms of .spe
cifications and contract may be obtained at
tlie office of tlie Commission, Augusta, Maine.
The right is reserved to reject any or all
proposals.
4’RANK A. PEABODY, Chairman,
CLYDE H. SMITH.
HOWARD E FARNSWOtTB,
State Highway Commission
LUCIVS D. BARROWS Chief Engineer
Dated at Augusta. Maine. July 3, 1929.
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COMIQUE
THEATRE
CAMDEN. ME.
Tel. 161-3

VITAPHONE

MOVIETONE

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
1C0% ALL TALKING. ALL SINGING, ALL PLAYING
MAMMOTH SCREEN EXTRAVAGANZA

Thomaston, Maine
104 Years, Without a Loss to a Depositor

Fred Waring’s
IN

“PENNSYLVANIANS

“SYNCOPATION”

WITH

MORTON DOWNEY, BARBARA BENNETT
First Croat Jazz Revue of the Talking Screen
FOX MOVIETONE TALKING NEWS
TOPICS OF THE DAY

Purchasing Shares in the

Rockland Loan and Building Association

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

on the Monthly Payment Plan

COURSES IN ACCOUNTING, SECRETARIAL, NORMAL, CIVIL

Makes the

SERVICE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Ideal Savings Account

Booklet on request. TEL. 994-M or 990-M

LENA K. SARGENT, Principal
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CAN YOU SAVE $10.00 PER MONTH?
Have ycu ever figured what it would amount to with interest at
S'/z"/, per annum, compounded semi-annually?

In 5 years it will gain $98.00 and
you will have $698.00.
in 10 years it will gain $406.60 and
you will have $1606.60.

In 1 5 years it will gain $983.40 and
you will have $2,783.40.
In 20 years it will gain $2,1 1 1.70 and
you will have $4,511.70.
THIS ASSOCIATION

R. W. DAVIS & SONS

Pasteurized and Raw

MILK
MILK

Has paid its depositors 5/2% dividends since 1907. Shares may be
had at any time, and monthly deposits may be made in any amount
from $1.00 to $50.00. Start an account now and see it grow.

PRODUCTS
EGGS

BUTTER

—at-

WHOLESALE

AND

j

V

OPPOSITE THE POSTOFFICE
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The present Is the living sum-total ■of the whole past.—Carlyle.
•••
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BELFAST IS HAPPY

And Why 'Not, With Re
liable Industry About To
Start?

ON MY SET
Fair today and warmer; cloudy
tomorrow and warm, with proba
bility of local thunder showers
Sunday afternoon and evening.

Radio announcers, like all oth
er people, would like to have a
great deal of money so that they
could do exactly as they pleased.
Graham McNamee would never
go to a ball game if he had a fnillion dollars.
John B. Daniel,
NBC announcer, would have a
villa in the Alps where he could
read and write in comfort. Ken
neth
Fickett,
another
NBC
“mike-man,” would take his
pleasure in being extravagant.
He would purchase a dozen
cream puffs.
Then he would
stand on a street corner and
smash them one after another.
•«•••••••
The splendid work which the
Bey Scout movement is doing to
build fine men out'of the youth of
the nation will be touched upon
by Irvin Thomas, of the New
York State Conservation Depart
ment, in the course of a talk on,
“The Boy Scout of Yesterday,
the Mature Camper of Today,” to
be delivered from WGY, Monday
evening, at 7.10, daylight time.
••••»••••
A summary of the July gov
ernment crop report will be
broadcast by R. L. Gillett, agri
cultural statistician of the New
York State Department of Agri
culture, from WGY, Thursday,
July 18, at 8 o’clock, daylight
time. R. H. Rogers, of the Gen
eral Electric Company, speaking
on the same program, jwill offer
practical solutions of farm elec
trification problems.

••• ••• •••
The second of a series of spe
cial experimental broadcasts will
be put on the air by WGY, Sun
day morning from 5 to 6 o’clock,
daylight time. The Schenectady
station will use 50,000 watts
power and reports will be re
quested particularly from listen
ers on the Pacific coast and in the
middle west. The program ,will
consist of solos by
Marion
Brewer, soprano;
Billy Ross,
tenor; and Floyd Walter, organ
ist. These programs are present
ed at the early hour because the
Pacific coast stations are for the
most part shut down and every
opportunity is afforded for dis
tant listeners to tune in on the
Schenectady station.
•»•••••••
Victor programs of rare merit,
each differing from its predeces
sor, will appear at 8.30 p. m., day
light time, on the stations of the
National Broadcasting Company
during the summer.
The news bulletins this morn
ing bring interesting information
of the first transatlantic airship
race, which was begun from Le
Bourget field in Paris last night.
The contestants are the “Marszalek Pilsudski,” a Polish biplane,
manned by Ludwik Idzikowski;
and the “Question Mark,” a
French plane, manned by the
French ace, Dieudonne Ost**.
The Polish machine left at 10.47
p. m. and the French plane at
11.32 p. m. The latter was re
ported as having passed over
Santander, Spain at 3.30 this
morning. Th.e plans are under
stood to be flying by the Halifax
route, in which event they may
be seen off Knox County shores
Sunday morning.

FRANK W. GOULD

Rockland
82-84
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38th District Joined Drives Publ,c Is Inv,ted To V,8,t Next Wednesday This Splendid
With Locals
'
Gift To Knox County General Hospital
The building committee associjated with the construction of the
William Bok Home For Nurses,
the local club.
announce that the work which was
The Rockland conk rence was
entered upon late last fall is com
largely attended with practically
every one of the 33 clubs in the dis pleted. Franklin H. Hutchins, of
trict represented. . The delegates to Hutchins & French, the Boston
tlie conference were the president and architects, under whose personal
secretary of eaeli club and as many artistic oversight the work has been
of its other oflicers as cared to at
carried on, yesterday made his final
tend.
It was a school of insiruction for J visit of inspection and pronounced
the incoming officers who assumed i everything complete and in the
their duties on July 1st. and at it 1 J,i^rhest degree satisfactory,
the program for Rotary International
The Home, which is the gift of
for the ensuing year was explained
Edward W. Bok as a memorial to
by the District Governor.
The conference had as its guest his brother, will go into commission
Raymond L. Knoeppel of New York,
one of the outstanding figures in Ro
tary International. Mr. Kn< eppel was
one of the two candidates lor presi
dent of Rotary International at the

WUfe Celebration July 25 I. To Witness Breaking of
Ground For the Memorial

S?SKE
Eugene Newson of North Carolina
He was helpful in aiding District
Governor McIntosh in explaining the
work, ideals and prog ran} of Rotary
International to the new officers of
the 38th district clubs.
The conference ended Friday noon
and immediately after Mr. and Mrs.
Knoeppel left for Portland as guests
of Ralph L. Emery, president of the
Sanford-iSpringvale Club.
Wives of the delegates were en
tertained by the ladies of the Rock
land Rotary Club.

The highly interesting series of
meetings came to their cohcluklon at
the Friday noonday hour at whi h
the local Rotary IClub has its lunch
eon, in which the larger part of the
three-score visitors participated. This
agreeable session was punctuated
with singing, led. by Phil Jones, with
Jimmy O'Hara at the piano, and it
was Jimmy’s song (words and music)
“Rockland’s For That,’’ which got the
chief hand.
After cordially welcoming the
visitors, {President Brown called up
District Governor McIntosh, who
spoke briefly, saying it had been the
best convention the district had held
Tor a long time, that it had received
loyal help locally and everybody was
delighted. After urging upon all the
profit that comes to iRotarians by
getting together on the job, he in
troduced Ray Knoeppel of New York,
who made a rattling speech, full of
wit. humor and good sense.
Mr. Knoeppel is qne of the leadfigures in the order, a past director
of Rotary International and a candi
date for president, being narrowly
defeated at the recent Dallas conven
tion. Rotary, he said, is the grand
est human thing that has been cre
ated. Its members do not regard
themselves as superior beings hut
they are steadily demonstrating the
worth of fellowship here in this
country, and looking for equal fel
lowship with the rest of the world,
which once put into pratice would
mean unusual peace.
Tlie end of the convention being
reached the visitors went away with
a high sense of Rockland hospitality.

next week, but previous to occu
pancy will be opened to the public
for inspection. Next Wednesday,
July 17, is the day set apart for visi
tation. The Home will be open for
this purpose during the hours from
2 o’clock in the afternoon to 8
o’clock in the evening.
A cordial invitation is issued to
the people of Knox County to
inspect this splendid gift from Mr.
Bok, the most beautiful piece of
colonial architecture in Maine, and
a complete achievement in respect
of interior equipment designed to
fulfill the needs of a modern Nurses’
Home.

THE GEN. HENRY KNOX BIRTHDAY

As has been announced, the cele Supreme Court. In the breaking of
bration of the hirthdaj’ of Gen. Henry ground for the Memorial, it is hoped
that Cyrus IL K. Curtis, who has so
Knox at Thomaston, July 25, will be
generously made possible the building
a less elaborate, though a far more
of the Memorial, will wield the spade
momentous, occasion than any hith in this symbolic action which sets in
erto, for this year the breaking motion tlie forces that are to result
ground for the Memorial symbolizes in a truly magnificent monument to
the consummation of the hopes, plans Gen. Knox.
and hard work which the Gen. Knox
At the close of the exercises on
Chapter, D.A.R., and the Knox Memo “The Hill,” the hand, mem tiers of
rial Association have devoted to the the local company of the C. A.,
effort to give a great Revolutionary townspeople and visitors will fall in
general and splendid patriot a tithe line and march to the village ceme
of the honor which has so long been tery, where a wreath will be placed
on the grave of Gen. Knox, with the
his due.
The program for the day will par usual exercises.
All of Knox County should consider
take of the unusual, in that the aft
ernoon meeting will he held on the this celebration as peculiarly its own
grounds in front of the Old Church on and it is hoped that delegations from
the Hill, adjacent to the site of the every town will attend, as well as
tlie welcome strangers within our
new Montpelier.
There are many interesting fea gates.
The annual business meeting of the
tures of the afternoon meeting. The
Paul Revere hell will be rung at 1.45 Knox Memorial Association Inc., will
o’clock. Eastern standard time, fol he held in Watts hall at 10 o’clock,
lowed at 2 o'clock by a hand concert. standard time. The president. Mrs.
The address will be given by Judge Herbert M. Lord will preside at both
William R. I’attangall of the Maine | morning and afternoon meetings.

KNOX ARBORETUM

Fragment of Historic Meteor
Is Added do the Museum
Collection
The Knox Arboretum Museum has
come into possession of its first bonafide meteorite, a very valuable gift
from Mrs. Abbie F. Rice of Thomas
ton. This fragment, taken from the
original meteor, was sent to Mrs.
Rice by her sister, who was living in
Kansas when the meteor fell there,
four miles north of Washington,
June 25, 1890, It was seen or heard
by thousands of people residing in
tlie counties of Washington, Republic,
Claud, Clay, Riley, Pattawatomie
and Marshall. It fell on the f irm of
Miss Lydia V. Kelsey of Iowa and
rented by J. H. Jannary, who on that
day was breaking the prairie sod.
Mr. Jannary was underneath his
wagon making some repairs win n he
heard the sound of the approaching
meteor, and came out to ascertain
the cause of the disturbance. He had
hardly gained an erect position when
the meteor struck the ground only a
few rods distant, throwing up the
earth to a height of 40 feet, and out
ward about 2$ feet. Mr. Jannary,
with the help of four men began
to dig, and after one hour reached
the upper surface of stone four feet
below the surface. It required three
hours more to remove the storte from
its bed. It was two feet long, 18
inches wide, 10 Inches thick and
weighed 188 pounds. The meteor was
sold to I’rof. C. H. Snow of the State
University, Lawrence, Kansas, July
12, 1890 for $600.
• • • •
A beautiful mounted specimen of
the white pelican from Texas has
been .presented to the museum, a joint
gift from Capt. L. L. Callahan of an
oil tanker which runs to Texas, and
Ixiuis W. Fickett of the Maine Music
Company.
• • • •
Accompanying her $50 contribution
to the Knox Museum building fund
Mrs. Elizabeth G. Messer writes:
“With hearty appreciation for all Mr.
Lermopd is doing for Knox Academy
of Arts and Sciences.”

HAD “FISHERMEN’S

LUCK’’

Yacht Ulna Rests At Anchor While All On Board Join In
Sport At Marshall’s Island
Steam Yacht Ulna, owned by A.
E. Childs of Boston, and commanded
by Capt. Fred C. .Morey, a Deer isle
hoy, dropped anchor off Marshall’s
Island Thursday while everybody
went fishin’.
The sea responded very generously
to the baited hooks, and when the
I Ina proceeded to Rockland her deck
looked as though she had been on a
trip to the Grand Banks, an«| every
body was gloriously tanned by the
action of the sun and the saline
breezes. The tally sheet, carefully
kept by Capt. Morey showed the fol
lowing results so far as the owner’s
party was concerned.
A. E. Childs, 12 fish; Philip Childs,
12: .Mrs. Philip Childs, 8; Miss Muriel
Childs, 7; Mrs. Pennin 4.
Spurred by the offer of cash prizes
the members of the yacht’s crew had
meantime been very industrious with

hook and line as will be shown by the
tabulation:
Courtney Parker 24. Walter Nutt
(cook) 20, W W. Bowden 19, James
Brown (waiter) 16, James K. Morey
(mate)
15,
William
Harrington
(sailor) 11, “John” 9, Chief Engineer
Jenkins 8, “Carter” 4, Assistant
Engineer Perry 4, Ralph Conners
(messman) 3.
Parker won $5 for catching the
most fish, and for catching the first
pair of fish; Mate Morey won $5 for
catching the largest cod (15 pounds)
and Sailor Harrington won $5 for
catching the first cod.
The fishing expedition was accounted on© of the happiest days in the
Ulna’s present cruise which began
July 4. Next week a party of Boston
friends will join the craft for a six
weeks’ cruise to Newfoundland, up
the Saguenay River and to Quebec.

BOSTON

COMING

YACHTS

Fleet Left Marblehead This Morning and Will Make Stops
At Tenant’s Harbor and Camden
The Boston Yacht Club left Marble
head this morning on its annual
cruise, which is scheduled to bring it
into Knox County waters Tuesday
afternoon, with a race from Boothhay
lorbor to Tenant’s Harbor. After
two days of racing the crews will be
well content to have an afternoon and
evening of recreation at Tenant’s
Harbor.
Wednesday the yachts will proceed
to Camden in the order of seniority,
and the members of the fleet will
there he the guests of Commodore
Cyrus H. K. Curtis of the Camden
Yacht f’lub, and of the Camden Board
of Trade.
The committee in charge of the re
ception and dance comprises Hand I
Corthell, chairman; reception, Com

modore Curtis, T. Charlton Henry, E.
A. Robbins, R. W. Jamieson. P. G. Wil-’
ley; dance, F. E. Morrow. A- T. Mul
len. Marcus Chandler; refreshments,
John Taylor, D. J. Dickens, Oliver
Mayhew, Alton French.
Thursday there will be an open
handicap race off Camden, and the
members of the Camden Yacht Club
will l»e invited to wkness it from th*1
power boats of the Boston fleet
Friday there will he a run at will
to Buck’s Harbor, where there will bo
an informal gathering at the Buck’s
Harbor Yacht Club that evening, and
where the fleet will disband Satur
day morning.
The flotilla is headed by the flag
ship Marigold, Commodore William
W. Nichols.

WARSHIPS IN PORT

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

From out of the haze on the east
If I bad to live my life Again I would have
ern horizon at 3 o’clock yesterday made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The loss
afternoon suddenly appeared one of of these tastes Is a loss of happiness. -Charles
Uncle iSam’s torpedo boat destroy Darwin.
LIVING WATERS
ers, followed at close intervals by
There are some hearts like wells, greenthree of her kin. The destroyers an-I
mossed ami deep
As ever Summer saw:
chored on the inside of Rockland And
cool their water is,—yea, cool and
sweet;—
Breakwater and presented a striking
But you must come to draw.
picture with their noses pointed tto They hoard not. yet they rest In calm content.
And not unsought will give;
ward the city.
They can be quiet with their wealth unspent,
The ships are the Isherwood,
•So self-contained they live.
Sands. Sharkey and Sturtevant, and
arc some like springs, that bubbling
they are carrying in addition to their And there
hurst
» • • •
regular crews groups of Naval Re
To follow dusty ways.
And run with offered cup to quench Ids thirst
Come over next Sunday and see serve officers from other States.
Where the tired traveller strays;
how fast the first story of the museum
The destroyers will «be in port un That
never ask the meadows If they want
is going' up.
til Monday morning, and shore lib
What Is their joy to give;
Unasked, their lives to other life they grant.
N. W.Lennond,Curator
erty is being given.
So self-bestowed they live!

MERRY WIDOW WON

Our Pleasant Point correspondent
wflites that the yacht Merry Widow,
Experience among the leading jewel commanded by Capt. Leslie O. Young
ers of America
of that village won the race at Gib
son Islands, Baltimore and was the
UPPER MOUNTAIN STREET
first boat of that class to win an
CAMDEN, MAINE
69*S102
ocean race.

Watchmaker

Telephone 891

OPENING OF BOK NURSES’ HOME

i

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Rotarians of the 38th district com
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Fourier was established and pleted their assembly in this city yesconsolidated with the Gazette lu 1882. The
Free Press was established In 1855 and In terday afternoon when they Joined
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
forces with the regular meeting of
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

RETAIL

Rocklanl Loan & Building Association
18 School StRockland, Me.

very reasonable.

Rockland and Camden Lions who
attended the organization meeting in
Belfast Thursday night found the
On hand and pledged, July 6 ........................
$3542 25
citizens jubilant over the fact that
Robert J. Cogan, Warren ...............................
5 00
the shoe factory will he reopened
George L. St. Clair. Rockland ......................
10 03
Aug. 1st and that a substantial in
I M. R. Pillsbury, Rockland ...............................
1 00
dustry is assured by the Spencer
A Friend, Thomaston ......................................
1 CO
Shoe Stores Inc. Belfast (invests
1
00
A Friend, Thomaston ......................................
[ $110,000 in the proposition, that
00
A. D. Davis & Son, Thomaston ....................
2
amount having been raised by patri
Dr. A. P. Heald, Thomaston .......................
25 00
otic citizens.
E. R. Veazie, Rockland ..................................
1 00
Workmen, some of them volunteers,
1 00
M. M. Griffin, Rockland ..................................
are working on the interior of the
1 00
F. F. Harding, Rockland ................................
factory cleaning wlndoWs, whitening
The Rockland Pharmacy, Inc., Rockland
1 00
the walls and renovating the floors.
1 00
The Corner Drug Store, Inc., Rockland ...
The office walls and ceiling are in
1 GO
R. A. Webster, Rockland ........................ ~.....
white with a four-foot green dado.
1 CO
L. W. Benner, Pockland ..............................
Tlie exterior of the building is neat-#
50 00
Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer, Auburn .......... ......
ly painted a brick red and the entlire
5 00
Miss Alice C. George. Thomaston ...............
building will soon be in good condi
2 00
J. A. Jameson. Rockland ................................
tion.
10 00
I.on. William T. Coob, Rockland .................
The building is near the Belfast &
5 00
Harry L. Follansbee, Camden ............. -....
Moosehead Lake Railroad station and
5 00
Ma* .on ri. Folianclec, Camden
not far from the wharf of the East
ern ISteamsbip Lines, Inc. The build
$3,771 25
ing is 265x50 feet with a wing 20x40
all four stories high. The engine room
is near the wing and across the street
from the main buildling. It is a one
story and basement building. What
Occupants of the County boarding was formerly the Durham brick
house on Limerock street are exer building 30x40 feet of four stories, is
cising their muscles these fine days now a part of the building. All of
by manufacturing that big pile of the above are well lighted with many
cordwood into material for the range. large windows and have a good elec
tric lighting system.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS

As a good investment we strongly recommend a
savings account.

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and

Send checks and cash to the treasurer, ENSIGN
OTIS, Rockland, Maine.

VEGETABLE PLANTS

104 YEARS

ROT ARIANS LEAVE

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• je
•••

Needed to complete the First Story of the Science
Building as a "Home” for the Knox Academy of Arts
and Sciences. Work on the building has begun.

Volume 84.................. Number 84

THREE CENTS A COPY

NOW YOU WRITE ONE.

As a general rule, the publishers
of popular songs pay the composer 10
cents a copy for every copy of the
song sold.
Frequently a well-known
composer is given much more be
cause the success of his work is much
more certain.

And One Is like the ocean, deep and wide.
Wherein all waters fall;
That girdles the broad earth, and draws the
tide,
Feeding and hearing all :
That broods the mists, that sends the clouds
abroad.
That takes, again to give :—
Even the great and loving heart of God,
Whereby all love doth live.

Caroline Spencer,

The Courier-Gazette
Rockland. Me.. July 13. 1929.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, whc
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of tills paper of July 11. 1929, there was
printed a total of 6215 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public

INTERPRETING

AUTO

LAWS

Driver Must Be Able To Pay For Accidents—Meaning of
“Chauffeur”—Licenses For Minors

Uncle Sam Sought For Sim
ple Designs and Tougher
Paper

In view’ of the general interest
tions have arisen as to the proper
interpretation of the definition. Read which is being manifested in the new
ing into the law the apparent inten banknotes, now rapidly going intt
tion of the Legislature, the meaning 'circulation, the following statement
would seem to lx* that the operator made by the Assistant Secretary of
must directly or indirectly receive
compensation for any work or serv the Secretary of the Treasury btfort
ices in connection with the operation the bills were printed will be read
of a motor vehicle.
able.
“Traveling salesmen who are fur
* * # *
nished a car for the sole means of
The
initial
problem was dcsig
transportation in (‘ailing upon their
trade, do not come within the defini- There was a different design for fa
.ion. Officials of firms and corpora and back, of each denomination,
tions who arc furnished a car for the have discovered eight or nine differ
sole means of transportation should nt portraits on $5 bills of different
not be classed as chauffeurs. It isVmy issues, and as many on currency of
opinion that these individuals do not the $10 denomination. This favored
receive directly or indirectly compen counterfeiters. Conclusion to reduc
sation Tor work or services in con size of the bills made it necessary to
nection with the operation of a motor execute wholly new engraved stock
vehicle. Any employe of any person, am! gave the first favorable oppor
firm or corporation, who as a part tunity to make a complete revision
of his duties is required even occa of designs.
Effort has been made to keep tlvz
sionally to operate a motor vehicle
omes within the definition. Em- designs as simple as pbssible. Every
p’oyes of garages and salesmen who back of a given denomination will he
take out cars for demonstration are absolutely identical. The back of a
hauffeuit. Grocery clerks, deliv $5 bill will always bear an engraving
erers of coal and ice and all in this of the Lincoln Memorial as a pre
, lass of employment come within the dominating feature. Tlie $5 backs
1 meaning of the definition of a chauf- will be printed in quantity an 1 used
i feur under the laws of 1929 and must for any kind of currency issued in this
denomination. There will be only one
be licensed accordingly.”
• • • •
$5 even back to prinL For the faces,
Secretary of State Smith calls at- uniform denominational characteris
| teijtion to a provision of the new mo tics have been fixed, the feature n*
tor vehicle laws which makes it oh- each denomination being a portrait.
I ligatory that the parent or guardian On the $5 bill, on face side, tlie por
I of r. minor under IS years of age shall trait of Lincoln will always appear
sign such minor’s application for an in the center.
operator’s license.
Section nine of Chapter 387 of the
There are different titles and varia
public laws of 1929 provides that the
Secretary of State shall not grant tions in texts, and Treasury .seals and
the application of any minor under serial numbers will be printed in
the age of 18 years for an opera color—on United States notes in red
tor’s license unless such application in blue for silver certificates, in yel
is signed by the father of the appli low for gold certificates, in green for
cant. if the father is living and has Federal Reserve nates, and in brown
custody of the applicant; or in the for national bank notes. These dif-4
* ♦ • *
event a minor under the age of 18 ferences of color and position of seal
Secretary of State Smith, speaking years has no fathe^. mother or will facilitate ready sorting.
Gold certificates will no longer have
of tlie chauffeur’s law passed at the guardian, then an operator’s license
last session said it is his opinion that shall not he granted to the minor a yellow back, hut will he printed
officials of corporations, members of unless his application therefor is with a green hack like the other cur*,
rency and will have numbers and sea’
firms and individuals who in connec signed Ur his employer.
tion with their employment are fur
“Under the provisions of this act,’’ in yellow on face. We have succeed
nished with a motor vehicle for the says Secretary of State Smith, "ap ed in accomplishing a great simplifi
purpose of transportation for their plications for operator’s licenses of cation of designs, and are confident
work, do not come under the defini persons under 18 years of age must he that by design and general plan w»
tion of chauffeur.
signed by the father, mother, guar have made counterfeiting and raising
of bills more difficult.
“The Legislature of 1929 made a dian. etc., as above recited.
The denomination can always hradical change in the definition of a
“The application for an operator’s
chauffeur,” continues iSecretary of license Shall he made in the ordinary told readily by the portrait, the most
State Smith, in his communication.
form, except when it comes to the difficult thing To counterfeit, anl if
“Under the previous law. a chauf- signature. That must he signed by the public will learn the portraits of
feur was defined ‘any pe~ on em- i the father, mother, guardian, etc., in- the lower denominations they will be
ployed for the purpose of operating a stead of by the applicant himself. The protected from raising of currency
motor vehicle and whose principal statute does not provide for the con and counterfeiting in general.
It was necessary to print for a com
duty is to operate such a vehicle.' This sent of the parent or guardian but
was under the provisions of Section specifically states that the applica plete turnover/ft United States and
31 of the Public Laws of 1921.
tion must be signed by such parent, Federal Reserve currency approxi
mately 76,000,000 sheets of 12. or
“"Under the provisions of the pub guardian, etc.
lic Laws of 1929. Chapter 327, a
"The application will be made out 912.000,000 individual pieces. These
chauffeur is defined to be any person in the ordinary form, stating the tiave to go through operations of wet
who operates a motor vehicle other name of the minor in answer to Ques ting. hack printing, examining, a sec
than his own and who directy or in tion 1. but when it comes to the sig ond wetting, face printing, examin
directly receives compensation for nature it should he signed by the par ing. trimming, numbering and seal
any work or services in connection ent. for example: John Doe, by Rich ing. and final cutting into individual
notes. After this they are assembled
ard Doe, father.’
therewith.’
“The oath will |be taken by the into packages of 4.000 for delivery to
“This definition at first glance ap
the Treasury. This has progressed to
pears to be plain and clear, but ques- father, mother or guardian, etc.”
a point where currency will be ready
for distribution on contemplated in
Treasury announcements of last year,
AT THE STRAND
in early part of July. Exact date will
be announced within a few weeks.
Research was undertaken to de-

As interpreted by State Insurance
Commissioner Spencer, the new mo
Fear thou not; for 1 am with thee; tor vehicle operator’s liability law
be not dismayed: for 1 am thy 0 (1: ’which becomes effective today,.means
I will strengthen thee; yea. I will help that “either the driver of a car must
thee yea. 1 will uphold thee with the,have property or acee„ to means ,o
right hand of my rif/iteousuess.- .pay all judgments found against hint
Isaiah 41:10.
for the offen-ses prescribed, or he
must insure his liability before an
accident in some licensed insurance
A YOUTHFUL POET
company in this State.
If he does not do this.’ explained
The Courier-Gazette finds it a pleas
Commissioner Spencer, "his privilege
ure "to print herewith a poem, one of of license will be in jeopardy and by
several submitted by a young scho 1- law must be forfeited, in case he is
igirl of age 15, Miss Barbara Sharpe responsible for injury to others until
of Springfield, Mass., now on a Rock he can earn the amount necessary to
satisfy the judgment and costs. This
land visit to her aunt, Mrs. Victor means that in some cases operators
Atwood of Willow street. We think will never recover their licenses.
our readers will discover in the line-;
“It\means also.’” continued Com
a real poetical feeling and happy missioner Spencer, “that the impeexecution not often encountered on I cunious operator must provide securthe part of so young a wri.er. Askel ,ily f(>r lhe
damag« Wit for
by the editor what study she had •
he js responsible or suffer the
made of the subject Miss Barbara re- consequence, which amount* in effect
plied naively that she had made no
a jnactical form of compulsory in
study at all—she just went ahead and surance.”
wrote out things that came into her | Mr. Spencer characterizes the new
mind.
We shall print additional law as “one of the most drastic aupoems frthn her pen.
tomobile provisions in effect any
where.’’
DOWN BY THE SEA
It provides that the Secretary of
A silver lantern in a midnight sky,
State upon notice of “rendition of
A wide blue sea and the wind’s low cry :
judgment against any person to
My.lieart is troubled and down by the sea
1 seek repose where they comfort tne,
whom has been issued a license to
Where the wind and the sea lull one to sle*-p ! operate a motor vehicle . . . shall
And the night and the moon understand,
Isusuend uch license or ceitificate of
They guard my slumber, they calm my tears _ ' u- I nu
registration or both, until such judg
1 know no haven but down by the sea.
ment is fully satisfied of record: and
I love the sea. the restless sea,
until such Satisfaction is made such
Its pulse and its soul stir my heart,
defendant shall lie ineligible to re
When by the sea I’m not alone,
ceive a license to operate.’’
The sea and I are one part.
Deep in its depths lies a golden key.
The offenses-which may cause re
It's the key to a castle of dreams
vocation of an operator’s license are:
Through the lucid waters it goldeidy gleams:
attempting to operate a motor vehicle
Night on night I've wished it were mine,
recklessly or while under the influ
That key down deep in the sea,.
ence of intoxicating liquor or drugs:
The waters will wash it. the sands drift o’er or going away without stopping an 1
ItI
’Twill never lie mine, that key to the castle of making himself known after causing
dreams.
injury to any person or property.
But when night lias calmed the beautiful sea
And the moon shines clear in the sky.
Troubles are lifted, worries take wings.
1 dreamily drift to the sweet by-and-by ;
The beautiful sea. the restless sea, murmurs
its lullaby song.
And I drift into sleep, a dreamless sleep,
Down by the restless sea.
Barbara Sharpe

IT’S ALL OFF

Necessary Signatures Fcr Referen
dum On Fish and Game Laws Not
Obtained

Plans to obtain 10,000 signatures to
a petition ftfr a referendum on the

new fifl

•

IW8 were aband

oned at a conference arranged by
A. L. T. Cummings, secretary of the
State Chamber of Commerce. The
conference was held at the request
of R. F. Webster of Brunswick, direc
tor of a boys camp at Belgrade Lakes,
who declared the new law. which be
comes effective today, would impose
a hardship on youthful campers in
that it would require them to pay
$5.13 for a non-resident fishing
license. The old law permitted per
sons under 14 years of age to fish
without a license. The new statute
does not carry this provision. Web
ster said he was willing to undertake

: •

the signa

tures in two da\< to prevent this ex
pense being levied on youthful ang
lers.

SOME MOVIE TIPS

THE NEW MONEY

ROCKPORT

Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Andrews of
“Tlie Greene Murder Case" is said Weymouth Mass., are guests of his
to have nmrp possibilities than “The sister Mrs. Adelaide Morrill.
Mrs. Henry Nash and daughter
;’an iry Murder Case.”
Laura < f East Weymouth. Mass., are
11 len Kane, whose baby voice has guests of Mrs. Nash’s mother, Mrs.
»oi med the stock of one phonograph Laura Stetson.
record company, arrived at the
George Turner has bought tli*
itudios on Monday to start work on Ralph Wentworth house. Elm street,
SweMie.” She’s a hodyl’ul of pep— which he will occupy after improve
ind go'd-looking, too.
ments and repairs are made.
Mrs. Nellie Everett and daughter
James lla.l is going to he Clara
Frances of Waltham are visiting in
i:..w > !. ad in ” !
\ .
Kid." June Collytr will be Richard town.
Harbor Light chapter. O.E.S., will
Dix's inspiration in “The Love Dochold its annual picnic next Tuesday
at Sherman's Point. Camden. Bus
Paramount has purchased “Dark- will leave pevstoffice at 3 p. m., sup
■nod Rooms,” by Sir Philip Gibbs per to he served at (5. Autos will
and ibis will be Evelyn Brent's first leave at 5.30 for those who wish to
star, ing production.
go at that time.
At the Baptist Church Sunday
The folks around th< lot art1 talk
in'; about Ernst Lubitsch's picture, i morning you will find a welcome. At
“I
Love Parade" in which Maurice! 10.45, worship service, selection h;<
.’h vilier sings to’Jeanette MacDon-1I tlie Choir, sermon by the pastor sifoI ject, “The llu’o;” Sunday School at
ild. in which Lu pi no I^ane makes
laughs and Lillian Roth does sc me I noon; B.Y.P.U. at 6 o’clock: prais'*
service at 7. with special music by
.n . »• warm singing.
tlie Male Quartet; sermon by the pas
Clara Bjw, referred to as the “It" tor. subject. The Endurance Test.”
,’ir: . the sereejn. is engaged to wed „ Mr. .and Mrs. George Winnett and
.1 i. ry Richman, musical cbmedy ac- son Arthur of Boston are guests cf
•
al night elii'b proprietor of Ne.v Mr. and Mrs. Burton F. Richards,
Yt rk. The marriage probably will Commercial street.
ake place within a month, pending
•ompletion of pictures which Miss
Charles L. Erann
Bow and Richman pre making in Los
Funeral services were held Friday
Angeles.
afternoon. Rev. Philip *C. Hnhgey offi
ciating for Charles L. Brann, 64, who
LltfDY SAYS SO
died July 10 at his home on We-t
street after an illness,of nearly cnc
‘Pullman Sleepers” Will Fly Between year. He Was born at Bluehill, but
Columbus, ^pent most of his life in Rockport
San
Francisco and
He was tenderly cared for during
Ohio
his long illness by a loving famih'.
Mr. Brann was a highly respecte I
(’ol. Lindbergh said Thursday that
citizen and a kind neiglrbor, and h i 1
within six months or a year, his com many friends. Besides his wife lie
pany. the Trans-Continental Air is survived by liis son Leroy, two
Tran.-port, Inc., would put “Pullman daughters Lillian and Mary and a
lirpi.i nes” into 'its cross-country air- grandson John, all of Rockport; two
sisters. Mrs. Ellen Goodson of Cam
rail passenger service.
den and Mrs. Frances Smith of Rock
Tests are being made, 4’ol. Iflnd- land umd a brother Henry of North
be:-h said, with this type of passen Vassal boro.
Interment was made in the family
ger airplane, equipped with iwo and
lot at Jameson ■; Point cemetery. Tlie
f. nr motors. The colonel declared bearers were Fred Wallace. F < I
ri-motoreel plapis were fast beconi- Priest. Fred Kel'er and Charles Caving obsolete.
Unjuigh.
The use of Pullman sleepers, he»
_______
said, would result in an all-air serv- I
WHO WANTS OrtE?
ie»i between San Francisco and •( o- | ’’Gonrts
Ponyts disagree
disagree on the ownership
ion us. Ohio, and that the distance of meteorites wit ch fall upon lhe
wuuid tie covered in two nights and etirtli.
An Iowa e ou t ruled about
::e business day.
35 years ago that such an object bee
—— — —
longed to the owner of the land upGet the Peoples Laundry, Lime- on which It falls. On the other hand
rocK Street. Tel. 170. to help you with jthe German g vernn .nt holds that a
housecleaning. They wash quilts, meteorite is tlte proi erty of the gov•tankets. curtains, etc.
41-tf ernment.—The Pathltr h r.

NO-OIL
Salad Dressing
IS “DIFFERENT ’!
•

You Will Like ^No-OiV
All Dealers Sell "Xo-OH"

A NEW
Ice Cream Service
We are now Prepared to Give

a New and Delightful service

on Ice Creim Bricks.
So co d that they
may be carried
long distances
without softening.
May be readiiy
kept a half hour.

BRICK
FLAVORS

On an afternoon stroll, after
the show, fcr the evening re
freshment or for dessert—

Harlequin
Country Club
Chccolate
Fiench Var.illa
Strawberry
Caramel
Map'e Walnut
and
Cevcral Others

CHISHOLM SPA ERICKS

Convenient, tasty, pure and
delicious, a rerognized favor
ite among discerning palates.

Chisholm’s Spa

LOANS
On Your Own Signature

Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tane

Interest As Fixed By Statute

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street

Rockland, Me.

Telephone 675-W
52-tf

# ♦ » ♦

velop a paper of greater endurance
HERE’S A FUNNY ONE
and folding strength. It is not ever?
paper of high strength that will stand
“Billboard”
Says
Our
Theatres
the wetting and drying operations.
Sprinkle Sawdust On Floor To At
We have developed a paper believed
tract Fishermen.
•
CL tjhramouni Qicture
satisfactory in all respects and with
such increased strength that we ai"
WTnen the trade magazines and
confident the currency will have a
metropolitan newspapers get hard up
longer life. Further research will h«
for legitimate subjects they throw a
undertaken to make this paper more
few wise cracks at the expense of
resistant to dirt and grease.
Rockland. Witness this item from
The new paper has no prominent
the current issue of “Billboard: ”
, silk fiber. Such fiber as it contains i.<
“Rockland. Me., Juljt 6.—A ‘spotI so macerated and interwoven in th»
Ises white’ theatre does not appeal to
texture that it is not readily observed
the bulk of local trade. e One movie
A short time ago a popular song, “banana" song of a few years hack, It has long been felt the prominent
owner tried it. Business fell off to
“Fifty Million Frenchmen Can’t Be and, ‘Valentine,’’ equally as popular silk fiber was an encouragement t >
such an extent that he quickly decided
Wrong,” caused a mild sensation with all those who have heard him the counterfeiter, since so easily imi
to restore the old atmosphere by
whenever dance or orchestras and sing. In addition to these, Chevalier tated.
sprinkling sawdust around the house.
The bureau has delivered no new
entertainers chanced to get together. also sings several new numbers espe
As soon as the fishermen were noti
Just what 50,000.000 Frenchmen cially written for him. featuring the old size currency since April 1. anl
fied of the change receipts took a
can’t he wrong about, slips the mem- love theme song, “Louise,” a catchy. probably by now the existing stockjump.’’
ory at the moment. However, all tuneful number, prime favorite with of new old size currency in Treasur
those who follow the activities of the , dance orchestras everywhere. The ers vaults and reserve hanks, other
BO2E SERMONNIZES
theatre know that Frenchmen have American public, too, will undoubted than the certain stocks of national
long been singing the praise of! ly enjoy his English which retains a hank cunency and. I believe. Federal
I know there are no errors
Maurice Chevalier, the Parisian certain delightful accent.
Some reserve notes, are .pretty completely
In the great eternal plan.
Dining the next few
And all things work together
musical comedy favorite and the star word's in particular he gives an added exhausted.
Fur the final good of man :
for a number of years at tlie Follies flavor, rolling the r's like only a weeks the.average standard of fit
Aiid I know when my soul speeds onward,
Bergere and the Casino (le Paris.
Frenchman would. All in all. Cheva ness of currency in circulation will
In its grand eternal quest,
I shall say as 1 look back earthward:
For some time American motion lier is distinctly new; his personality lowered, due to absence of any con
“Whatever is, is best.”
picture producers bid for the serv is not stunted by any ’gag” ten siderable issues of new bills.
So wrote Ella Wheeler Wilcox. This ices of this popular Frenchman hut , dency. He is original, gay and thor
is not a new philosophy of life. Al it was only during the past few oughly likeable.
BASEBALL ERIEFS
most twenty centuries ago Paul was months that he was Finally weaned
At the present time he is the head
writing the same sentiment to the away from his beloved Paris and liner atop theZiegfeld Roof where with
St. G^orgo beat the American Le
Philippians: “I have learned in what signed to a long term contract by other Broadway celebrities, he enter gion team 1C to 7 in a Twilight
soever state 1 am, therewith to b Paramount to make a series of talk tains New York’s smart set. Metro League contest Wednesday night and
content. I know how to he abased, ing and singing pictures.
politan critics have devoted many once more convinced the spectatorand I know how to abound.”
His effort, “Innocents of Paris,” a columns to singing his praises. They tliat it is too strong an aggregation
Hard it is to live up to that philoso talking and singing picture; a vehi have called him an engaging person for the other contestants, as thi
phy. Paul had learned ills lesson. cle which in every way is particular ality, combining the qualities of League is now made up.
• * « «
He was of the aristocracy, probably ly suited to his talents, will be shtfwn Charlie Chaplin and Al. Jtdson. That,
a snob; he didn’t mix with fishermen in Rockland at the Strand Theatre on of course, speaks for itself.
The Chisox were too many guns
and people in the lower walks of life; Monday and Tuesday. In this gay.
In “Innocents of Paris.” he is sup for the Central Maine Thursday night
he took great delight in persecuting infectious romantic comedy, Cheva- ported hv a capable cast which in- and won by a score of 8 to 4. Rich
the members of the new sect that had Her sings m.any of tlie songs for which eludes Sylvia Beecher, a charming ami Seavey were the rival hurlers.
• • * •
sprung up.
he is so well known.
, newcomer to the screen, George FawA Belfast team made up In part of
But a great change came into
Included in this number are “Les cett, John Miljan, and six-year-old
college players will face the Cam
Paul's life and he gave up his riches Ananas," a clever take-off on our 1 David Durand.—adv.
den team in Camden at 3 o'clock this
and power, to follow the Master.
afternoon.
Than he in turn was persecuted,
made. For instance, there is Novar• ♦ ♦ ♦
beaten, thrown into prison. Still he
PARK THEATRE
ru’s fight with the shark, filmed un
A reorganization of tlie Rockland
could write to his brotherhood that
der water, a most breath-taking piece
he was content. How few of us learn
This is tlie last day "High Volt of business and his strange adven Twilight League has been effected,
and with the six teams merged into
the lesson—whatever is, is best. In age” an all talking picture will be tures in the trackless jungle.
I four a much faster brand of sport
prosperity we are content, hut when j shown. It features William Boyd and
Renee Adoree, in the role of Madge,
adversity overtakes us how we rail includes Owen Moore and Carol Lom a white adventuress, plays with a will be seen at -Community Park next
week. The Forty Club and Legion
nt fate. Few of us can say with the bard.
fiery intensity. Dorothy Janis, the
teams have been consolidated and the
poet that
A short time ago John Russell, the little Metro -Gold wjjn-Mayer *findt” Central Maine and Thistles have
Each sorr- w has its purpose
novelist, astounded the reading world who plays the native girl, Novarro’s
j »ined drives. This is the schedule
By the sorrowing oft unguessed:
with "The Pagan.” his famous tale of ■ savMetheart, has a difficult and at
But as sure as the sun brings morning,
the same time appealing role. Don for the first four nights of next week:
the mystic South Seas.
Whatever is—is best.
Monday—Forty Clul'i-I.egi n vs
Boze
Now comes Ramon Novarro and ald Crisp makes a dominant figure of
makes the novel a living, breath i the white trader, nemesis and enemy Central Maine-Thist’es.
Tuesday—Chisox vs. t. George.
ing reality. Metro-Gold w.vn-Mayer’s of ihe haunting story.—adv.
HE CAN, BUT WILL HE?
W ed nes da y—'Cent ra 1 M a i ne -Th i s sound synchronized filmization of
ties vs. Chisox.
Amid wild scenes in the Reichstag this famous book, photographed’ in
Thursday—-Forty Club-Legion vs.
at Berlin tlie monarchist members, | the South Seas on the actual locales !
St. George.
supported by the economic party, de described in the story, and with No
feated the government's hill to ex varro as the young hero, will enthrall
REPAIRED AND RELAID
tend the law which bars the formei all who see it Monday and Tuesday.
SEEKING A REFERENDUM.
kaiser from returning to Germany. It is one of Novarro’s outstanding j Inside and out. digging included, 1
Now no German law prevents him pictures and it introduces his voice
also pipes wired out.
' Petitions hearing more than 10.000
from entering after July 23, but the to tlie screen. His rendition of “The
signatures asking for a referendum
Sewers dug on new and old build
government let it be known that its Pagan Love Song.” the theme song of
on the act passed at the last session of
dictatorial powers would he called on the production, is one of the note
ings and cleared when plugged.
the legislature giving the right of em
to prevent it if necessary. There was worthy things that has come from the
; Cesspools dug and rocked up
inent domain to electric utility com
no expectation that Wilhelm would cinema sound stages.
Prompt Service
panies for the location of high volt
come back, or wanted to come back. I Set amid the gorgeous scenery of
age transmission lines were filed at
but the monarchists argued that it the South Seas, .it weaves a hauntthe department of state late Wed
xvas only decent to give him the privi- ingly delicate love romance between
S. E. EATON
nesday by Merle J. Harriman of
lege of an ordinary German citizen, the island boy and girl. This romance
Tel. 534-J. 505 Old County Road
Readfield. The time for filing peti
The monarchists believe that Wi’- is interspersed with thrills and senROCKLAND, ME.
60Stf tions does not expire until midnight
tielm would not come hack ext•< pt as nations that could only pe secured in
Friday.
The Pathfinder.
the tropic land where the picture was j

* Innocent/of Paris

WATER PIPES

JUST ONE BITE
from a slice of GOLDEN HEART BREAD and you will
know why EVERYONE DEMANDS IT.

“That Good, Old Fashioned Taste!”
The same wonderful taste that you get in good home
made bread is right there to greet you. The tender
brown crust and beautiful white texture will impress
you the minute you cut your first slice.

Try Golden Heart Bread Today
Compare it particularly for flavor, with any loaf you
care to. For keeping qualities it is in a class by itself,
for it keeps moist for days.
GOLDEN HEART BREAD is now sold in ROCKLAND
by TWENTY SEVEN LEADING MARKETS-so if
your grocer does not sell this wonderful loaf he is not
catering to your demand. Insist upon

Golden Heart Bread
a

The Best Bread in Maine”
I

TALK OF THE TOWN

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 1-19—Dally Vacation Bible School at

First Baptist Church.

July 13 (3 |). mJ—Baseball, Camden vs.
Belfast, at Camden.
July 19—Lehhig-Cregory concert, benefit
Vniversjllst Church organ fund.
July 23—(Baseball) Rockland Old Timers
vs. Vinalhaven Old Timers at Community Park.
July 24—Annual fair and supper under the
auspices of the Woman’s Auxiliary of St.

Peter’s Church.
July

24—Rockport—Ladles'

Aid

Fair at

Beginning Monday, July 1 5, Miss Olive Cul
len, expert representative of the remarkable

BELCANO BEAUTY PREPARATIONS will

Methodist church.

July 23—Thomaston celebration of (Jen.
Kpox birthday.
July 29—Sparks’ Circus.
Aug. 6—Knox County Field Day Associa
tion, 0. E. S. Annual meeting ai Penobscot
View Grange hal. (Jlencove.
Aug. 6-8—Race meet and carnival at Knox
Trotting Park.
Aug. 7—Thomaston Baptist Ladies’ Circle
and Beta Alpha Fair on the Mall.
Aug. 8—Rockport Baptist Circle Midsum
mer Fair, at Baptist Church.
Aug. 9-10 -Motorboat regatta at Camden.
Aug. 14 Martinsville, Ladies' Circle fair,
supper and entertainment at (Jrange hall.

be in attendance at our Toilet Goods Depart

ment for the week beginning upon that date.
Miss Cullen will very gladly give you advice

upon these articles, also upon any work per

taining to skin and skin culture.

We very glad

ly welcome you to our department during this

Other Talk of the Town on Page 8

time.
(Miriam Rebekah Lodge ‘meets
Tuesday evening for business only.

'Mrs. Thelma iSmith of Camden,
N. J., and Miss Edith Bevan of Phila
delphia arrive today to be guests ofs
Mr.s iSusan M. Spear, Ta.bot avenue.

Please call and receive expert advice and edu
cation in this line from an expert demonstrator

of toilet preparations.

The Woman’s Auxiliary of St.
Peter’s Church will picnic at Oakland
Park next Tuesday afternoon, leaving
the waiting room on the 1.40 p. m.
car.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Mrs. Bertha Raymond has sold her
HUDSON'S BIRTHDAY
property at Vinalhaven to Dr. Victor
OWL'S HEAD
Shields, and will make her home at
Great Automobile Observes 20th
117 Limerock street where she will
Misses Myra and Winnie Fitch of
Anniversary of First. Car's Ship
be pleased to greet friends.
Springfield, formerly of Rockland, are
ment.
spending the month of July at lhe ,
City Marshal Webster announces Spear cottage.
Hudson Motor Car Company celethat there are some number plates at
The New Bedford Ashing crews
the police station which he will be have returned after a short vacation, brated quietly the 20th anniversary
$lad to restore to the owners. The
Miss Florence Piaisted is a sum- of tlie shipping of the first Hudson
numbers ^re 73.387, 02,474, 59,170 mer guest of Mrs. Yates.
car, which took place July 8, 1909.
t20,728, 97,920 and X-20,572.
Dr. and Mrs. Adams are expected The j 779 260,h car wj,lch the eomh°Mr. tnd1:M'.s. Charles Stover and * »iny haa manufactured In its two
The Knox and Lincoln Past Noble
Grand’s Association will meet at Oak John Stover of Tampa, Fla., formerly decades crime off the assembly line,
Grove Cabins next Wednesday. No of Harpswrell, were recently at EmSome striking figures or growth
arrangements for supper have been cry iSt. Glair’s.
•
and present expansion at 'Hudson,
made. Those who do not wish to take
Several about town are having gathered for the ^ccaslon> were re.
lunch may procure same at the their houoses painted
i ported as follows:
Cabins.
Emery St. Clair. Fred Maddocks,
Gf (hp nearly iiS()0000 cars pro.
Albert Goodwin and Robert 6t. Clair ; duced |norp than tW0.thlrd3 have
Arthur K. Orme, who is employed are haying for \ inal Perry.
been n,.,nufarture(] jn the five years
Warner St. Clair recently visited just pass'd. Twenty years ago Hudin the insurance office of his father,
A. L. Orne, leaves Monday for Water his grandparents in Rockport.
*» son began operations in a leased
ville for a few weeks’ observation in
plant with $15,000 paid in capital; it
the offices of Boothby & Bartlett,
| has present assets of $69,000,-000 and
SOMERVILLE
general agents of the Aetna Casually
has paid $40,000,000 In cash divi& Surety* Co.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Turner and dends.
It took nine months to build the
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Turner went to
“Please discontinue that for sale South Waldoboro and Frkndsbip first Hudson; 4,107 were built-in the
ad,’’ telephones Mrs. James -Fiske. Sunday and also visited at C. D. entire first year; this is a little over
“It sold my refrigerator.’’ That is Turner's in Windsor.
two days’
maximum production
the usual story of those little ads in
Cecil Farrington of South China today.
•
The Courier-Gazette classified de was a business visitor in»town Wed
One year after Its organization
partment. They work wonders and nesday.
Hudson stood seventeenth in point of
cost hardly anything.
Dr. and Mrs. O. H. Brann and volume; by 1916 it was sixth; the next
daughters of Kugusta were in town year was fifth; while today officials
Gypsies, who came from the west Wednesday.
describe it us the third largest unit
Cecil Farrington and Fred L. in the automobile business.
ward and were bound NobodyknowsSeth
where, passed through the city yes# Turner were recently at
Hudson lias had but four presi
terdafr. They were provided with an Turner’s in Palermo.
dents. The first was J. L. Hudson,
escort by the sheriff and police forces
who served only a short time; next
and were not minus similar attentions
was Roy 1). Chapin, who is no chwairSOUTH THOMASTON
as they entered Waldo County.
man of the board of directors-; the
Clarence Rackliff recently received third was R. B. Jackson, who died
Rumors of a big fire in Wiscasset
severe band injury while working recently in Mentone, Franco; while
were rife throughout the city yes at Ills father’s machine shop. Sev- the fourth is the present executive,
terday, and the local firemen momen
1 fingers were caught in a polish William J. MvAneeny. All four came
tarily expected a call. It developed ing machine necessitating one of from the ranks of the company’s
later that the fire was in a wooden them being amputated at tlie first founders.
building on Federal street, formerly joint.
used as a livery stable, and the dam
age was only a few’ thousand dollars.
A reward will be paid for the return
ROCKLAND
of a spotted hound dog. license num
ber 185.
Report to Police Station,
With the Naval Reserves ashore
FIRE
ALARM
telephone 341.
84-86
nnd many summer visitors in the
neighborhood there is fio reason why 25 Main Street, Corner Limerock
the Sunday night concert of the Rock 27 Pacific and Mechanic streets,
land City Band should not be a suc
near Snow’s Store
cessful event. Program begins at 8 29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
o’clock sharp. Be in your favorite 33 Tillson Avenue
J. WILBljR
parking place before that time.
34 Cor. Suffolk and Fulton Streets
•
___
35 Main Street, Corner North
Famous Spirit Medium
Criehaven fishermen appeared be 36 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
fore the .Sea and Shore Fisheries 37 Main Street, Comer Park
Life Reader, Crystal Gazer
•
Commission in Bath yesterday' and 38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
argued the matter of closed time on 42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
I will tell you just what you wish
lobsters. There were two factions, 43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
to know about anyone or any
and that which advocated closed 45 Middle Street, opposite Fern
thing, friends, enemies, rivals,
time was the winner. No lobsters 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
business, marriage, divorce, prop
may be taken between July 15 and 47 Knox County General Hospital
erty, money, estates; who’s true,
Kept. 1st.
48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
who’s false; whom and when you
49 Camden and Front Streets
should marry; names, dates, facts.
Henry Duncan of North Haven who 51 Head of Cedar Street
Reunites the separated; answers
was badly injured in a dynamite ex 52 West Meadow Road
all questions.
plosion near the North Haven Casino 53 Camden Street, near F. B. Church
a few’ days ago. was resting comfort 54 Maverick, Cor. Spruce
Hours: 11 A. M. to 9 P. M.
ably and making good progress to 62 Militia Call
Warn
the truth. Don’t wait until
ward recovery, according to this 75 Veteran Firemen’s Association
it is too late. Low Fee this week.
morning’s report. The exact length 85 Out-of-town call
of his stay in the hospital cannot be 22 Chiefs Call
27 Park St. Rockland, Me.
5
determined at this time.
Repeated, No School
84*11
1-1 Two single strokes fire all out.
Rev. William J. Day of Winthrop,
Mass., who has been at the Chelsea
Memorial Hospital two weeks for ob
servation. has returned home and is
able to be about the house, his con
dition so much improved that his
friends are greatly encouraged. Sev
eral x-ray examinations finally de
TONIGHT—SPECIAL ATTRACTION
termined the cause of the trouble,
and the patient responded nicely to1
RIVOLTI
the treatment thereTor.
The New Star of Lakewood—and His
Ever alert for the newest, Chis
holm's Spa has developed a service
xCOCK ROBINS
on ice eream bricks which allows
Breaking All Box Office Records Everywhere
their being taken long distances
without melting and allows a half,
ADMISSION 53 CENTS
hours time before the cream softens.
It is done by means of a ppecial cabi
4. <.*4..!.
............
.9 4.4.4.4.4.4,4.4. .94.4.4^
net nnd extreme low (temperature
The brick type of ice cream has grown I
rapidly the past few years, the style |
of packing has improved and a wide
variety of flavors are available.
,

ASK ME ANYTHING

for a short stay. He was accompan
GLENCOVE
ied on the return to Boston by Mrs.
Most
of
the
farmers
here
are
har

IN THE
Farrow.
vesting their hay.
Mrs. Ruth Humphrey assisted by
Mr. anil Mrs. Ansel Farnum of Kox- Mrs. Marie Gregory was hostess to
bury, X. IL. and Mr. and Mrs. Harry party was in honor of Mrs. Hilma
Cate of Haverhill. Mass., were guests ' the Lindy Club Wednesday.
The
last week of Mrs. Maude Lufkin at • Farrow's birthday.
Sjhe was preRoxmont Lodge. Mr. Farnum is Mrs. rented with an octagon roseware
Lufkin’s brother whom ah© has not j console set. The supper was served
seen for 14 years.
j jn a dining room decorated in pink
SERMONETTE
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Packard and and green, the menu consisting of
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Calderwood and lobster stew, pickles, rolls, coffee,
Passing Strange
daughter Mary Lou motored to punch, and a very attractive cake.
Lucerne-in-Maine the Fourth. Mas - j Little Joan Bartlett has returned to
How singular it is that men
ter Arthur Calderwood spent the day Rockport after a visit with her grandoftentimes rise to their greatest
with his grandmother Mrs. Eben Cal- parents Mr. and Mrs. Karl Packard,
height by being obliged to do
derwood.
something
from
which
they
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Young of
shrink.
Men arc shaken by a
ASH POINT
Southborough, Mass., and two child
power outside themselves which
ren. accompanied by his sisters Misses
transforms their lif«4 and pur
Alena and Ada Young and Lucy
Notices of the Church
poses.
Walker visited here Wednesday.
There was a very pleasing musical’
Pope
Julian
II.
summoned
Mrs. Emma Leach was an all-day at the Ash Point Church Thursday
Michel Ang 1 > anti commanded
guest at A. B. Packard’s last Friday, evening.
After several songs in
him to decorate the ceiling of the
Malcolm Humphrey is in New York which all partiepated and prayer and
H inline Chapel. In vain he plead
employed by the Electrical Research ! remarks by the pastor. Rev. A. A.
ed that he was a sculptor, not a
Corporation.
! Walsh, the follow ing special numbers
painter; Unit the task should he
The massive brick chimney of the iwere presented: Vocal solos Mrs.
given to his young rival Raphael.
Power House a landmark for 35 years. Lola Willis and daughter Virginia of
The Pope would not hear of it.
is being razed by four Auburn steeple- Rockland, Miss Violet Martin of
Reluctantly Michel Angelo went
JacksIngraham Hill, Mrs. Elmer Curtis and
to work, learning the technique
Miss Wilma Carroll is teaching in ^rs. Walsh with harp accompaniof the artist as he worked. He
the daily vacation Bible school atjment; duets, Rev. and Mrs. P. C.
scornfully dismissed all his as
the Baptist Church.
Hughey and'Ruth and Calvin Hughey
sistants. and in wrath painted out
M J’s Hose Richards and daughter Of Rockport; readings by Mrs. Grace
all they had done. He even tore
Beulah visited Thursday with Mrs. Walsh Hughey and a quartet com
down their scaffoldings and put
Mary Gregory.
posed of Mrs. Lola Willis. Mrs. Abbie
up his own. Alone, on his back
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Packard aj’e Heard. Mrs. Hughey and Mrs. Walsh.
he worked for four long years in
home from an extended visit in Hull. At the close of the program assorted
sorrow and fury.
The Pope
Mass, with their son Mont Packard. cakes, strawberry shortcake and cocoa
threatened to hurl him from his
While there they witnessed the grad were served by Mrs. Kate Curtin.
own scaffoldings. He exclaimed
uation of their grandson Darrel from Mrs. Myrtle Curtis, Mrs. Marion
bitterly, ‘‘It would have been bet
High School. Mr. and Mrs. Packard Kline. Mrs. Grace Heard. Mrs. Mary
ter for him to have made sulphur
are a surprisingly voting couple for Brown and Mrs. Abbie Heard. The
matches than to have taken up
their age.
occasion was so well enjoyed it was
the desolating artist trade.” ‘‘I
Mr. and Mrs. Walter York and unanimously voted to hold a weekly
am stoned as if I had crucified
sons of Caribou have been guests of musical program Monday evenings
Christ.”
He strained his neck,
their sister Mrs. Bert Gregory. Mrs. during August, and the following
deranged his glands, injured his
York was here a week, her husband committee of arrangements was ap
eyesight, and was old at thirtycoming to accompany the family pointed: Mrs. Kate Curtis, organist
seven, hut when lie again stood
hr me. Mrs. Gregory’s parents Mr. (chairman). Mrs. Lola Willis, Miss
upon his feet he received the
and Mr.s. J. Innes came for the Pcurth Virginia Willis, Calvin Hughey, Miss
greatest ovation ever tendered an
and the entire party enjoyed a pici.’.c Violet Martin, Mrs. Abbie Heard, Miss
on the shore.
artist. He had painted-over three
Elizabeth Heard and Mrs. Walsh.
Mrs. Mary Gregory spent Sunday
hundred of the mightiest paint
Tlie ladies are making preparation
in Tenant's Harbor.
ings in the world, and achieved his
for tlieir annual fair which will be
Mr.s. Ituth Humphrey is home from held on the lawn of the church and
highest fame.
Boston and New York, being accom- parsonage July 30. Announcements
Raphael thanked God that he
panied by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. will be mad© later through the col
had lived in the same age with
John Sawyer and Mrs. Edna Whitney umns of this paper regarding special
him.
W. A. H.
of Lowell and West iSomerville features.
respectively.
Rev. A. A. Walsh left by auto Fri
The Gospel Mission services will
Harold Tolman. is enjoying a vaca
be conducted Sunday at 2.30 by Ser tion from his duties on th© freight day morning for Aroostook County
to conduct services at the Allagash
geant Burns. The evening serviced car.
•
Community Church which he organ
will be at 7.30.
Margaret Stevens has been guest ized a year ago with 136 members, 100
♦ ♦ ♦ •
of her grandmother Mrs. Mary Hall of whom he baptized in one day in
At the Congregational Church to the past week.
the international waters of the St.
morrow morning Mir. Rounds will
Littie Norma Newton is at the John’s River.
preach on the subject, “He That Rul- home of her uncle Charles Studley
Rev. Ruth E. Walsh will occupy the
eth His Spirit.” The Pilgrim Choir for a visit.
pulpit at Ash Point Sunday, using
will he assisted by Miss Adelaide
Mrs. Helen Hall and mother Mrs. for her subject at 10.30 “What Do
Small spent Sunday in Camden.
Cross, soprano soloist.
You See?” and at 7.3o in the evening
• • • •
A. F. Humphrey is in Bath on busi she will speak on ‘‘The Journey to
ness going with Mr. and Mrs. John the Celestial City,” as pictured by
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Sanger and friend who were return John Bunyan in Pilgrim’s Progress.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ing to their home in Massachusetts.
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Richmond and
for the seventh Sunday after Trin
daughter Elizabeth are at their sum 
ity; Holy Communion at 7.30; matins
mer home, Bear Hill Farm.
and sermon at 10.30; evensong and
1855
1929
Penobscot View Grange enjoyed a
sermon at St. John Baptist Church,
very pleasant evening Thursday, a
E.
A.
GL1DDEN
&
CO.
Thomaston at 7 p. m. Litany and de
reception being given to Mr. and Mrs.
Waldobort
Rockland Hljhlandc
votions on Friday night at 7.30.
Parks Buker in honor of their 60th
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
anniversary. Refreshments with two
The Eternal Christ” will be Mr. handsome cakes were served.
STONE
(Stf
Herman Farrow’, Sr., has been home
MacDonalds subject at the First Bap
tist Church iSunday morning. 10.39.
Tlie anthem by tlie choir will he “Al
pha find Omega." Stainer, and Mrs.
Kathleen Marston will sing a solo.
Tlie Church School will meet at the
close of the morning service. At the
evening service 7.13. Mrs. MacDon
ald will give a reading of “The Dost
Word," by Henry Van Dyke. The
choir will sing “Oh Lamb of God,'' !
Rchnecker, and Margaret McMillan i
will play a violin solo "Simple Aveu,”
Thome.

Auction and contract bridge play
ers will be interested to know that
Mrs. Arthur Brown, a teacher of these
(subjects in Hartford. Conn., will give
lessons to a limited number while
resting the next few weeks in this
city. Mrsr. Brown has successfully
taught classes from the best families
of Hartford. She may be reached by
telephone for details at 989-R. SD83

DIED

“BIG
and

ELM

TEA

ROOM”

got Refreshments in a cool room or under “THE BIG ELM’’

UNDER MANAGEMENT OF MR. AND MRS. JOHN MORRIS, JR.

Dancing at Morris Hall Every Wednesday Night
. Good Music

S^/tinna/ tya/e

’tne

ultimate in serveie every minute of every day.
Merely at the turn of a faucet 50 gallons of I 50degree hot water on tap (Hotter if you want it!)

for your every use.

Not a second’s waiting . . .

not so much as a match to strike!

It’s a service de luxe that this new Sepco gives,
hardly believable at the low cost.

In sad and loving memory of our dear
motlier, Mrs. Lizzie Parker Eaton, who passed
away July 13, 1928. Just one year ago today
the gates of heaven opened and God called her
home to rest.
Her smiling way and pleasant face.
Are a pleasure to recall:
Mhe had n kindly word for each
And died beloved by all.
Some day we hope to meet her.
Slime day, we know not when.
To clasp her hand in the better land
Never to part again.
• Sadly missed by her Sons and Daughters

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincere thanks for
the many acts of kindness and sympathy
shown to us during the bereavement caused
by the death of our dear sister, 'Mrs. Hattie
1 Hyler.
I Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Wincapaw'and family

|

Features 0/ the Sepco
Economic Heating Unit

Insulation of Granulated Cork

Automatic Temperature Control
50 Gallon Extra Heavy Genuine Copper Tank

IN MEMORIAM

Awnings or curtains on the porch
bring comfort and beauty to the
home. Have you seen the zestful
new colors? Rockland Awning Co.
Tel. 1262-W.—adv.
83-84

CHICHESTER
S PILLSA
W
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
lauHcn! A«k your Drur
<'hl-rh(M'ter • Diamond
l’llln in ltrd and Gold
boxes, sealed witii Blue ... _ _
Take no othrr. Huy of Tour V
AslcforCin.<5|fi:s.TER
DUSOND BRAND PILLS, for
years known as Best. Safest, Always Reliable

A

SOLO H DRVGGtSFS EVERYWHERE

(guaranteed)

$

150

installed, includes
all plumbing connec
tions to present system.

(may be purchased on the deferred payment plan, if preferred, $10 down, the bal

ance in equal monthly payments)

—ask for a descriptive circular!

Central Maine Power Company
At any of

(trs

82-ft

Automatic Electric hot water heaters give you the

»

FRQST At Thomaston. July 10. Katie M
widow of Charles Frost, aged 59 years. 4
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock from
159 Main street. Thomaston.
GRAY At Stonington, July 6, Capt. Harry W.
Graf, aged 56 years, 7 months, 1 day.

is now open to serve you

Whether you are “All By Yourself lii the Moonlight" or whether a
party of friends accompany you, motor to the

atmou/tce

the turn of a faucet!

GREENE-—At Britt’s Maternity Home. Rock
land, July 11, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
(ireene, a daughter, Ruth Ellen.
POWERS—At Portland. July 11. to Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Powers, formerly of Rock
land, a son, David Wyman.
REAN -At Searsmont. July 3, to Mr. and Mrs '
Leo Bean, a daughter.
GEARY—At Vinalhaven. July 6, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Geary, a 80117"
WILKIE—At Ridgewood, N. J.. July 12. to
Mr .and Mrs. Charles Wllrfle, a son, Alan.

TENANT’S HARBOR, ME.

Baked Bean Supper Every Saturday Night

^cc/i/an(/f ,j$aine

BORN

situated on the St. George Road at

LARGE OR SMALL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

gain's

or Day .... merely at

Hats off to the Telephone people
who have issued a directory that can
be read at first glance. The typg
previously us^ed was very confusing,
especially the numbers. It is a real
pleasure to consult the new book,
even if you do find t^e line busy.

“The Big Elm Tea Room”

Ices made from pure milk, fresh eggs and cream. Why buy others
when ycu can get them “Home Made”

k PERRY’S MARKET

« • « •

At Littlefield Memorial Church to
rn jrrow Rev. James Struthers of
Jackson, X, 11.. will speak morning
and evening. Mr. Struthers comes as
candidate for permanent pastor. At
the morning service the choir will
sing an anthem and Mrs. Evelyn Hart
will render a solo. At the evening
service at 7.15 tJie vocal number “No
Room” will he presented by its au
thor and composer D. E. Mosher of
this city an J Mr.s. Rowe of Phila
delphia and there will also he a vo
cal duct by Mrs. Evelyn Hart and
Miss Olive Bragg. Bible school meets
at noon and B.Y.P.U. convenes at 6
o’clock. The Sunday School picnic
will be held on Wednesday. Report
of final arrangements will be given
at the services Sunday.

”

CHICKEN OR LOBSTER DINNERS
LUNCHES AND ICES

HSBlf

Health Food Department

HOT Water Constantly, Night

OAKLAND PARK

Everybody on Ted Perry's carrier I
route knows and likes his faithful dog
Trixy, which is never given to bois
terous and frivolous acts. That is to
say, never until yesterday When she
suddenly went through a scries of
contortions which startled the neigh
borhood in which they occurred.
Trixy's departure from her usual staid
and dignified manner was a source of
wonderment until it was learned that
she had unwisely seated herself upon
a gob of hot tar, wjiich probably ac
counts for why she didn’t tar-ry any
longer In that neighborhood.
—7"----------------Year round, dependable, reasonably.priced awning, truck cover and sprayhood service. Rockland Awning Co.,
Tel. 12-62-W. Mr. Simmons. 83-84

i9 the founda
tion for health
and efficiency
throughoutlife.

•or stor-M

THOMASTON

Lvery-'

‘octland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July

rage rour
PLEASANT POINT

I

CUSHING

In Everybody’s Column

Probate Noticea

For Sale

Mrs. Martha Banner of Bath is | Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Westcott of
STATE OF MAINE .
FOR SALE—"Ten acres of heavy grass, will
Advertisements In this column not to ex
To all persons interested In either of the
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Winchenbach visiting her cousin Mrs. Fannie Melrose Highlands, Mass., are in ceed three lines Insert ed, once for 25 cents, be sold cheap. Inquire of B. H. BURKETT,
estates hereinafter named:
J
84-86
jtown. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel 3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents Union. Me.
of Lexington. Mass., have been visit Morse.
At c Probate Court held at Rockland, In
Mrs. Hans P. Ffeece and Master Olson.
•
each for one time. 10 cents for three times.
FOR BALE- -Used tires, all sizes, balloons
ing Mrs. Aaron Winchenbach, Wads
and for the County of Knox, on the 18th. day
and cords, also first-class second-hand fur
Stewart Freece of New York City are ; Miss Evelyn Mossman. a student at Six words make a line.
worth street.
of June in the year of our Lord one thousand
niture:
also
50
gallon
cast
Iron
kettle
In
good
guests of Miss Jessie Smith at Tran- 'the Gorham Normal summer school,
nine hundred and twenty-nine and by adcondition. HARRY BKXOVITCH. 12 Itankin
Mrsb H. B. Shaw and. Mrs. E. P iquilliy
«vt
quility raiui.
Farm. Miss
Miss i->iniiti
Smith ciiivt
and -'no.
Mrs. was <ia weekend
guest of Mrs. Homer
jonrnnunt from day to day from the 13th day
Lost and Found
St.
84*86
Starrett spent Friday with Maynard Fr(,(,ce sppnt Wednesday afternoon i Marshall.
of said June the following matters having been
FOR SALE- 40 ft. cruiser; Hubbard engine,
Shaw and family in Glenmere.
presented for the action thereupon hereinwith Mrs. Grace Maloney.
I Mrs. A. C. Campbell, son Alan and
LOST Hound dog spotted, license number would make a good fishing boat, price $325,
atttr indicated It is hereby Ordered:
Mr. and Mrs. Frye of Rockland have
Miss Grace Beatty of Colorado granddaughter Miss Gena Truax are 185. Liberal reward if returned to police fully equipped. Dory tender, row boats. 15 ft.
That notice thereof be given to ill persons
station. TEiL. 341.
84-86 new boat for outboard motor, 6 H outboard
moved into the Laura Torrey house Springs is among the latest arrivals _ at Orchard cottage for the summer,
ii.tcrestedy by causing a copy of this order to
motor, bouse boat. -If you want a boat I can
at Friendship cottage.
| Emerson Perkins of Warren and
on Wadsworth street.
be published three weeks successively In The
LOST—Small black and white fox terrier get you one. L. A. THUKiSTDX. Tel. 1150.
Courier-Gazette a newspaper published at
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Carroll, Bennie ; Corinne Maloney of Thomaston were somewhere near Holmes ISt.. name Buddy, j
William Cullen is visiting in town
84-tf
MISS GLADYS OVERLOCK, 135 Holmes St.------------------Rockland in said County, that they may ap
having come down from his cottage Packard Mrs. Maurice Carroll and at D. L. Maloney’s over the Fourth.
Tel. 606-M.
84-86
PDR SALE Field of grass at your own
pear at a Probate Court to he held at said
price L. A. THURSTON. Highlands
84-tf
Rockland on the 16th day of July A. D. 1929,
at Pine Point, where he and Mrs. Mrs. Gordon Smith and little daugh- | Capt. and Mrs. Allie Demuth of
LOST—In Thomaston between Knox Hotel
ter. all of East Warren were visitors Warren, who are just home from
at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and be heard
Cullen have been for a few weeks.
FDR
SALE
New
5-room
house
hath
fur

Elm St... string of gray and white pearl nace. and electricity, good neighbors, price
thereon If they see cause.
Sunday at A. W. Maloney's.
• Florida, were Sunday guests of Mr. and
beads. MRS. EDWIN SMITH, Knox Hotel.
Miss Ma^aret Jordan and F. H.
LAURA M. BUTTLE late of Camden, de
less than $4,660. easy payments.
L. A.
Walter Davol of Manchester, N. H., and Mrs. D. L. Maloney.
On
steamers
“
Camden,
”
“
Belfast,
”
“
Southport
”
83-85
Jordan are ,.t Old Orchard.
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof,
THURSTON. Tel, 1150.
84-tf
spent the Fourth with his family at , Mr. and Mrs. Loring Orff of Thomasking'
that Letters Testamentary be Issued
’s black shopping bag. Ap
and “J. T. Morse”
Services at the Baptist Church their cottage.
FUR SALE--Two house lots 90 ft. frontage
aston were at R. E. Stevens’ Sunday. plyFOUND--Lady
to Charles S. Robinson of Camden, he being
at POLICE STATION.
84 86 on North Main St., $275 each. L. A. THURS
Sunday: 9.45 a. m., Sunday school:
Herbert Wellington Smith has reMiss Mabelle Rivers of Allston,
the Executor named In said will without bond.
Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
TON. Tel. 1159.
84-tf
11 a. m., morning worship, topic,‘Xros-I sumed teaching in Portland where he j Mass., was a guest of relatives in
PHYLLIS TOLMA.N MORSE late of Thom
Bangor on Bangor Line good going and returning Sunday only, $2.03
FOR SALE- -German shepherd police pups.
aston, deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
pel of Helpfulness; ’ 7 p. m., gospel'gives vocal lessons one day of each town a few days last week before goWanted
Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Inquire 18 LAWRENCE ST. Tel. 1070-W.
bate thereof, asking that Letters Testamen
service,
topic,
“Is Your
Face week.
ing to New Harbor, where she is em
81*86
Bar Harbcr on Bar Harbor Line good going and returning Sunday
tary be Issued to F. L. S. Morse of Thomaston,
WANTED—Female nurses and attendants
Straight?”
Donald Flinchbaugh of Newton Up- ployed as waitress at a summer hotel.
he being the Executor named in said will
FOR SALE- 'Friendship Auxiliary Sloop
only, $2.00.
at Northampton State Hospital, salary $660
Misses
Gladys
Seavey
and
Marion
without bond.
Mrs. Freeman of Gardiner visited r*r Falls, Mass., is spending his vato $786 in IS months with full maintenance. 33x11x5 ft. Good sails, two yfears old and
Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
good
running
rigging.
Fully
found
and
sea|
cation
with
his
family
at
their
cotj
Orne
are
at
Christmas
Cove
where
MAHALA L. VFNAL late of Vinalhaven. de
Mrs. Ellen Winchenbach Thursday.
Address DR. J. A. HOUSTON. Supt., North
Stove. Copper water tank. Ice box ;,
Brooklin on Brocklin Line good going and returning Sunday only,
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
tage.
they have employment for the sum ampton. Mass.
84-9*90 worthy.
7 h. p. Knox engine. Newly built and en- i
Mrs. Adelaide Megquierof Portland
asking that Letters Testamentary he Issued
$1.50.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin A. Hodgdon mer.
WANTED—Competent
stenographer and larged cabin containing four berths. Nearly I
to Louise B. Folsom and Edith Vlnal Smith
is visiting Mrs. Donald George.
SAILING INFORMATION
and daughter of White Plains, N. Y.,
Ives lie Seavey has a new Chevrolet bookkeeper. BOX 212. Rockland.
84-86 5 ft head room. Address RODNEY A. SUM-1
both of Vinalhaven they being the Execu
Mrs. Schlotterbeck was a recent were the guests of Mrs. Laura Little sedan bought through the Ludwig
MANS. Glenmere, Me. Tel. Tenant's Harbor
BANGOR
LINE:
Steamers
“
BELFAST
”
or
“
CAMDEN
”
leave
Rock

trices named in said will without bond.
WANTED—Work by the day or hour. MRS 9-32.
84-tf
visitor of Mrs. Levi Turner, Knox field Tuesday night and Wednesday. agency, Waldoboro.
land 5.15 A. M. Eastern Standard Time. Returning due in Rock
JOHN M. JOHNSON late of South Thom
84*86
H. B. MANK. 22 Bay View Sq .
street.
FOR SALE 18 ft. power boat with Kenne
aston, deceased, Will and Petition for J*roDr. E. George Payne has returned
Mrs. F. I. Geyer spent Sunday with
land at 7 P. M.
WANTED—Young girl to care for babv. bec engine. In nice condition. For quick sale,
hate
thereof asking that Letters Testamen
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Ma TEL. 816-J.
Members of the William Fessenden to New York on business.
84-lt price $50. WALTER IN)WERS, shoe shop.
BAR HARBOR LINE: Steamer “J. T. MORSE” leaves Rockland 5.15
tary be issued to Edward Johnson of East
Joseph Farmer of Floral Park. Long loney.
family are occupying their house on
Thomaston.
84*95
Millinocket, Maine, he being the Executor
WANTED—Open buggy in good condition.
A. M. Eastern Standard Time. Steamer due on return trip at 6.30
Island. N. Y.. is visiting at B. L. SteMiss Arietta Maloney is in Waldo CARLE BROS., Camden, Me. Tel. Lincoln
named in said will without bond.
School street.
FOR SALE—Farms and houses in Camden
P. M.
84*86 and vicinity. CARLE BROS., Camden. Tel.
boro. at the home of her sister Mrs. ville 18-11.
JOSEPH SAIIaER late of Philadelphia,
Eugene Henry of Chicago was a i vens.
BROOKLIN LINE: Steamer “SOUTHPORT” leaves Rockland 5.15
Pennsylvania, deceased, Exemplified copy of
Leslie Seavey is driving a mew Percy Moody.
84*86
WANTED—At once experienced waitress at Lincolnville 18-11.
recent visitor in town.
the
Will and Probate thereof together with a
A.
M.
Eastern
Standard
Time.
Due
on
return
trip
at
Rockland
at
Ernest Webster was called to Ports WANESET INN, Tenant's Harbor. Tel. 27
Walter Berg is visiting his mother Chevrolet car.
FOR SALE—Ice cream cans. 5 gal. size, and.
Petition for Prohate of Foreign Will asking
83-85 tubs, like new, $5 complete. .Make good food
6. P. M.
and aunt at Oyster River.
I Mrs. A. C. Campbell. Allen Camp- mouth last week for physical examthat the copj’ of said will may lie allowed,
WANTED—Washings and Ironings, or work keeper for eamp or cottage. CARLE BROS.,
filed and recorded in the Probate Court of
Pelham Cream-,* f Boston is' bell and Miss Gena Campbell of New |„ation.
Daily Excursions-One-Way Fare for the Round Trip
84*86
by the hour. MRS. C. S. ROBERTS 16 Cantden. Tel. Lincolnville 18-11.
Knox County and that Letters Testamentary
spending a few days with his aunt York are at their sllmmer home- Miss Georgia Young has employ - Granite St. Tel. 619-W.
83*85
Daily excursion tickets are sold and good from Rockland to Bangor,
be Issued to Mary L. Sailer, Alice Welsh
FOR
SALE
—
25
acres
of
standing
grass,
Mrs. Aaron Winchenbach.
I Mr. ami Mrs. G. I. Young of Bel- ment in the home of Mr. and Mrs. E.
Sailer, and Joseph Sailer, Jr., all of Phila
WANTED—By middle aged woman, general with or without use of barns. H. H. STOVER.
Bar Harbor or Brooklin or any intermediate landing and return
fast spent the weekend at Byron ' B. Hart.
delphia, Penn., they being the executors
83-85
housework for business man or woman, or in Tel. 1261.
A company of gypsies were in town ! Ia
See time table for leaving and returning times from
named in said will- without bond.
Coombs.
’
D.
L.
Maloney
is
building
a
wharf
small
family,
where
good
wages
will
be
paid
Friday morning. While here they
.. . „ ,
.
,, ,
FOR SALE OR LEASE—Large new build
intermediate
landings
for reliable service. References if desired. ing. suitable for factory, garage, or any busi
ESTATE OF ELMER E. THOM AB late of
were kept under the watchful eyes of j Mrs^ Minnie Beckett and son Lloyd for Carl Gray.
preferred. C. E. W., IL F. D. No. 1. ness needing large space. Adjoining railroad
Isle au llaut, deceased, Petition for Adminis
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Rockwell of Rockland
the poliee and their departure was wi‘h ,MT' and Mrs William Gilehrest
Box 23. Vinalhaven.
83*85 track. H. H. STOVER. Tel. 1261.
tration
d.b.n. asking that Percy T. Clarke of
83-85
Tickets and information at Eastern Steamship Lines Ticket Offices
hastened by City Marshal Webster jand children spent Iast week a* their Hartford. Conn., are to arrive this
Stonington, or some other suitable person may
WANTED—Housekeeper in small family.
FOR SALE—Six lbs. dippings for patchweek at their co.ttage. Bird’s Point.
be
appointed
Afimr. d.b.n. with bond.
of Rockland and the State police.
j co age.
CLARENCE (’LINE. Spuce Head.
82*84 work $1. Prints only, no voiles. Silk strips,
Mrs. Donald Flinchbaugh enter
Mrs. Christobel Kidder and son
ESTATE OF/ELLA HEWBS late of Rock
Frank Turner who has quite a large J
6
lbs.
$1.
suitable
for
rugs.
Rayon
silks,
5
WANTED
—
Position
doing
housework
by
tained the ladies of the sewing circle Harvey of Cambridge, Mass., are young woman with good experience. Write lbs $1. Small silk cuts suitable for crazy
port, deceased. J’etitlon for Administration
poultry plant on Gleason street has last week at her summer cottage.
asking that Charles S. Gardner of Rockport
guests at "Grey House’’ for two "X” care Courier-Gazette.
82*84 work, 6 lbs. $1. Three holders free with every
some Plymouth Rock pullets which Lunch was served and the usual good weeks.
or some other suitable person be appointed
order.
Extraordinary value!
Bend no
WANTED—Position as housekeeper for money, pay postman $1 plus postage. Satis
Admr. with bond.
•
began laying when four months and time enjoyed.
Rev. Frank C. Wheelock is in widower. Apply up stairs at 574 MAIN ST.
ESTATE OF MARY J. BURTON late of
six days old.
faction or money refunded. SAFTLER MF(i.
Mrs. Russell Mann of Winchester, Springfield. Mass., for two weeks,
82*84 (’<).. Dept. 6, Whitman, Mass.
Union, deceased. Petition for Administration
83*86
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner mo Mass., is at Moss Bar cottage for the after which he will join his family at
asking that Edward K. Gould of Rockland or
WANTED—Agents in Rockland and vicinity
FDR SALE—560 thousand ft. large hem
tored to Boston Friday on business.
some other suitable person be appointed Admr.
season.
“Grey House” for the remainder of to sell Christmas cards in $1.66 boxes con lock and pine on stump, also 266 cds hardwood
j with bond.
Maynard Shaw and family of Port
taining 21 assorted cards: 56 per cent profit. it' wanted. Easy to market. .1. II. MOODY,
Miss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde the summer.
I
ESTATE OF ELIZABETH H. STARRETT
SARAH
STONE
STUDIOS,
Bangor,
Maine.
land are at Glenmere for a vacation. is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
154 North Main St. Rockland, Me. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ulmer and
78-144 | 1614 M.
I late of Warren, deceased. Petition for Admln__________________
82*84
Friday was a marked day in the life Mrs. A. W. Maloney.
Miss Lottie Partridge were in Thom
i Istration asking that Bertha A. Starrett of
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
WANTED—Farms, houses, lake and shore
of Mrs. Helen Watts of Green street
FOR SALE—One oak buffet. 6 (lining room
To Let
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wellington aston over the Fourth.
I Warren or some other suitable person be ap
property to list. Have customers for farms
STEAMBOAT CO.
3 kitchen chairs, 1 rocker. PHONE
who had her 86th birthday anniver Smith of New York city, are at their
pointed Admx. without bond.
Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton of and cottages in good locations. L. A. THURS chairs,
24
-M
82*84
Boats
between
Rockland,
Vinalhaven,
North
TO LET Room by day or week at 8 GRACE
sary. Mrs. Watts resides with her cottage for the summer and have as Middletown, Mass., are to arrive at TON. Tel. 1159.
ESTATE OF JAMES E THOMAS late of
77-tf
Haven. Stonington, Swan’s Island
ST.
84*86
FOR
SALE
—
-Complete
furnishings
of
a
Isle au Hunt, deceased, Petition for Admin
daughter Mrs. Clifford Clark with guests for two weeks. Mr. and Mrs. their farm here this week for the
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
9-room house. Am leaving city and must
istration
asking that Percy T. Clarke of
TO LET Furnished camp by the week,
whom she has made her home for sev George Bradford of Boston, and Mr. summer season.
Subject To Change Without Notice
of every article. Call at 13 GRANITE month or season at Friendship Harbor.
Stonington, or some other suitable i»erson be
Summer Cottages and Board dispose
DAILY SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
eral years. For some years her home and Mrs. Hildebrant of Worcester,
ST.
82-84 HATTIE A. WOTTON. Friendship. Me. 81*86
appointed Admr. with bond.
Wilpas, Walpas. and Helena SalliVINALHAVEN LINE
was in Pennsylvania and at different Mass.
ESTATE OF MAUD M. STETSON late of
nen were in Bangor Wednesday to
FOR SALE OR TO LET House lu Dono
If you have a cottage to lei or desire sum
TO LET New 6 room house, all modern. ’’Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
periods she made her home in Massa
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Harriman of visit their mother.
mer boarders advertise the fact in this pa hue Court. If you can't give at least three available Aug. 1. H. H. STOVER. Tel. 1261. Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriv Warren, deceased, Petition for Administra
tion
asking that Abbie J. Stetson of Warren
suitable references don’t apply. FREDERICK
chusetts. Mrs. Watts takes great Portland were guests of Mr. and Mrs
ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.26 P. M.
Walpas Sallinen is putting a new per where thousands will read of It
U. WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel. 392-M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.36 A. M. and or some other suitable person be appointed
interest in current events for her D. L. Maloney last week. It was Mr. roof on his barn.
TO
LET
Room
at
21
FULTON
ST.
83*8.
’
Admx.
without bond.
FOR SALE—Ideal summer home or small
82-84
3.36 P. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving
faculties are well preserved and her Harriman’s first visit here after an
Alvaro Olson is building a new farm. On State road from Thomaston to
ESTATE OF GB0RGIE BERRY late of
TO LI T Single garage, $1 per month, at at 16 56 A. M. and 4.50 T M.
FOR
SALE
—To
settle
estate,
the
Hall
prop
arren at Oyster River. 7-rnom house, hard
bodily strength enables her to keep absence of 30 years.
wharf for S. P. Rockwell at Bird's
9 BROAD ST. ; all new.
83*8.5 STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE Rockland, deceased. Petition for Conflrmawood floors, lights, telephone, hot and cold erty. Middle Street Hill, eleven room house,
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily except tion of Trustee asking that the appointment,
Mr. and Mrs. Vertna Beckett of Point.
busily employed. There 5vwre pres
TO LET Rooms at 37 Spring St. centrally Sundays at 6.36 A. M.. Stonington 7.25, North of Charles M. Kalloch, Charles H. Berry and
water.
House, stable-garage connected, 1 new furnace, two toilets, two fireplaces, set
Mrs. Sarah Seavey who has been acre land, apple, pears, plum trees and small tubs, two lots, fruit trees, etc. W. I). IIALL located, w’th bath. ROSCOE STAPLES, at Haven 8.26 ; due at Rockland about 9.36 A. M Charles A. Emery all of Rockland may be
ent when the reoorter called a daugh Thomaston are spending the week at
IS
in
“
fln7
i
81
'
tf
Simpson
& Staples,
or 37 Spring St.
8.3-tfReturning, leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M.,
ter. Mrs. F. H. Piper of Medford the Beckett cottage, and have as their visiting her sister Mrs. B. S. Geyer, fruit, also another lot of 34 acres
confirmed and that letters of trust Issue to
___________
_____________________________
FOR SALE—Eight room house at
Pine
TO LET Tw> light housekeeping rooms, North Havfn 3.30, Stonington at 4.36; due to them according to law without bond.
Hillside, Mrs. Lois Cassens of Rock guest Miss Muriel Sulzer of New has returned to her home in Pleas pasture, firewood, barn and well on land,
young apple orchard. 46 trees. Will sell to
80*85 furnished. 34 FULTON ST. Tel. (33-31.
Thomaston.
HATTIE
ALLEN.
arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.30 P. M.
ESTATE OF ALICE P. STARRETT late of
ant Point where she is ill from gether or separately.
land, Miss Ella Piper of Massachu York.
Price reasonable.
83-85 !
B. H. STINSON
Rockland, deceased Petition for Confirma
FOR SALE—Two Jersey bulls, one 8
Miss Belle Orne with a party of grippe.
setts and Mrs. Clifford Clark. The
('HESTER O. WYLLIE. Warren, Me. Tel.
General Agent
months,
one
4
weeks.
C.
F.
TAYLOR.
Ten

tion
of Trustee asking that the appointment
To
LE
I'
Two
furnished
rooms
for
light
|
84*86 ants Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. John O’Brien of Au Thomaston 169-3.
eldest daughter, Mrs. Susie Poland, friends motored from Portland Mon
82*84 housekeeping: also rooms by day or week.
of the City of Rockland. Knox County, Maine,
FOR SALE—22 acres on shore Lermond's
may
be confirmed and that letters of trust
had been a recent visitor. Mrs. Watts day for a brief visit with her par gusta were at A. J. Woodward’s for
_______ S2*S>
FOR SALE—Farm wagon, dump cart, hay Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
Pond, good sandy shore for bathing and boat
issue to it according to law with bond.
ents Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne return the Fourth.
was remembered with gifts.
rake, Buckeye mowing machine, plow and
TO LET Rooms with kitchen privileges. .1. |
ing.
Bargain.
M.
R.
MILLER,
East
Union.
ESTATE OF JOHN II. SIN EX late of EdgeHarold Wild and friend of Wood
MRS. .1. M. HARTFORD, Rockport, Me.. ('. MACKIE. Vinalhaven.
Frank Seavey is the guest of his ing Tuesday afternoon.
82*81
82*84 drag.
water Park, X. J., deieased, Petition to De
Box 111. Highland Sq.
79*84
Misses Marion Orne and Gladys haven, L. I., have been at C. H.
ist.T Mrs. I* H ' .ptland.
TO LET Furnished front room at 169 • I, Charles L. Veazie. Register of .Probate for termine Inheritance Tax filed by Mary M.
FOR SALE OR TO LET At Megunticook
HOUK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls PARK ST.
: uvl
.1
Ralph who ; Seavey left Monday for Christmas Wales’ the past week.
82*84 ! tlie County of Knox, in the State of Maine, Sinex Exx.
Lake. 4-room cottage furnished, boat ami
hereby certify that in the following estates
have been guests oi Mrs. Enoch Clark Cove, where they have employ men*.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Donegan and garage. 3 lots of land, reasonable prjee. built and repaired; ail kinds of lawn work,
ESTATE OF MARIA 0. HILL late of Bos
TO LET Furnished apartment on Oak St. the persons were appointed Administrators or
by
the
day
or
contract.
BENIAMIN
KNOWL82*87 I TON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M
children of Chicopee Falls, Mass., are Apply to H. R. FELTON. Camden.
are returning today to New York City. for the summer.
66-tt A ! mo . rti Imi'roveinents. ApplJ bK. .. T gxectl,o|.s an(| OII (|le dates hereinafter In ton, Mass., deceased, Petiton to Determine
Mr. and Mrs. George Cazailis en spending the sur mer at G. I. Young's.
Inheritance Tax filed by Elizabeth H. Spald
i' HAVIS at Fnller-Cobh-Patfa._________ K-tt dieate<l:
TO LET—By week or month. 4-room cot
Mrs. Laura Albee of Swampscott,
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14: long,
ing Exx.
screened piazza, boat. Ice, garage, at 1 $10; junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumber
TO LET Three furnished lighl hnnsekeepMAIIY M. «NOW late of Rnekland. (leeeaaed,
Mass., is spending two weeks with tertained a party of relatives and They have as guests Mrs. Minnie tage,
reasonable
price.
H.
I
HOLT,
Camden.
Tel.
ESTATE OF CLARA M. JORDAN late of
friends at their home July 4. A pic Greenan and ran Jack of Rockland.
i delivered. T. J. CARROLL.
Tel. 263-21. Ing rooms, with use of hath, at Hay View 8q. | june - ^,-mi Carllon F. Snow of Rnekland Thomaston,
her sister, Mrs. Henry Bucklin.
deceased, Petition to Determine
pper Megunticook. Can be bought at a i P. O. Thomaston.
82-84 was appointed Adnir. d. b. n. and qualified
nic dinner was served, consisting of Mass. •
66-tf TEL. 459-J.
|
si‘S'
Inheritance
Tax filed by Frank H. Jordan
Dr. and Mrs. Hardy of Newton and
TO LET Modern tenement in Rankin block, by filing bond on the same date.
lobster stew and an abundance of
FOR SALE—Fitted wood, $14 per cord,
Admr.
Mr. and Mrs. Matl Saastaima and
Miss Antoinette Allen of Dover. Mass.,
FOR SALE—Nice new shore cottage near i quality and measure guaranteed. Telephone Inquire ALICE MARRINER, business office of
CYRUS L. GAHfi.N late of Rockland, de
everything that goes to make up a sons Raynor and Walfred have ar Rockland,
ESTATE OF MARGARET E. THOMAS Pe
furnished, charming view, bath your order to 762 city, or drop a card to J. I>. telephone company.
79-tf
were guests Friday of Mrs. Clifford good dinner and it was a delightful
______
** ceased. May 21, 1929. Albert H. Newbert of tition
for License to Sell Real Estate filed by
rived from Quincy, Mass., and are ing, boating, always cool. Good neighbors. PEASE. Hope, Maine.
77-88
Clark.
TO LET Furnished apartment with garage, Rockland was appointed Admr. and quall- Walter C. Fogg of Portland, Guardian, ask- ;
Must be sold at once, and will go at a bargain.
day for the entire company.
SANBORN. 80 fiC(I by filing bond on May 25, 1929.
occupying the farm they recently Investigat and make an offer. H. L. STEFrank Piper, a former Thomaston
available
July
6.
ETTA
H.
ing
that
lie may he licensed to sell at priFOR SALE—First quality fitted wood, $14 :
Dr. E. George Payne is having a
79-tf
WILLIAM A. BLAKE late of Rockport, ate sale certain real estate belonging to said
VEINS, 192 Limerock St., Rockland.
79-tf furnace junks, $12, delivered anywhere in Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
boy, is building a house for his large wharf built at the shore ad bought of Augustus Anderson.
deceased.
May
21
1929.
Carrie
Blake
of
ward situated in Warren, and described In
or Rockport. RALPH P. CONANT.
Mrs. Charlotte Bansmer, daughter
TO LET Five room flat with modern im
brother William Piper in East War joining his beautiful summer resi
TO LET—Crescent Beach cottage, six rooms, Rockland
Rockland. Tel. 67-M.
79-tf provements at 16 PLEASANT ST._______ 79-tf Rockport was appolqted Admx. c. t. a. and said petition.
running water, electric lights. Inquire of
Charlotte and son Gus of New Ro
qualified by filing bond on June 4, 1929.
ren.
ESTATE OF MARTIN V. HOPKINS late of
dence. F. S. Stone and B. W. Coombs
MRS ALBERTA ROSE, 26 Clarendon St .
FOR
SALE—New
Brunswick
Cabinet
TO LET Tenement of 6 rooms and bath at
chelle. N. Y., are guests of Mrs. Dor
HELEN M. PENDLETON late of Rockland,
William Brasier has sold the Har are doing the work.
Rockland, Maine.
•
79-tf Phonograph. Late model, with 25 records. A corner of Oak and Union Sts., June 1st. DR. deceased. June 4. 1929, Arthur S. Baker of Friendship, deceased, first and final account
othy
Schmid.
filed
for allowance by John T. Gay Exr.
rington field on the Cushing road to
The ladies of the Hardscrabble sew
79-tf Rockland, was appointed Admr. and quali
SALE— Very attractive modern cottage bargain at less than half price. Phone 960-W, W. H ARMSTRONG.
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall R. Payson of at FOR
ESTATE OF ALBERT E. HOPKINS late of
James Thornton.
Ingraham Hill. Bath, lights, city water, rock 39 CRESCENT ST. between 5 and 7 p. m.
ing circle are planning to have their
fied
by
filing
bond
on
June
11,
1929.
TO
LET
Unfurnished
and
furnished
apart

72*tf
North Haven, deceased, final account filed for
There will be a meeting of Pine fair and supper in Grange hall tlie West Roxbury ^lass., are in town for fireplace. Inquire at CROCKETT’S BABY
ments. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-\\._
FRED S. MACDMBER late of Rockland. allowance by D. Eva Hopkins Exx.
FOR SALE—Fine roomy house, shed and
73-tf
their annual vacation at Wilder Sher SHOP.
Cone Troop of Girl Scouts Monday at afternoon and evening of Aug. 13.
66-i9i deceased June 18, 1929, Samuel I). Rankin
ESTATE OF ANNIE V. BRADBURY late
connected, centrally located on State
man’s cottage Wawenock. They are
FOR SALE—Shore property at Cooper's barn
Tl) LET—Tentmonl, five rooms; electric of Rockport was .ppolnlcd Admr. and quali- of South Thomaston, deceased, first and final
3 o’clock in the Congregational vestry.
road, four miles from Rockland. Hard wood flghts
gas.
flush
loilct.
Apply
U.
8HAJTKR
|
«"<>
>»
filing
hnnd
on
the
same
date,
Beach.
CORA
E.
PERRY.
69
Beech
St
,
ltokaccompanied
by
Mrs.
Willard
PayMrs. Richard O. Elliot has returned
account filed for allowance by Eva M. Kirk
electric lights, carpets, shades, storm
74-tf floors,
Jt'-tf / THOMAS F HART late of Rorkland. de- Exx.
TENANTS HARBOR
son and two children. Mr. Payson is land.
windows and screens. Fruit trees and farming r. Rnekland St.
from a week’s automobile trip in New
ceased. June 18, 1929. Joseph W. Robinson
16 LET—Two cottages at Crawford Pond, land If desired. Can be bought at a bargain
Rev.
F.
K.
Barton
’
s
sermon
for
next
ESTATE OF EDWIN F. STEVEN’S late of »
TO
LET
Six
room
cottage
at
Owl's
Head
to
join
them
later.
Brunswick.
good bathing, boating, fishing, etc. Write for for cash, or on easy terms, if preferred. In by the month or season. MRS. RUTH Me- ! ,of , Rockland was appointod Exr. without Thomaston, deceased, first and final account
Sunday morning will be a continua
Mrs. Helen Fales and Mrs. Lura particulars. WILLIAM SAN SOM, Rockland
• • ♦ •
quire of GEO. GREEN, South Thomaston HEATH SI-EAR. Tel. 649.
n
.
t
flDona.
filed
for allowance by Henry E. McDonald
tion of last Sunday’s subject, "The Fales of Belmont Mass., who are
69-tf Phone Rockland 387-21.
WILLIAM H PERKINS late of Warren, de
72-tf
TO LET At 15 Summer St 4 room heated ceased, June 18 1929. Emerson W. Perkins Exr.
Mrs. Katie M. Frost
Basis of Crefiit; How Is Your Credit spending the summer at their cottage
TO LET—Cottage at ('rescent Beach, run
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.56 flat. gas. electricity, hath. After July 1st 3
ESTATE OF RICHARD II. BURPEE late of
Mrs. Katie M. Frost, 59, widow of in God's Bank?” In the evening he at Crescent Beach were guests Wed ning water, flush toilet,' heater. Apply stove length. $8 per cord ; also building him room furnished flat, gas, electricity, bath, of Warren was appointed Admr. without bond. Rockland, deceased, first and final account
OTIS A. LIBBY late of Warren, deceased. filed for allowance by Security Trust Com
ERRY’S MARKET.
7 ' «f ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
Charles Frost, died Wednesday at the will talk on "Helping Our Young nesday of Mrs. Alice Payson.
heat. On Camden St. after July 1st. to adult
79-tf family 16 room house, furnace, bath, elec June 18, 1929, Ada Spear of Warren was ap pany Trustee.
At the prayer-meeting
home of he son Orry F. Frost of 159 People.”
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
The Ladies Aid supper at the town
pointed Admx. and qualified by filing bond
ESTATE OF FREEMAN WELLMAN late of
FOR SALE—Good shore lot, 135x266 ft., tricity. Apply MRS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
Main street. Mrs. Frost had been in Wednesday evening Mr. Barton in house Tuesday night, with Mrs. Lena and estates; up-to-date property, in the gar
76-tf on the same date.
Union, deceased, final account filed for al
spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Mrlte with artesian well, at Ash Point. N. A. FOGG
ill health for several months but her troduced a new feature by taking up Seavey as housekeeper, was a suc den
HADLEY D PROUTY late of Union, de lowance by Walter H. Butler Trustee .
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel Rockland, Me.
79-tf
TO
LET
-Four-hoom
apartment
in
excel

ceased, June 18. 1929. Verna B. Prouty of
condition became serious only a few the study of the Gospel of John, cess both socially and financially fast. Me.
79-tf
ESTATE OF ALMIRA O. SMITH late of
FOR SALE—Second hand Reo parts and one lent condition ; garage if desired. Adults only. Union was appointed Admx. and qualified by
weeks ago. She was the daughter of which will be continued at the suc The sum of $30.66 was netted.
Vinalhaven, deceased, first and final account
stake body, also 15 ft. double ender, copper 28 Pacific St., C. A. EMERY. Tels. 518 M, filing bond on the same date.
I
M
M
75-,f
filed
for allowance by Evelyn W. Vlner Admx.
the late Lermond K and Julia A. ceeding Wednesday evening meetings
fastened.
E.
W.
FARMER.
41
Lime
St
Miss Constance Hallowell has re
GEORGE T. ALLAN late of Thomaston, de
MARTINSVILLE
of each week.
Rockland.
81-tf
ESTATE OF MARY W. YOUNG late of
TO LET—Northern half of Crockett Baby ceased, June 18, 1929. Frank D. Elliot of
(Bunker) Fales.
turned to Union after passing two
Mr.
and
Mis.
Roy
Conant
of
New

Mr. and Mrs. William White, Mel
FOR SALE—30 ft. cabin cruiser, perfect Shop, in heart of business section. Apply Thomason was appointed Exr. without bond. Vinalhaven, first and final account filed for
In the passing of Mrs. Frost Thom
weeks with her aunt, Mrs. Stella Rob buryport weVe recent over night
allowance by T. J. Young Admr.
73-tf
condition, fully equipped, 12 h. p. Hubbard CROCKETT BABY SHOP.
GEORGIE BERRY late of Rockland, de
aston has lost a pioneer citizen. She Hart and son Clarence of Massachu inson.
Witness, MELZKR T. CRAWFORD, Esquire,
engine.
Ideal family craft, copper riveted. S
guests
of
Mr.
and
IMrs.
Farrington
TO LET Five room apartment, modern, on ceased June 18, 1929, diaries A. Emery.
was born here in 1870 and had been setts are at the Dwyer house for a
Mr. and Mrs. Oret Robinson of Hart.
M DUNCAN. 662 Main St., Rockland. 79-tf Talbot Ave., first class. Apply 81 SUMMER Charles M. Kalloch and Charles II. Berry all .bulge of Probate Court for Knox County,
Rockland,
>fhine.
a life resident. Those who know her short stay.
70«f of Rockland were appointed Exrs. without
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick ST. Tel. 551-W.
Mrs. Carl Gray of Omaha. Neb.,
Mrs. Alice Davidson and son John Thomaston who are occupying their
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
have lost a good friend and loving
bond.
nesses. Small lots Ave cents foot planed tw»
cottage
in
town
for
the
summer,
en

TO
LET
Apartment
In
The
Bicknell.
Main
8-S-84
Register.
will be the speaker Sunday morning sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps
neighbor. She is survived by a son of Somerville.^Mass., are spending tertained a family party July
ADA C. CARLE late of Boston. Mass., de
St. Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH, 16 Lincoln St
the summer at their cottage. Mr.
t the Church on the Ridge. Mrs. bnovs. oak laths. Also other boat lumber Tel. 264.
79-tf
ceased,
June
18.
1929,
Alvah
R.
Carle
of
Orry F., and a sister Mrs. John G.
Davidson will make occasional visits Their guests were Mr. and Mrs. A Gray is summering at her cottage in JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 79-tf
Simonds of Auburndale, Mass.
T«» LET—New store 22V»x6« ft.. $40 per Cushing was appointed Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a.
O. Spear, Fred Spear of Warren: ^Ir Cushing.
FOR SALE—Homestead premises of the month, with or without lease. V. F. STUDLEY, and qualified by filing bond without sureties.
with them.
Funeral services will be held at the
EDWARD K. GOULD
and Mrs. Leolyn iSpear and children
late
George
W.
Robinson,
with
double
lot.
THERESA B. CLOUGH late of Rockport,
Mrs. Gilbert Auld underwent
Mr. and Mrs. .Paul Fitzpatrick and
69 Park St.
79-tf
home of her son Sunday afternoon at nasal -operation at Knox Hospital of Springfield, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Knox St. Thomaston. ANNE V. FLINT, 32
deceased, June 18, 1929, Therese (.'. Smith
family of Connecticut are guests of School St., Rockland. Tel. 356-M.
TO LET Two room apartment, kitchenette of Rockport Was appointed Exx. without bond.
Attorney at Law
76-tf
2 o'clock, the Rev. H. S. Kilborn last Tuesday, necessitating only
Kendall Teague of North Waldoboro Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Mason.
and bath. Apply CUTLER-COOK CO.. Rock
FOR
SALE—Rnekland—The
Brunswick land.
GEORGE F. FOGG late of Appleton, de
officiating. Interment will be made brief stay there.
(Formerly Judge of Probate)
Miss Constance HalRnvell of Union
79-tf
The St. George baseball team beat Hotel has been listed will) me to sell. This
ceased, June 18. 1929, Cora S. Fogg of Ap
in the family lot, Thomaston ceme
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
Mr. and Mrs . Mel. Ludwig and and Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Killeran of the American Legion 14 to 7 Wednes hotel has 26 letting rooms also a 5-room
pleton was appointed Exx. without bond.
tery.
daughter Louise of Connecticut .are Cushing. Also Mrs. Ed»ward Gonia. day night at Roockland. Our boys apartment for its management Hotel will he
and Real Estate Title*
CATHERINE LEWIS late of South Thom
Miscellaneous
as is. fully furnished : its location is
aston. deceased. May 8, 1929. Alan L. Bird
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Mc granddaughter Emma Lou Peaslee are surely making us proud of them. sold
Corner
Mein St. and Tilleon Av*.
on the main street of Rockland. A good going
of Rockland was appointed Admr. c. t. a. and
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowell
WHITE. HEAD
Kenzie.
IStf
Miss Caroline Alden of Bayonne, N. business and best of reasons why it is offered
NOTICE This Is to forbid any person qualified by filing bond on June 18, 1929.
Mrs. J Dim Mathews and daughter of Rockland made a brief call.
trusting
my
son
Frank
Roy
on
my
account
for
tiale.
J., is occupying the Mason cottage.
LI RA WHALEN late of Owl’s Head de
from
this
date.
F.
X.
ROY.
Union,
Me..
July
CamdenThe
Charles
Wilson
property
di

Mrs.
Effie
Richards,
Mrs.
Ellie
Rich
Jane
of
Belmont,
Mass.,
are
spend

Mr. and Mrs. Rogers of Camden
Miss Eleanor Healey of New York rectly on Atlantic highway has 14 rooms, 9, 1929.
84-86 ceased, June 11, 1929, John F. Whalen of
DR. E. L SCARLOTT
Owl’s tfcad was appointed Admr. aii^l quali
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur ing the summer at the Tracy house. of Thomaston, Mrs. Al'tena Thomp City is the guest of her sister, Mrs. every modern convenience, nearly an acre of
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatk)
son
of
Rockland
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Miss
Evelyn
Barter
was
operated
DENTAL
NOTICE
During
the
summer
I fied by filing bond on June 27, 1929.
Beale at the Lighthouse over the
land. ' This property should appreciate in
R. H. Hupper at Spruce Cove.
Attest
:
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and
upon for appendicitis at Knox Hos Virgil Hills and daughter Joyce of
Fourth.
Mrs. Noble and brother of Ontario, value.
Osteopathic Physician
< HARLWS L. VEAZIE. Register
1 have several cottages for sale and to let Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H
Miss Clara Dennison of Rockland pital recently and is doing well and Warren have been recent guests of Canada, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. also
DAMON, dentist. Rockland.
79-tf
By Appointment—Tel. 18S
city homes and business properties.
Mrs. Stella Robinson. .
Is the guest of Miss Eleanor Beafe at expecting to return home soon.
A large farm suitable for boys or girls
Charles Dwyer.
BEFORE BUYING THAT PLACE get my
35 Limerock St.
RoeklanS
camp,
borders
lake
where
fish
are
anxious
to
the Lighthouse.
long list ; city, village country, shore prop
Mrs. G. N. Bachelder who recently
Graduate ef Amer'oaa Moot o<
to Moosehead, Carraoasset Valley
be i'.lugiit. Tiiink of it a place lii.o ’tills for erty
Brilliant Young Students
H L STEVENS, 192 Limerock St.,
Mrs. Noyes Alley and son James
underwent
an
operation
at
Knox
1
.
..............
<
all
711
M.
FREEMAN
S
Osteopathy
Rockland.
77*8r
Mrs. Albert W. Smith, sons James Rangeley Lake into Canada arriving
and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham who
Hospital, is making a good recovery. YOU.N(», 307 Limerock St., Rockland.
81-86
LADIES-Reliable stock of hair goods at the nervous, tired, worried or despondent it is a
•have been occupying cne of the cot and Lermond and daughter Arlene of home Sunday afternoon. It was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Dean
of
Wal

FOR
SALE
—
Ten
fine
house
lots
on
Broad

Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders
tages here returned Wednesday to West Somerville. Mass., have arrived fine trip and much enjoyed.
way, 1 large lot on Crescent St.
.
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
79 tf sure sign you need MOTT’S NERVERINE DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS
to spend the summer as usual with
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Dow recently tham are guests of Mr. and Mrs. N.
their home in Jonesport.
Twelve room house on Atlantic HitAiway
H.
Gardner.
GENERAL TRUCKING. E. W. FARM Ml.-Il PILLS. They renew the normal vigor and
near Maverick St.
Mrs. A. H. Calder and children Dick her mother, Mrs. Emma M. Torrey visited Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barter
”
“Be sure and ask for
Lime St . Rockland. Tel. 1666-M.
79-tf make life worth living.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert I. Adrianee
Osteopathic Physician
Cottage lot on Alford Lake.
and Nancy arrived from Baltimore. James and Lermond have just grad at Rockland.
and family of East Orange, N. J.,
Cottage house and garage, good lot of land
WAX YOUR FLOOR8 with our Johnson Mott’s Nerverine Pills
895
MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
Mr.. Monday night and will spend the uated with honors from the Western ^Mrs. Ada Gardiner opened the have arrived at the Leonard cottage. at East Union, opposite Grange hall.
electric floor waxer, $1.06 per day. Tel. 791.
summer at Norton's Island with her Junior High School, the former hav Delta Alpha July 8 and had a picni
At Owl’s Head In Mussel Ridge channel, CRIE HARDWARE CO., 468 Main St., Rock WILLIAMS MFC. CO. Prop.., CUt.1.»I, O.
Mrs.
Charles
Taylor
has
returned
Telephone
1296; Residence 2U-H
large house and lot. separate large lot, cot land.
79-tf
parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Andrews. ing written the class ode for gradua dinner. The guests were Mr. and
from an extended visit in Portland.
tage. and large lot of land. Large store near
CORNER DRUG STORE
tt-M
The dances at Community hali, tion. to the tune of “America the Mrs. Edgar Barter and granddaugh
LET
E
A.
KNOWLTON
file
your
saws
and
Ocean House, formerly occupied by M. P.
Cor. Limerock and Main Streets
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St.
Spruce Head are being well patron Beautiful,” and the latter delivered ter Fern Britto, Mr. and Mrs. Mervy
Jameson Co.
Tel.
1010.
Cottage and lot of land on Tenant’s Harbor
ized by the people from the islands. an essay "The Poet of the People,” Flanders and daughters Dorothy and
road, on Georges River, $1050.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
Lermond was the Leona of Rockland Mrs. Charles E.
R. H. BRITT
Harrison and his accordian are prov (Edgar Guest).
One eight room house at Rockport on East can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
ing a great innovation also the fine youngest boy in the graduating class Gregory of Glencove, Mr. and Mrs,
side of Harbor, 1 extra large lot, shore prlvl
tiie home news, at Hotaling’s News Agency,
Civii Engineer
of 200. He is 13 years old and held a Allan Conway of Tenant's Harbor.
dance floor.
lege with each. Also one 11 room house at '(68 West. 46th street.
Survey*, Mppt, Plan*, Eatimat**,
Rockport.
Miss Ruth Humphrey has returned
Mrs. J. K. Lowe of Spruce Lodge, perfect attendance record, having
NOTH
B
b
ihk h> ui'ru
th«'
km
of
Two house lots on corner of Rankin and deposit book numbered 125 and the owner of J
Con.ultationi
motored to Thomaston and spent the been neither absent, tardy, nor dis home after spending a wee kwith her
Broadway.
missed during the year. He also won grandmother Mrs. A. Smith of Rock
said book asks for duplicate in accordance
Fourth with Mrs. Harold Mason.
Office 320 Main St Tel. 1247
One double tenement house on Main St.
with tlie provision' of the State law. SE-|
a
“
W
”
for
scholarship.
James
at

A. L. Jones, officer in command at
To any one wishing a real antique 1% story <TRITY TRUST <’O. Rockport Branch, by
land.
Ree. 81 Summer St Tel. 651-W
house to be taken down and rebuilt please Harold H. Davis, Manager. /Rockport. July j
the U.S.C.G. lias been on a short tendance record would have been
119-U
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Hart visited !
Cash or Charge Account
write me for particulars. ERNEST C. DAVIS, 12, 1929.
equally
as
good
had
it
not
been
for
84-S-90
trip to his home at Salisbury Beach.,
Will find it to their advantage to
friends and relatives Wednesday on
Rockland. Me.
83-85
illness.
Another
member
of
the
five
JULY CLEARANCE!
George W. Ackley, U.S.C.G.. spent
the way to see hi» uncle, Frank Hart,
DR. F. B. ADAMS
consign their shipments to—
Monday at his home in Old Orchard. senior honor pupils was Miss Adele who is ill at Waldoboro.
Values such as we offer are the
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Haley,
daughter
of
Mrs.
Rena
Wiley
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Alley and fam
foundation of our Progress. Satis
Mrs. Winnie Taylor has returned
Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M.
Almeder, Eames & Co.
ily of the Lighthoue enjoyed a pic Haley, formerly of Wiley’s Corner, from a Portland hospital very much
fied customers are our best adver
who
also
delivered
an
essay
“
Vale.
”
nic with the family of H. W. Andrews
tisements.
We
have
a
large
stock
Telephone 160
improved in health.
Commission Merchants
Quoting the article in the school
at Norton's Island the Fourth.
on which we have made drastic
Mrs. Mary Holbrook of Somerville
Attention
given to Medical and
magazine
Western
’
Star:
“
The
school
Farms,
City
Homes,
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Alley of the
53 Commercial St., Boston, Mass.
reductions for quick sale !
has arrived and is opening up her
Electrical Treatment
Light who have been on a ten day is justly proud of these honor cottage for the summer months. She
80-92
Excellent
selection
of
Furniture,
83-120
Since 1840 thia firm haa
visit to Jonespct returned home pupils, and without a doubt they will has had her grandson Elwood Hol
Cottages, House
Stoves, Baby Carriages, Oil Stoves,
faithfully aerved the famillea
continue their fine record when they
brook
Brown
with
her
for
two
weeks
’
China
Closet,
Piano,
Desks,
Office
of Knox County
G.. is Ill from enter High School. We feel certain vacation. Capt. Holbrook is expected
r
and Cottage Lots
Chairs, Cash Register.
DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8
I.ADY ATTENDANT
m attack ‘ i
'• • • lie is attend- that in later years their achievements home Sunday. It is good to aee the
Chiropractor
will bring honor to the Western
Tel. Day 450; Night 781-1
ed by Dr. C. E. Leach.
cottages
open
and
the
summer
peo111 Limerock 8tr**t
ROCKLAND
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley, Mr. and Junior High School where they spent
EARLE LUDWICK
Tel. 1004-J
(Corner Lincoln)
with us again.
Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham and Leland three happy and profitable yearn ful- i P^eMiss
Helen Gilehrest has arrived
FURNITURE CO.
Lady in att»ndonoo
38 CHESTNUT ST. ROCKLAND
J.
F.
WHALEN
Beale were business visitors in Rock filling the school’s three-fold motto of
from
New
York
and
opened
up
the
“Service, Loyalty, and Scholarship.”
Phono lidl
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
ASH POINT, ME.
land Tuesday.
Telephone 723-M
|
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Barter, daugh Harbor Lodge.
Palnloaa 8yetem
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Charles Wall, who has been
67-tf
TEL. 427-R
«4Stt
Txtring
Dow
and
son
of
Camden
are
ter Rutli and Lee Andrews started
of Adjusting
visiting for several days in Port
25TAStf
the night before the Fourth for a trip guests of his brother Sidney Dow.
land, returned home Monday.

Special $2 and $1.50
Sunday Excursions

AND

Daily One-Day Excursions

BANGOR, BAR HARBOR
and BROOKLIN

EASTERN
steamship lines

1

When you/ee/tzS

Blueberry, Live and
Dressed Poultry
Shippers

USED FURNITURE
SOLD

REAL ESTATE

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

FOR ICE

BURPEE’S

.very-

rage rive
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

©THI

HORIZONTAL
1-A month (abbr.)
4-Torn asunder
violently
8-Fog
12- Metrlc unit ot
square measure
13- A shrub
14- Stupld person
1&-Puts In reciprocal
relation
18- Agltate
19- Underhand
procedure
20- Mlslay
23-The bird class of
animals
24- Large streams
26-0ne who educes
29-Withdrawn
31- Flssures
32- Defamatlon of
character
83-lndlvldual
34- Rambles
35-Of greater breadth
35-Whlrl
37-Blbllcal High Priest
88- Jury
89- A cereal
40-Reduces in rank

INTtRNATIQKAl

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
42- Evemng party
(French)
43-Garnered
44- Contained
46- Blemish
47- Slag
50-Ceremony
52-Calumniatlng
55- Motionless
56-Rage
57- Contend
58- Cots
59- Absolute
60- Fulfilled
VERTICAL

1- Bag
2- Greek god of love
3- Saucy
4- Scotch for “sliver”
5- Small pieces of
ground
6- Thin wooden-strip
7- Frozen dessert
3-Edlble bivalve
9-lntruder
10- Abbrevlatlon for
scientific
11- Phrase
13-Forsakes
16-Acts in response

SVNOICATS,

VERTICAL (Cent.)
17-lmplement for
cutting Into thin
pieces
21- Ecg-shaped
22- Approached
24- Revolt
25- Pertaining to old
age
27-One who distributes
cards
23- Not assimilated
29-Traverses on
horseback »
30- Having slight
depressions
32-Covered on the
inside
35- Flsherman’s boots
36- lnsect
38- Father
39-A fusible metal
41- Runners
42-Transmitter
44-Jolnt
45- Bin for grain
47- lncllne
48-Tear asunder
49- Small piece
61-Feminlne suffix
53-Abbrevlation for
“latitude”
54- Obtain

Solution to Pres ious Puzzle
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CAMDEN
Carleton Pooler of Boston, former
ly of Camden, is greeting friends in
town this week.
Chester Pascal of Rockport enter
tained friends at a chicken dinner at
Green Gables Wednesday evening.
Following the dinner cards were en
joyed at his residence.
“What Becomes of the Man Who
Fails To Worship God?” will be the
subject of Rev. F. Ernest Smith’s ad
dress at the Methodist church Sunday
morning. Mrs. Alarlc Stone of Bos
ton will be the soloist.
The July meeting of the Camden
Garden Club will he held with Mrs.
T. Ch:w*lton Henry at Beauchamp
Point July 21.
Gn Wednesday the Boston Yacht
Club will be guests of the Camden
Board of Trade. A reception will b<
held at the Yacht Club at 8 o’clock
and this will be followed by a dance
Music will be furnished during the
evening by the Camden Boys’ Band.
Next Sunday evening there will he
a union service at the Congregatiohal
Church and Rev. Calvin M. Clark of
Bangor will deliver his .illustrated
lecture on tlie Passion Play of Oherammergau. Mr. Clark will also occu
py the pulpit at the morning service.
There will be a baseball game here
today at 3 o’clock between Camden
and Belfast. The battery for the
home tdam will be Boynton and
Thomas.
The subject of Rev. Ernest M. Hol
man’s address at the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church on Sunday morning
will be “The Gospel Message Tested
in An Ancient City.” Harold Steven
son will be the soloist.
Mr. and’ Mrs. C. W. Bibb are
expected this week from Baltimore,
to spend the summer with their son,
Frank Bibb at his home on Chestnut
Hill.
Samuel Foss, secretary of the Au
burn Chamber of Commerce, was the
speaker at the meeting of the Board
of Trade this week.
The second season of the Camden,
Concert Course will start in the Opera
House the evening of July 30. The
following well known artists will ap
pear in the course: Frank Bibb of the
Peabody Institute of Baltimore, and
the David Mannes School of New
York City; Sylvia Lent, New York,
violinist; Dan Powell, Baltimore, bar
itone; Katherine Ellis, New York,
pianist; Sigurd Nillsen, New York,
basso; Harriet Colston, Baltimore,
soprano; Mario Roemaet Rosanoff,
New York, cellist; Edward O'Brien,
New York, tenor and Alice Merrill,
New York, pianist. Concerts will be
held Aug. 15 and Sept. 3. This com
mittee has charge of arrangements:
Mrs. E. Kent IHubbard chairman;
Mrs. E. J. Cornells; Mrs. James C.
Hutchins, ^Irs. Arthur Poillon, Mrs.
Charles C. Wood, Mrs. T. Jenness
French. Miss Jessie B. Hosmer, Frank
Bibb, Rev. Ralph H. Hayden, Col. E.
A. Robbins, Francis Gilbert, John
Taylor, Dr. M. B. Long, Arthur Huse,
Elmer E. Joyce, Marcus Clu^idler, C.
Arthur Nutt and Frank M. Tibbetts

THE REALM OF MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
The first of the new five weeks of
Esplanade concerts, with Arthur
Fiedler conducting 47 players from
the Boston Symphony Orchestra in
the special stand at the foot of Mt.
Vernon street on the Charles River
Esplanade, Boston, given on the eve
ning ef July 4th, drew and held thou
sands of music lovers. This interest
promises to last throughout the series
which ends Aug. 8. The programs
are cleverly constructed to reach all
types of music lovers. The review*of
the first concert brings a picture to
The mind’s eye:
“Men, women and children of all
classes and races assembled early,
from all parts of the city and en
virons, many coining by motor car
and
few by boat down the winding
Charles. By 8 o’clock when Director
Fiedler lifted his baton for the open
ing selection, the place was a sea of
faces, eager and expectant.
“And as darkness settled softly
down, the lights in the stand were
lighted making a striking picture in
the half light. Then the basin lights
came on, and the stars peeped out
between the wind-blown clouds. The
wind still drove in, from the south
west so briskly that the flag atop the
Union Boat Club just hack of the or
chestra stand stood out like an ob
long bit of striped cardboard.
“Applause was generous through
out^ the entire eionoert, and those
who sat in chairs, or on the ground,
or stood, remained until the last note
of the final number, demonstrating
beyond .doubt that such music was
appreciated in such a setting.”
• • • •
Thanks to the generosity of pub
lic spirited donors, these concerts
are given free, making Boston one of
the few places in the world where such
concerts are offered to the public free
»f charge. If any Rockland people
attend these Esplanade concerts, it
would be interesting to hear from
them.

♦ * * ♦

A Maine musician winning fame is
Lucia Anderson Huff of Old Orchard,
organist at St. Margaret's Catholic
Church. She comes from ancestors
which for generations back were
musical or otherwise talented. A
little whim with her is that if she can
have a small picture of St. Cecilia in
front of her, it inspires and induces
her to greater efforts. Perhaps it is
this that inspired her to compose a
hymn which has been sung at St.
Margaret’s Church by the Misses
Leonelle and Pauline Ste. Marie, sis
ters of the Rev. Mother Marie Mon
tana, Franciscan Missionary of Mary,
who before taking the veil was Bea
trice Ste. Marie.
Through the Misses Ste. Marie, a
full copy of the manuscript was given
to the Franciscan missionary, who
had the hymn sung in one of the larg
est churches in Rome, by a large choir
under her own direction.
This composition of Mrs. Huff,
which has been recently copyrighted,
is dedicated to Madaine Ruth Lafleur
Hetu, sister of the Rev. Paul Lefleur
of Montreal, who each Sunday dur
ing the summer months sings at the
little Catholic Church on top of the
hi'l, overlooking the Atlantic?
The composition, Tantum Ergo, by
Mrs. Huff, has led musical directors
to believe that it may be adopted for
• ♦ * •
general use In the Catholic Churches
Three generations played instru of the world in services of Benedic
ments in the Yarmouth band which tion of the Blessed Sacrament.
led Dunlap Conrmandery of Bath at
♦ * • ♦
the St. John's Day parade in that city
Israel
Moger
in a recent issue of a
recently. They were Joseph Raynes,
86-year-old veteran who has been Boston Sunday newspaper says that
playing with the crack Yarmouth “There is one disease from which no
band since its organization in 1866. one is immune. It grips nearly all of
The more
His sop. John Raynes, ltd the Yar the nation’s notables.
mouth Band and grandsons, Warren popular you are, the more of a chance
Ravncs and Burton Gooch, played you Have to display symptoms of the j
the drum and clarinet. The 86-year- disea^fe at some time or other.
“It is- Radio Sickness, or better
old musician had no difficulty in
keeping up with the procession, lie known as Microphone Stage Fright!
“Imagine, if you can, speaking be
plays an alto horn.
fore a little black disc, which stares
• • ♦ •
at you like a million eyes, and con
Realizing that music plays a vital tinues to bore holes in your self-as
part in the church service, several surance and your poise. Oixra sing
energetic workers from the Uni versa - ers find it hard to sing without the
list parish have banded together warm response of an appreciative
under the title of the Organ Fund audience. Orators find it hard to tell
committee to strive to raise sufficient their best jokes when they don’t even
funds to rebuild the present organ get a single smile. The prize fighter
which is in a rather decrepit con quails and perspires when he cannot
dition.
Several activities are in swing a left in a simple gesture of
the air to this end, the first of emphasis.”
which will be an Evening of Music
An incident of Miss (Elise Ferguson,
given at the church Friday evening. the well known actress, broadcasting
July 19, at 8.15 o’clock, featuring was told. Miss Ferguson appeared
Joyce Lehing, soprano, of New York, to be very calm and in the best of
assisted by Edna Gregory, pianist, spirits before the broadcast. Her
and Ruth Erickson Sanborn, com program was a success, but when she
poser-accompanist, of this city.
was through, she walked out of the
The cause is most worthy, and op studio with a bewildered look. She
portunity for such a musical treat as strolled over to a sofa and placing her
is assured by the three artists men head in her arms, began to cry. After
tioned, is seldom provided here.
she had recovered her composure, she
• • * *
said: “But w-w-w-where is the ap
Mrs. Mortimer Bremen of Mitchell plause?”
• • « •
road, South Portland, a prominent
member of the Portland Rossini Club,
A concert player had the piano
is the winner for the State of Maine placeu in the same manner in the
for the prize awarded during the Na studio as though it were on th<‘ stage.
tional Music Week to the person sub One woman took off her wedding
mitting the most interesting descrip ring so that the audience would not
tion of a home music program which see that she was married. Clifford
he or she had arranged.
Newell of the Massachusetts School
A Chicago company offered the of Art, delivers his art lectures sit
prize for tlie best home music pro ting on a very high stool. He ex
gram in each State during Music plains that he has accustomed himself
Week. The prize was a combination to delivering lectures in this manner
radio ami phonograph. The entrant in his classroom. W^iich all goes to
was required to write a concise de show that most artists are self-con
scription of a program not exceeding scious and know that any slight im
500 words.
perfection in their presentation might
• ***
result disastrously for them.
The Rockland City Band under the
Big Brother Bob Emery, well known
leadership of Herbert E. Kirkpatrick as the originator of the Big Brother
is to give a concert Sunday evening Club of WEEI. says that children are
in Postoffice square from 8 to 9. The. the best broadcasters in the radio
boys are working on a delightful pro business today. They don't realize
gram, planned to please everyone. the responsibility that confronts
Let’s turn out in goodly numbers, them.
applaud warmly, and honk automo
One of the best speakers, before the
bile horns vigorously to show our ap ‘mike” is tx-Mayor Janies M. Curley
proval, to say nothing of responding of Boston. He never shows any signs
generously when the collection cup • < nervousness, and has a great
is passed. We have one of the finest knowledge of the proximity of the
bands in the State, but unless it re “mike.” If he is about to raise his
ceives our loyal support, it will have voice, he takes a step backward, and
to pass into history, and we don’t if going to speak softly, in' cuddles
wish that to happen.
up to the “mike.” llis voice is per
* * * *
fect for broadcasting.
Carmela Ponselle. brilliant grand
Among other exceptionally good
opera star and former mezzo soprano broadcasters are^ noted Tom Mix,
with the Metropolitan Opera Com Gertrude Ederle, Roxy. Dempsey,
pany, who so charmed her hearers
at Bangor when she was the featund
artist of the Eastern Maine Musi'
MICKIE SAYS—
Festival a year ago, is at her cabin
retreat in Fern Park, Old Orchard,
for the season.
I OOMT SEUD AVJAV FOR. SOO«The log cabin—a real log cabin—
PRIWnMG » OROER. FROM US
occupies one of the most command
ing locations in the hundreds of 1 AMO WE'LL SUBMIT A PROOF
I OF -THE JO0, SO vou CAM SEE
wooded acres embracing Fern Park,
JUST WHAT VOU AREGETnUCr
its elevation affording from one broad
rustic piazza a view through the treetops to the somewhat distant ocean.
"Bonnvview,” the name Miss Ponselle
calls her cabin, is set amid pines,
birches and maples, the wild growth
of ferns and other greenery lending
a primitive atmosphere to one of na
ture's loveliest spots.
Miss Ponselle has recently re
ceived a wire from her manager with
regard to her plans for forming a
new opera company in New York.
Miss Ponselle said that the company
of which she will be one of the head
ones, will open in the Manhattan
Op:ra House in October and will play
six months. After that they will go
on tour through all the States of the
Union.
Tito Buffo, baritone, and
Feodor Chaliapin, are to be members
of the company, it is claimed. Oppor
tunity will be provided to the great
number of wonderful singers in
America who have not had a chance
to win fame, too.

r>r. and Mrs. John Thomas of Wells
River, Vt., Lewis C. M »ody and Mary
J. Custer of Montpelier, Vt., are
M
quests at Island Home.
A
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Lane who were
ni
in Fort Meyers, Fla., during the win
N
ter, are in town for the summer
FRIENDSHIP
|P A P
months.
Richard Wilder is spending the
T
Mrs. Herbert iPelkey and daughter
summer at Long* Lake Lodge, North
Dorothy have returned from a few
s E N
Whitefield.
weeks’ visit with Mr. and Mrs. Robert 5 T
James Logan Taylor sailed for
E Ej
Smith in Detroit, Mich.
Europe at midnight Friday for two
r
1 ~hp
Miss Glennis Coombs has returned
months’ stay, during which time he
from Boontown, N. J., where she has F L O O RI
will study and travel in Paris, Lon
been teaching.
T c N S
don and Switzerland.
Mrs. Charles Chilles entertained the
Miss Virginia Gay returned to the
Silent listers Monday afternoon and
Massachusetts
General
Hospital
evening at a picnic lunch. Out-of- by the illness of their mother. Mrs. Training School, Boston, Friday,
town guests were Mrs. Edward Fol Annie Sanderson.
after spending three weeks vacation
som of Minneapolis, Minn., Mrs. Wal
Mrs. Fred Bobbins of Heron Neck here with her parents.
ter Robbins and Mrs. EUward Tolman Light is the guest of Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Olivia Crute of New York.
of Pratt. Kansas, Mrs. H. W. Fifield, Noyes.
Miss Frances Crute of Thomaston and
Jr., Bangor, Mrs. N. Cook Sholes,
The Rebekah picnic will be held Miss Marion Wallace of Winthrop
Utica, N. Y., Mrs. Carrie Pendleton, Tuesday at Carrying Place Bridge. are visiting Mr. and Mrs. David Wa
Brookline, Mass., and Mrs. Ira Smith, If not fair weather it will be held the lace.
New Orleans. The evening was de next fair da.V. Each person should
H. L. Whittlesey of Newton arrived
voted to bridge, honors going to Mrs. provide a lemon and one tcup of here Wednesday making the trip in
Fifield and Mrs. Edith Vinal.
sugar with the usual picnic lunch his motor boat from Quincy.
iPhilip Bishop of Now York is the 1 for family and guests. For amuse
The Thelma. Capt. Josiah F. Poland,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred ‘Malcolm. ments there will be a ball game, went to Portland Tuesday with 9,000
Mrs. H. W. FHield entertained the ' swimming and games of all kinds. pounds of lobster.
Silent Sisters at her bungalow Wed- ■ Creed’s truck will furnish transpor
Friends and relatives were greatly
nesday.
tation during the day. Call at the shocked at news of the death by ac
Mrs. Mary Noyes entertained the garage when you wish to go. The cident of Wilson J. Wallace of Bos
Washington Club at a dinner party truck will also leave at 12 noon to. ton. formerly a resident of Friend
Thursday.
accommodate those at work, return ship, which occurred in New Bedford
Mrs. Harry C onrbs and mother. ing at 1 p. m.
July 8. Burial was in Portland last
Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson, were in! -Mrs. Elvira Dyer is visiting friends Thursday.
Rockland Wednesday.
in Camden.
Alton Thompson is 'about again
Mrs.
Howard
McFarland and j Mrs. Lillian Treat of Milton. Mass., after a recent illness.
daughters Ora and Jane, also James) is the guest of her mother, Mrs.
The Aspinet, Capt Almon M. Wal
Sanderson, arrived Wednesday, called Charles Smith.
lace went to Portland Thursday with
Everett ’Billings has a now Ford. 6,000 pounds of lobster.
(Mr. and Mrs. Fred Geary are re
Miss Helen McLaughlin of New
SKULL CAP OF
ceiving c ngratulations on the ar York city is spending a three weeks’
rival of a baby boy, July C.
vacation visiting here.
BIZARRE FORM
Charles Webster has a new Essex
Mrs. Crisp ami Mrs. Mitchell of tlie
car.
Samoset Hotel spent Thursday vis
Mrs. Guj’ Peasley entertained the iting the former’s son, Arthur Crisp
Needlecraft Club Wednesday at her on Long Island.
home. A linen shower was given
Scott W. Carter has just completed
Mrs. Herbert Carver in honor of her a handsome auxiliary cruising yawl
for Capt. Ralph Winslow of Quincy,
anniversa ry.
IMrs. Floyd Robinson visited Rock Mass. The dimensions are length 34
►ft., width 9 ft... 11 in., depth 5 ft., 4 in.;
land Wednesday.
Dr. Victor ’Shields and family have name Tamer 2nd. Capt. Winslow ex
moved into their home on Pleasant pects to sail with a jnirty of invited
street which he recently bought of guests the last of the week for Bos
ton if weather conditions are favor
Mis. Bertha Raymond.
Rev. 1’. J. Clifford and his Sunday able.
Percy Wot ton of Princess Boy, N.
School class,-The Eagios, are spend
ing a few days at Hurricane Isle on a Y. is spending his vacation witli his
father W. J. Wbtton.
camping trip.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cook were in
It is now expected that the apnual
ball game between the Rockland and Rockland on business last week.
Vinalhaven Old Timers will be played • C“pt Perley ^wry
a"d
in Rockland, Tuesday, July 23. Ath-,Boston
»he ,week.end with his
I. tic events, with p.ltes, will suppleP*'*
iupple
The yostoffice at Martin opened
ment the, ball game, and it is under
July 1 with Mrs. Madeline Mason as
stood that the Rocklandites do not acting postmaster and Janette Evans
intend to let’ the visitors go home Ss assistant. Both are summer res
hungry.
idents.
II. S. Weaver and family of Allston.
OWL’S HEAD
Mass., are occupying their cottage at
Mrs. L. H. Sojkt of Waterville has Martin’s Point for the season. «
arrived at her cottage for tlie summer. ! Nellie F. Wotton Brasier of DanMrs. Melen Carlson has accepted a I
and, I_*dh*ni Mass., had as
call as pastor «uf the Owl’s Head guests at her camp at Martin’s Point
Baptist Church.
Morning service over the Fourth Mrs. Grace Tufts
will convene at 11 o’clock. Sunday Faunce, J. W. Tufts and Mr. Part
school at 10; evening service at 7.30. ridge of Dedham, Mass., and New
A supper for the benefit of tlie Li York.
Mrs. J. W. Tufts has as guests at
brary will be held at the Community
her cottage, Old Comfortable, at Mar
Room next Wednesday evening.
The young people of the Christian tin’s Point Miss Mary Welch and
Dolores Costello
Mrs. Cole of West Roxbury, Mass.
Endeavor Society of the Baptist
Mary Mason McGarry is occupying
Church of Rockland will give several
her cottage nt the Point.
musical selections at the Thursday
Mrs. Mulhall and daughter and
J.JERE is an example of the new evening service of the church here
grandson John Mulhall of Boston are
the coming week.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Wot
skull cap for evening wear,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gower and
■worn by the chic Dolores Costello, Mr. and Mrs. Greenway of Skowhe ton.
F. A. Geyer, who has been confined
Warner Bros, star, soon to be seen gan visited at Mrs. 11. A. Yates’ to the house on account of illness is
Thursday.*
getting the glad hand once more.
in "Hearts in Exile.” It is made of
Miss Alice McPhail c f Brighton,
Llewellyn Oliver is spending his va
silver net, and is specially cut to Mass., is visiting her aunt Mrs. E. E. cation at his home here with his
Simmons of Holiday Beach.
grandfather Clarence Miller.
reveal the coiffure and follow the
Mrs. Charles Flaherty and son, Chester B. Brown is employed by
molding of the skull. It is the latest, Charles with Edward Rowell of Wal R. J. Condon at his summer home at
tham. Mass., spent the weekend with Hatchet Cove.
innovation in evening wear, and Mrs. I*. S. Merriam.
» • * •
will be. favored by milady seeking
The Andrews family* of Brighton.
Mass.,
have
been
ocoupying
their
cot

The
news
in
Thursday’s issue that
Mrs.
Adams
motored
to
Springfield
for something at once light and ar
tage Sunrise for a few days.
Sunday. Mrs. Adams will return to Master George Kittredge. 11-year-old
resting.
Dr. W. B. Adams accompanied by her summer home the coming week.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge

1£

(Nettie Green), formerly of Rock- '
land, now of New York City, is at- ;
tending an opera school conducted
by the Metropolitan Opera Company
in preparation with 14 other children 1
from the New York schools for ap- 1
peai;ance in operas at the Metropolitan
next season requiring children’s parts', !
was read with much interest. He is a i
pupil of high standing, entering the ]
7th grade next f ill. The first step
toward marked musical ability was ,
shown when he was made choir leader |
of the boys’ choir in the Episcopal !
Church where the' Kittredges attend i
service. Then almost out of a clear !
sky, came the selection for the opera
school.

Printing
That Gains an Entree
The silent salesman of today is printing!

If you wish

it to make a favorable impression, if you want it to be read

and remembered, it must be done by a quality shop and in
a quality manner.
We're proud of our work—the kind of work that has

brought to us many an unsolicited testimonial.

It’s the

sort of printing that has produced results.

While quality is the important issue with us, our un
usually low prices also are an inducement for you to have

your Printing done here.

The Courier=Gazette
Job Printing Department

SOUTH WARREN

ful dinner was served and it is safe
to say more work was done before
dinner titan after, 'file closing hour,
4 o'clock, came all too soon and re
luctantly the boodbyes were said, til!
agreeing to come again as soon as In
vited.
Mr. ami Mrs. F. A. Marshall and
Alton IMarshall of South Portland
were at Mrs. Rose Marshall's Sun
day.

Capt. 15. A. O. ne of Thomaston was
at Mrs. .Mary Orne's last week.
.Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
Mrs. Rose Marshall visited IMrs.
Sarah Farrington in East Warren last
Saturday.
A. lit. Jordan is substituting as
night watchman at the Samoset
Hotel.
Kenneth Fales and family motored
to Waterville Sunday.
Good Will Grange held the last
meeting July 11. .previous to their
summer vacation.
The Grange Circle met with Mrs.
Martha Kelloeh in Rockland last
Wednesday.
Ten members, two
visitors, one honorary member and
four children were present. A bounti

Faustina Brown, 'Muriel
Robbins and iRutli Moody arc taking
piano lessons.of Mrs. Helen Gushee.
Johnson I’itmnn is the proud own
er of a new bicycle.
Miss Chrystai L. Stanley is receiv
ing vocal instruction of Dr. Edlwin
N. C. Barnes at tlie Battery, Belfast.
'L. N. Moody and family attended
the talkies Monday evening at Cam
den.
Mrs. Hazel Perry has a new Chev
rolet coach.
Mr. and 'Mrs. M. M. Brown were
in Rockland Tuesday.
/
William Tobey of Augusta is tlie

Betty Bronson, the Duncan Sisters,
Donald McMillan, the explorer, Bed
Grange, Johnny Miles, and Senator
Gasper Bact n. It is a well-known
conception among studio attendants
that ex-President Coolidge is the
least nervous speaker that they know
of.

guest of his sister, Mrs. Ethel Moody
and-' family.
(Sidney Barney and Helen Martin
of Medford, Mass., are guests of Mr.
and IMrs. IHayden L. Fuller.
iM. M. 'Brown and family motored
to iStockton 'Springs Sunday to call
on Miss Katie Niskancn, who is em
ployed there.
IMrs. Edith Fuller and guests and
Misses Lucy and ltuth Moody mo
tored to Augusta Wednesday.

APPLETON RIDGE

A MATCH TRICK.

Misses

You can stump your friends by
placing matches or toothpicks on the
table so that they form the Roman
numeral XX and asking someone to
add a match and yet take one away,
of course they will not be onto the
trick and will have to give it up.
Then you can explain how it is done.
The Roman numerals XX of course,
stand for 20. By adding another
match in tlie middle of the two X’s,
the Roman numeral XIX (19) is
formed. Thus, by adding one match
you have taken one away.—The Path
finder.

And Now You Can COMB and IRON the
Baby Sealskin Trimming on Your Cloth Coat

Min Frances Uptnn, EJJit Cantor’s
leading lad) m“W'hcopee”, is sh»wn\

here ironing the Bah) Sealskin fur
trimming on her cloth coat.
j

Every once in a while a new idea
is developed that prompts people to
say, “Why I never heard of such a
thing. I never thought it was pos
sible.” That’s just the type of expres
sion one hears when told or shown
how the Baby Sealskin trimming on
a cloth coat can be combed and
ironed out by any woman in her
own home. There is no need to con
sult a furrier. It is just as simple as
putting any delicate piece of lingerie
or dress fabric on the ironing board
and giving it a new lease on life.
Every woman knows that nothing
is more flattering than fur. And
that is why the fur-trimmed coat con

tinues to bask in the limelight of
fashionable approval.
But not every woman knows how
to care for her treasured furs. Her
pride in the beauty of her neckpiece,
coat, or collar turns to dismay when
the pelt loses its original gloss, be
comes soiled and stained, or matted
by heavy rains. On such occasions it
is not always possible for a woman
to enlist the services of an expert
furrier—nor is it always necessary.
Even if the item of expense is not to
be considered it is well lor every
woman to acquaint herself with cer
tain details r> g irding the home rare
of furs, liitclligeui care will double

the life of a pelt and will enable it to
retain its beauty indefinitely.
Like many other hardy furs. Baby
Sealskin may become matted in ap
pearance when rain-soaked. But its
original beauty and value are restored
by combing and ironing with an iron
of moderate temperature. After the
ironing process, the fur is given a
soft, Huffy appearance by beating it
gently with a light stick. This par-,
ticular treatment, how ever, is recom-'
mended for Baby Sealskin only.
Other furs which have become
badly matted should be re-glazed by
au experienced furrier.
I

J

Around the Bay

Rockland
Rockport
West Rockport
The Islands

THORNDIKE & HIX LOBSTER CO.
DISTRIBUTORS FOR

o “PLYMOUTH ROPE”

SELECT A MEMORIAL

IT MEANS ANNOYANCE !

SCIENTIFIC CARE

In the .lay s of sum,ner, when the ,:lrc an indispensable part of a home
dut) performed by most families
It is an accepted theory among
but once in a lifetime, therefore it
all
too few weekends soon slip by, j for in addition to comfort and
medical authorities that posture i<
should be given your D ost careful
one of the .bothers of a motorist i- relief from the glare of Old Sol’s
Not a Poor Coil in a Carload
thought and consideration. A me essential to good health. If the to have his car batten run down or' hot rays, they add to the attractmorial most fitting to grace the last organs of the body are to function go dead, perhaps while he is miles_iveness of the dwelling. The finROCKLAND, MAINE
resting place of your beloved dear properly, if the muscles, not only of up in the country. Storage battene
st quality awnings are made by A.
and convey to future generation- the hips and trunk, are to perform are among the most important part P. Lord of Camden.
your sense of what was beautiful
Porches that are not used during
Facial Massage
Manicuring
their duties without pain and dis of a car. Wiio'd think of crankin
“Rug Cleaning Time”
anti fitting, should contain—qualif,
Shampooing Permanent Waving
comfort, we must carry our bodies a machine today unfcss because ol he hot part of the day, are made
throughout if you would be sure
ml by awnings and should be part
erect, shoulders even and well back, absolute necessity? Batteries, likr
PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
Lady Knox Beauty Shoppe
your memorial will endure for year:
anything el e, run down throug! )f the home equipment. During the
abdomen in and back straight.
CHARLOTTE ALLEY, Prop.
to come unaffected by the drastic
Telephone 170
We cannot do all this if the feet lack i t proper care, and because o' hot days, porches are ideal places
Finger Waving a Specialty
climatic
changes and elements.
299 Main St. Rockland
Tel. 780
are crippled by corns, callouses or old age—and the life of a battery i tor the women folk to do their sew17 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
Personal supervision in the plan,
ng provided of course, that they are
fallen arches. A deviation from the not very long if neglected.
of the Rockland Marble & Uran
Before you have any trouble, wh- protected from the fierce sun’s rays.
proper posture, or gait, caused by a
ite Works is your assurance that
“ATLAS PAINTS”
seemingly slight foot derangement not take your car to Marston’s Ga 4t night they are an asset for sleeptheir memorials are prtWuced cor
may result in torture that is almost rage at 221 Main street, and havr ng purposes.
rectlv in every detail. Employing beyond the belief of the average per them inspect your present battery
Wetherill
Awnings to harmonize with the
only the services of experts in me
test it, and, if necessary build it up color scheme of any home, whether
son.
Products
morial craftsmanship enables them
There is hut one way to be certain repair and charge it properly. ()- t be a modest dwelling or a Jarge
to produce the best quality memo
W. J. ROBERTSON
of relief—today—or upon the first if the battery is old and shows sign- and spacious mansion, arc made to
rials at most moderate prices.
symptom of discomfort. Consult R. of giving trouble, the best thing t. >rder by A. P. Lord. He will be
Forty-five years in the .success
Contractor
lad to furnish estimates free of
E. Coltart, Reg. Nurse at 320 Main d, is play safe and buy a new one.
ful building of qualiv memorials
Marston’s Garage is authorized charge. Don’t suffer this summer
and Builder
street, who is an authority on the
have established for their- a reputa
subject of the "Scientific Care of agent fur the Philco and Pirrene from the heat hut equip your home
20 CLEASON ST.
tion of excellence among thousands
Batteries which are well known an. with awnings manufactured in
the Feet.”
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON
of satisfied customers. W. H. Glen
nationally advertised.
Motorist- Camden.
The
relief
that
can
be
given
by
R.
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
denning, owner of the Rockland
ile sail making and awning
E. Coltart, who is trained to cor who are careful pay continued at
.Marble & Granite Works, feels
tention
to
the
batteries
of
their
cars
Halting
is a specialty with Mr. Lord
rect
these
foot
conditions,
is
almost
Plumbing
MARSTON’S GARAGE certain that he can serve vou satis
incredible. The trouble may be They watch the water level and lie also has complete camping out
Heating Contractor
Pirrene and Philco Battery- factorily, too.
slight or great hut it can be righted when the battery needs charging o fits, including tents, cots, mattresses
Mr. Glendenning wjll be glad to
Telephone 244
with most gratifying results. The repair work of any kind they tak tnd stoves which may be rented by
Sales and Service
co-operate with you in every detail
care and scientific treatment taken it to competent battery specialists those wishing to go on a camping
106 PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND
of making your seiei tot: the best for
TEL. 511
221 MAIN ST.
by chiropodists is no less than that and Marston's Garage is the an trip. Another featured line is cush
your purpose. You will find his
ions for boats and recovering of
demanded by the most exacting sur swer.
expert advice more than just a mat
cushions. Many cushions are sup
geon,
and
by
their
treatment
hours
MARINE INSURANCE IN ALL BRANCHES
ter of opinion. The plant is located
VARIETY OF FRUIT
plied by .Mr. Lord. All kinds of
of torture are avoided.
at 20 Lindsey street and the tele
YACHTS, FISHING BOATS, CARGO AND BUILDER'S RISKS
rigging is^done by the best available
An intelligent examination of the
phone number is Rockland 502-W.
Economy’s Park riggers who are thoroughly experi
feet when organs and muscles are Thomas
ROBERTS & VEAZIE, INC.
not functioning properly, or at reg
Street Store Is a Road To enced in that work.
M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager
LADY KNOX EXCELS
Yacht supplies, ship hardware,
10 LIMEROCK STREET
TEL. 675-W
ROCKLAND, ME".
ular intervals, should not be over
Health
flags, ensigns, auto tops, boat cov
looked.
An
appointment
can
be
se

Charlotte Alley Understands
*
ers and spray hoods fire supplies
cured with R. E. Coltart bv calling
During the hot weather there i
the Art of Beauty Aids
5g3-W. Don’t put it off another no better food for one to eat thar which may be secured from A. P.
day. Seek comfort through the fruit. Nourishing and sustaining, Lord. Orders placed now will be
When one stops to consider how
promptly filled.
proper channels.
fruits are best of all foodstuffs for
handicapped a woman may bee, me
‘'I
the health of the body find min
by reason of not retaining her
C. W. LIVINGSTON
youthful appearance, or by not dis today, as they always have been, and with so many fresh fruits avail and confections and discriminating
Manufacturer of
'
playing to advantage the transfor great factors which play an import able variety and economy go hand in purchasers patronize this store with
AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
satisfaction.
mation nature brings about during ant part in commanding the love hand.
Agent For
Many physicians prescribe fruit
At the Thomas Economy Fruit
the summer an.! autumn of life, one and respect of children, who are the
HADLEY SPRINGS
Store at 9 Park street there is on and ice cream as two nourishing
cannot
question
but
what
these
most
responsive
of
all
humans
to
Guaranteed
ROCKLAND
hand at all times a choice line of articles for summer diet. A visit
handicaps represent dollars and per the phenomena of personality.
TEL. 660-W
MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS
excellent
fruit, confectionery, pop to the Thomas Economy fruit store
haps
happiness.
Charlotte
Alley,
proprietress
of
148 SO. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
20 Lindsey Street
Rockland
l he woman in public life often the Lady Knox Beauty Shop, is an ci tri, peanuts, ice cream, etc. Ev will give you an opportunity to
must consider her attractions upon adept in making women beautiful. rrytliing is sanitary and appetizin discover that they are able to fur
MAiL ORDERS PROMPTLY CARED FOR
the same par as her intellectuality; She does marcel waving, facial mas to tempt the appetite. Their pop nish these to you and w ith prompt
indeed it would not be beyond the sage, shampooing and manicuring. corn is unusually good, and that service. Their equipment is modern
DAVID L. McCARTY
and up-to-date, including Frigidaire.
bounds of reason to sav that the Telephone 780-R today for an ap- too has its beneficial elements.
DRUGS
SUNDRIES
One thing patrons of this stop
former qualification is the one most ] pointment. The Lady Knox Beauty
Telephone 1071 - J
sought for. Charm, and beauty are Shop is located at 2q9 Main street. are certain of receiving fresh fruit
READ THE WANT ADS.

The Best By Test

606 MAIN STREET

t

LEGS GENUINE SPRING LAMB, lb................ 35c
SUGAR CURED SMOKED SHOULDERS, lb. 17c
CREAMERY BUTTER, lb........................... 4........ 50c
DAIRY BUTTER, lb................................................ 47c
TUB BUTTER, lb...................................................... 47c
FREE DELIVERY

WILLOW STREET MARKET
Rockland, Me.

Tel. 1230

574 Main Street

Extra Power-Extra Speed
No Extra Price "
THE NEW AND BETTER

TEXACO
GASOLINE

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributors

Tel. 51

SUITS PRESSED 75c

Rockland, Me.
/qrSjK

A. P. RICHARDSON
TAILOR
Telephone 403
299 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Alfred P. Condon
Battery Service
and Sales

TEL. 966

ROCKLAND

SAIL AND AWNING
Manufacturer

A. P. LORD
FLAGS
BOAT COVERS
SPRAY HOODS
CUSHIONS
TOURIST AND CAMPERS'
OUTFITS
YACHT HARDWARE

TENTS

WIRE ROPE

AUTO TOP MANUFACTURER
Telephone 333

i

SIMON K. HART
Monuments
Telephone 911-M
Rockland

Collision Work a Specialty

FISSETTE’S
Body and Fender Shop
AUTO PAINTING
Telephone 666
108 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

CAMDEN, ME.

D. L. BARRON

“MURPHY”

Varnishes and Enamel

Exclusive Line of

W. J. ROBERTSON

LADIES’ HATS

Builders’ Supplies
Lumber

AND SCARFS

20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

Telephone 835
578 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, ME.

Penobscot Fish Co.
Agents:
Amco Treated Manila Rope
Whitlock Manila Rope
Carter’s Victor Brand Oil Clothes
New Jersey Marine Paints

"IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST”

Rockland, Me.

Telephone 20
NAUM & ADAMS
CONFECTIONERY
FRUITS
TOBACCO
Telephone 627
220 So. Main Street

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK

FOR HOME USE

A Duty To Be Performed R. E. Coltart Is Expert in the When Your Car Battery Awnings Bring Cool Comfort
Goes Dead On a Country
and Increased Beauty
Treatment of Foot De
Once In a Lifetime
Road See Marston
[ Awnings during the summer time
rangements
't he selection of a memorial is a

Camden
Thomaston
Owl's Head
St. George

Rockland

PHILIP SULIDES

I. L. SNOW

T

CHIROPODIST

WE SPECIALIZE AS

79 MECHANIC STREET

Telephone 68-J

P. 0. Box 408
Atlantic Wharf

Rockland

TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
Rubber Belt
Leather Belt
Pulleys
Hangers
Pillow Blocks
Couplings
Shaftings
11 LIME ST.
TEL. 360
ROCKLAND, ME.

Consult

R. E. COLTART

ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
RACKLIFF & WITHAM

FOOT TROUBLES
Should be the least of your
worries if you eee someone who
knows how to care for them

Small Boats and Runabouts, Under Cover Storage.
Twenty Ton Derrick for Hoisting to Repair and Store.
Two Large Railways, Four Small Railways, Sixty Ton
Capacity
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Leopold & Morse Clothes
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63/2 PARK STREET

but the- saving ib decidedly worth I in one quart of warm water. Souse
family were visitors Monday at I. N.
ORFF’S CORNER
ROCKVILLE
the work required.
J head, eyes and all into this solution
Quigg's.
Mrs.
Lilia
Webber
spent
Tuesday
at
Mrs. Cutting, Mr. Wincapaw and
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Parkman and
As the inroads of this deadly dis- each time, Roup will often yield t Jefferson Lake tlie guest of Mrs.
By Dr. L. D. LeGear, V.S.i St. Louis, Mo.
family of Lynn are visiting her par Mr. Spear of Warren were here reease have been known to wipe out treatment if caught in time. Jbu-t ‘ Henry Morse.
cently.
as high as 93 percent of a flock, each case must be handled individ- j James Bragg and family of Bing ents Mr. and Mrs.*A. J. Tibbetts.
Dr. LeGcar is a graduate of the Ontario
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford Jago of
Mr. Stahl of South Hope and Mrs.
every owner of a poultry flock should ually and more detailed instructions I ham were guests of his brother Cal
■®h Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
Waltham. Mass., are at Mr. and Mrs. Wotton of Thomaston were Sunday
learn to recognize the symptoms. are required than the space allo>vedd vin Bragg over the holiday.
f years of veterinary practice on diseases
visitors here.
N. M. Hannan’s.
At first they are much like those for this article will permit.
. of live stock and poultry. Eminent au
As a measure of protection for' Mr. and Mrs. Everett Borneman of
Misses Thelma and Florence Day
thority on poultry and stock raising.
of a simple cold or catarrh, but
Ernest Perry has been in Lewiston
Town-end.
Mass.,
visited
relatives
have been visiting their aunt Mrs. for ten days on business.
Nationally known poultry breeder.
more fever, dullness, prostration and the balance cf the flick, after in-! and friends here Saturday.
fected
birds
are
removed
give
epsom
Ruby
Frasier
of
Hallowell.
Noted author and lecturer.
loss of appetite. First symptoms are
Mrs. Ada B. Deisher of Northport
Mrs. Annie Thurston ik driving a
a watery n.tsil discharge. difficult i salts In a wet mash. Give one pound and Miss Janette Miller of New York
Verne Bradstreet and family vis new automobile.
breathing
with
wheeze
sound
and
j
°f
epsom
salts
far
each
100
fowls
ited
his
mother
Mrs.
Amelia
BradA ROBBER IN THE FLOCK
i two to three weeks. Even if it is
City, Mr. and Mrs. George Ludwig
Mr. and Mrs. Will Clough are en
---- ( practically* sure that the birds cutis caslant shaking of the held to dis-i of lighter breeds or for each 73 of and Mrs. Mathews of Thomaston, and street over tlie weekend.
lodge
accumulated
matter.
the
heavier
kinds,
and
repeat
in
one
George I^enfest of Somerville, tertaining friends.
Roup May Wipe Out a Whole Sea- from an uninfected flock, this is a
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Benner and
week. A saline purgative such as; daughter Lois were guests Saturday Mass., lias been visiting his parents
Mr. and Mrs. ,N. A. Tiffany, son
son's Profit If Allowed To Gain wise precaution. They might he
1 epsom salts is invaluable at such a I of Mrs. Addie Achorn.
Basil and daughter Kuth of Rhode
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Lenfest.
Headway, Says Dr. L. D. LeGear, carrying the germs of Infection
After two or three days the dis- ' time. ,By causing the prompt elimi- • Mr. and Mrs. Leon Achorn who
Raymond Hannon and Elbridge Island are visiting Mrs. M. :S. Tif
which would mature later with dis
V. S., of St. Louis, Mo.
astrous results. If this should hap charge from the nose becomes thick-’ nation of germ-laden matter, this have been visiting relatives here have Lenfest are assisting A. J. Tibbetts fany. Other guests are Mr. and Mrs.
Skilling and Mrs. McNamara and
pen before they are added to the, er and Ives off a characteristic of-| simple remedy may keep many a returned to their home in Roxbury, with his haying.
fensive odor. The nasal passages good layer on the job without inter- Mass.
Roy Lenfest is helping his father children of Portland, and Andrew
flock they can be destroyed
Richards of Peabody, Mass.
Editor's Note This is another story in a ' treated
,.-,..,tc-d as the case mav
the' ruption.
may demand then become so clogged that the
Mrs. Su&le Ludwig was a visitor M. W. Lenfest at haying.
series of 32 stories on poultry raising writ- I .hreothe through
its’
Sunday at I*. R. Ludwig’s.
Mrs. Aflle Evans and daughter
ten hv the well known national poultry without danger of spreading the dis- hild
must
huathi
through Its
authority. Hr. I.. I). La-Gear. V. s. or 81. ’ case.
mouth- A discharge will also run
But, after all, there s no remedy
Percy Ludwig and Mrs. Lilia Web Elizabeth of Cliftondale, Mass., and
MEDUNCOOK
Louis. The entire Series will apiH'ar In this
Watch young and delicate birds from the eyes.
This discharge, like the one quoted at the begin- ber with Mr. and Mrs. Byron Lud Mrs. Arthur Overlock and son Robert
paper. Our readers are urged to read diem very closely as they are most sue- gradually becomes thicker, causing ning of this article. I do not claim wig attended the races in Rockland
Prof,
and
Mrs. Ingham have arrived
of Liberty visited Tuesday with Mrs.
carefully and clip them nut for future ref
at their cottage on Morse Island for
ceptible to the deadly roup germs, irainful swellings below or in the that roup and kindred diseases can July 4.
F. C. Tibbetts.
erence.
Willi* Ralph is at home from Lynn
The same is true of fowls suffering eye which often destroy it. As it not invade the premises where san
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Worthing and the summer. Their son Travis is
from common.cold or catarrh. The; hardens, this discharge may cause itation and other precautionary for a two weeks’ vacation.
daughter Louise' were in this place expected to join them later.
“The best way to cure roup. !throat and nasal passages, being the eyes to ne completely pasted measures are always observed. I do
L. V. Solon is spending a few weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pihlcrantz nnd Sunday.
at his summer home here.
sagely remarked an old tinier In .already sore and inti lined, are eas- shut nnd may gather In such qttan not hesitate to say, however, that the children of Medford. Mass, and their
the poultry game, "is never to have Hv iifected. Sick birds, no matter, titles that the head is swollen to flock where such measures do not niece Pauline Smith of Orrington.
Miss E. L. Simmons is at the Bussell
WEST ROCKPORT
it.” That may sound like a very I what, the ailment, should always be i twice its normal size. Quite fre obtain is infinitely more liable tc were weekend guests of Mrs. Addie
House at Christmas Cove for the
Achorn.
isolated.
They
can
lie
much
more
quently
these
deposits
will
press
j
suffer
Infection.
Furthermore,
if
th
Baptist
Church:
Sunday
morning
summer.
weak attempt to lie funny, but it is
Mrs. Elmer Smith has returned to there will he a young people’s depugospel truth. Contagious diseases effectively treated when away from ilown the roof of the mouth so that ’ properly managed flock does beMrs. Alta Coates of Thomaston,
such as roup do not fall willy nilly the flock and they cannot contam- the fowl cannot swallow. In some come Infected, the damage will be her home in Medford. Mass, after a tational team from the First Baptist with her children, Ina, Belle and Ed
two
weeks
’
visit
with
her
sister
Mrs.
inate
the
healthier
ones*
If
the
discuses
there
is
a
eanker
deposit
of
!
n,
U
ch
less
than
among
fowls
not
so
Church of Rockland, who will render ward. are spending the summer at
from the heavens on some whimsical
yellowish matter on the tissues of well cared for. The old maxim. "An Addie Achorn.
musical selections and bling the mes the O.M.P. on Long Island.
freak of fate. The way is usually ease should prove to he contagious.
The
Sunday
schools
of
North
Wal

...
*
the
mouth
and
throat.
It
is
easily
ounce of prevention Is worth a pound
sage of the morning.
paved for them by the lack of ade
Mrs. Carl Simmons and son Carl
doboro
and
Orff
’
s
Corner
joined
for
Should any of your flock begin removed, however, anti should not of cure" may 1>e well worn from
The daily vacation Bible school
quate sanitation, improper housing
a picnic at Jefferson Lake Wednes
are at Medomak to spend a few weeks
facilities, incorrect feeding, failure to show symptoms of roup, no time tie confused with a deposit of sim- much usage, hut it is still as true as day. Through the kindness of Eddie will begin next Monday afternoon with her sister Mrs. Lawrence Prior.
at 1 o’clock All boys and girls are
to cull out weaklings, the weaken should In* 1 -t In starting measures liar appearance which is a symptom ■ it ever was.
Miller both schools were transported invited to attend. The school will
Mrs. Lizzie Cushman and Miss Lulu
All of diphtheria.
ing effect of parasites, or by some to prevent further spread.
(Copyright. 1929.
'in his truck and the Orff’s Corner
houses,
pens,
coops
anti
runs
should
;
As
soon
as
any
fowl
is
known
to
j
last for two weeks with a session each Simmons spent the Fourth with their
other form of neglect. Healthy, ro
by Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. S.)
school takes this opportunity to
brother Roscoe Simmons -at the
afternoon.
bust fowls, properly fed and housed tic thoroughly* cleaned and sprayed tie sick, put it at once to itself'as
thank Mr. Miller for the kindness so
John Andrews of Boston spent the I.awry Lobster Pound. Other rela
in sanitary* surroundings, will al witli a strong solution of a good coal: fgr from the flock as possible and;
much appreciated.
Fourth with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. tives nnd friends were there and a
most always throw off tlie germs of t.ar diji and disinfectant. Droppings, give it one Tull teaspoonful of epsom , IN FIGHTING AGAINST
picnic dinner was served, which was
•S. G. Andrews.
disease. Even when they do not, litter and trash of every rlescrlp-’ salts to remove cold and fever from |
PALERMO
« Miss Bernice Parker of Augusta is much enjoyed by all.
however, their rugged constitutions lion should be' removed and burned., the system. If the bowels have not .
Frank Tibbetts of Bridgewater, passing her vacation with her parents
Theodore and Harvey Cushman of
make tlie success of treatment prac All unnecessary equipment of every moved by the following day. repeat|
Keep the bowels open and tako
Mass., is visiting Ids brother in this Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker.
kind should he removed from hoti-ea '.lie dose.
Give one roup pill night
the seiner NJorth of Monliegan were
tically certain.
Every
piece
of
equipand
morning.
Wash
the
affected
place.
Mrs. Joseph Ashwanden of North home last week for a short visit.
Acting on the jdca ( f prevention nnd yards
BROWN’S RELIEF
Several from this place attended ampton, Mass., and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Leon Solon nnd Miss Lettie
as the best cure t o roup. I never ment for supplying foo 1 and water eyes, nose and mouth once a day ,
on
arising
and
retiring
'
the
circus
July
4
at
Augusta.
should
tic
scrubbed
and
disinfect
’
d.
,
w-th
a
solution
made
by
mixing
one
Rhodes of Rockport visited relatives Simmons made a trip to Rockland re
add new fowls to my flock until they
Norway
Medicine
Co.
I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
Turner
and
here Wednesday.
cently.
Jjave been kept in quarantine from Ail this sounds like work and it is, teaspoonful of dip and disinfectant j
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How to Raise Poultry
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/ (ftmlilif ICE CREAM
Even simple desserts
take time to prepare.
But this dessert is ready
now. Is cool and fresh.
And as wonderful as
pure cream and fresh
fruits or nuts can make
it. Simmons & Ham
mond Mfg. Co,

THERE’S AN S PH
DEALER NfcARUY

BUXTON’S SPECIFIC
is proving its worth,
eliminating your

While

RHEUMATISM
It purifies nnd enriches the blood
and puts the stomach and nerves
In the best of condition. Let us
send you a booklet. The Buxton
Rheumatic Medicine Co., Abbot
Village, Maine. For sale at all
leading Drug Stores.
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“ADDIE” BUSHNELL AT LAKEWOOD
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Maine’s Own Actress-Daughter Will Have Stellar Role In
“Dulcy” With a Splendid Cast
4"

•w

4

Adelyn Bushnell is going to act engagrments in all parts of the coun
In addition to personal notes recording de
Mrs. George W. Wells of Portland for the home folks. Having played try, has managed to keep a close con
partures and arrivals, this department espe was the recent guest of Mrs. Fred to audiences in all parts of America, tact with home and neighbors. Her
cially desires Information of social happen
this talented daughter of Maine is last acting engagement was with the
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by CullamoYe, Camden road.
to b? starred with The Lakewood late Frank Keenan in a Radio-Keithmail or telephone will he gladly received.
Players next week. Her engagement Orpheum vaudeville sketch of which
TELEPHONE .......................... ........................ 770

Miss Ruby Thorndike is occupying
her summer home at Ash Point.
Mrs. Alberta Rose sails from Bos
ton July 2S for a suinmerk r.|:>
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cates enterabroad, which will include visits to
England, France, Belgium, Germany tafned friends Wednesday at tlieir
IIoRday Beach home.
nnd other points.

at the famous theatrical resort sup
ported by some of the most distin
guished actors and actresses In this
country brings h-r to a Maine stage
for the first time irj several years.
The interim has he n crowded with
fine achievement.
Miss P.ushnell’s appearance at the
William Stowell is visiting 'Mr. and
Mfs. Waiter Keene in Boston.
Broadway
summer
colony near
Skowhegan wi 1 he the second occaMr. and Mrs. A. Gothard Friback
of Tulsa, Okla., and Miss Rebecca L.
—
Hu mi n of Chicago, arrived from the
West Thursday.
Mrs. Friback is j
visiting her sister, Mrs. Percy L.
Mc'Phee. Limerock street. Miss Haripon will visit relatives in Kenne-

Two Kansas school teachers, Mis
Feme Stephens of Baldwin and Miss
Mae Roberts of Denton, arrived in
the city Thursday and tire the guests
of Mrs. W. O. Fuller, who is Miss
Stephens’ aunt. The young ladies are
pending their summer in a trip by
automobile, themselves the chauf
feurs, which starting from Kansas
in June and covering much of the
territory betw< n that point anl byr.k.
Maine, will end with arrival home in
Mrs. Frank Berry and Mrs. A. J.
season to catch in with the fall term
of school. It is their first introduc Huston of Portland are at Mrs.
tion to the cast and they arc allowing Berry’s Broadway home.
no points of interest to western eyes
to go unvisited.
The address of C .1. qn 1 Mrs.
Charles A. Lindbergh will be “just
Mrs. Jennie Tolman anl daughter the United States of America for a
Miss Lama Tolman of Winchester, while,’-**the Lone Eagle Is quoted as
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Fred Folia- having told California newspapermen
more, Camden road.
this week.
Mrs. Christine Lanigar. and son
Arthur of Waterville are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Ru sell Bartlett at The
Highlands.

she was author. Since that time she
has been devoting herself almost
wholly to writing, using the pen name
of Nancy Bradford. In addition to
the Keenan sketch, she wrote oneacters for Lou Tdlegen, Vivian Tobin
and others.
At the present moment Gertrude
McKinley is appearing over the bigtime vaudeville circuit in one of her

. ..

,

w When a job depends on
new-looking clothes”

II

Mr. and Mrs. -William Vinal (Ma
Mrs. Reta iSnow t ok her class of
rian Clark) have returned from their the Daily Vacation Bib e School on
honeymoon, anl are at their hew a short (hike Thursday laQternoor,
home, 27 Hyler street, Thomaston.
At Beech street extension games and
other diversions constituted a pleas
Elton Merrifield who came to at ant pastime. The children carried
tend the Vinal-Clark wedding has re thdr own lunches, hut were provided
turned to his home in Kezar Falls. with ice cream cones. Mid-afternoon
Mr. Merrifield was bruise guest of f und them at their homes, tired hut
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Clark, Broad happy.
way, during his visit.

Hollywood, Cal.

Every great Movie Studio

Mr. and IMrs. Jack Green and son
Miss Lois Hagerman of Waldoboro Maynard accompanied by Miss Anna
and Miss Dorothy Evans of Guilford Gordon motored Thursday to Au
were guests Thursday of Miss Ruth gusta.
Clark. Broadway.

uses Lux!

Mrs. J. E. Walker of. Thomaston is
Miss Barbara Sharpe and brother in 'Phlppsl itirg, the gue-t cf her
William Sharpe are guests of Mr. and brother, ’Charles P. Percy.
Mrs. Victor Atwood. Willow street.
Mrs. John De Orsay of Waterville
Mrs. Emma Sylvester of Long is the guest of her mother, 'Mrs. Julia
Island. X. V., Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Syl £rnith.
vester and son Robert, Mrs. Tucker
Adelyn Cu&hnell a Maine Girl of Prominence In the Theatre Who Will
Smith nnd Mrs. S. M. Harris, all of
Pr.;f. and Mrs. Arthur Galen Eustis
Be Starred With The Lakewood Players Next Week In “Dulcy”
Portland, were guests for a week of who recently Teturnedl ifrom their
Mr. and Mrs. George Palmer, Pleasant honey‘.noon trip, are occupying the
sion in the history of The Igikewood playlets, and she wrote the lyrics to
street.
Crie cottage at Ore. cent Beach.
Players where a native of Maine has a song cycle being used by Helen
Mrs. Russell Bartlett motored to
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Dodge, been given stellar honors in a play. Shipman. Her play “Against The
Waterville Wednesday and on her who were guests during the week of Eugene Powers, nephew of former Law,” recently done In Boston, is to
return home was accompanied by her Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie have re Governor Powers, was the first, play he offered later on the Coast before
daughter Margery, who has hern the turned to their home in Portsmouth, ing there two seasons Ago in “Alias it comes to New York Another play,
The Deacon.”
“Revivial” is to be produced in Bos
guest ef Mr. and Mi s. Charles Magann N. 11.
Miss Bushnell will play the title ton this fall, and still another "Thick
for several days.
Miss.Hose Moody returns home to role in “Dulcy,” a part that gave er Than Water" is to be seen on
Mr. and Mrs. George Swan who morrow from Union iwhere she has Lynn Fontanne, now one of the the Broadway at the beginning of the fall
atre Guild's mo.it prominent mem season. She is collaborating with
have been guests of Mr. end Mrs. Vic been the guest of relatives.
bers, her first big chance in New Albert Von Tilzer on a new song
tor Atwood, Willow street, have re
turned to their home in Springfield,
Gen. and Mr.s. II. M. I ord are at York. In her various stock engage cycle for Bebe Daniels, the screen
Mass.
their summer home at Martinsville ments Miss Bushnell has played the star, to be used later as a “talkie.”
part four or five times and it is ad
In fact. Miss Bushnell, who follows
after a brief sojourn in New York.
mittedly one of her finest perform a rigid schedule of work in connec
Miss Delia Parsons, who is training
at the Massachusetts General Hos
Miss Gertrifde ’ O’Brien of Hing ances. She will, therefore, feel at tion with her writings, is shelving her
pital, is the guest of Miss Ruth Clark, ham. (Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Wil home in more ways than one at literary plans for the week of re
Lakewood next week particuIuUy hearsal and week of playing at LakeBroadway.
liam Rich, Jr., Broadway.
since Howard Lindsay and Wallis wood. It is to be, she says, her first
Henry Livingstone and bride of
Mrs. Maude Maddocks < f Brewer is Clark, two members of the original vacation in several years. But the
|Pi Idenct. were recent gu< ta f M r. visiting Mrs. iS. B. ’St. Clair, Trinity company, will he in her supporting young lady who takes telephone
cast.—giving 'Lakewood patrons as ticket reservations at the Lakewood
land Mrs. Gorge Palmer, Pleasant street.
polished a production as has eVer Theatre will tell you that “Addie”
Istr, et. They are now ep< nding the
Bushnell is going to spend most of
■ remainder of their honeymoon in East
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sacker of New been seen there.
“Addie” Bushnell was horn in her spare moments shaking hands
|Unlon.
Y« rk arrive today for their annual
visit at the Sacker homestead at The Thomaston, Maine, and, despite her with her old friends.—adv.
Mrs. Arthur Bodsoe and Miss Highlands.
■Elizabeth \Vhite of Newton HlghMrs. Harold Simmons of Detroit,
Mr. anti Mrs. Sidney Harriman of
Jlands, Mass., were recent guests of
I)r. and Mrs. Claus Sandwall Mich., who has been spending the past Palmer, Mass., arrive tomorrow to be
■Mrs. Russell Bartlett at The Hlgh- (Alzira Wentworth) of Newtonville,
few days with Capt. and Mrs. Lewis guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Kimball
|lands.
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Harland Simmons, Willow street, leaves today at The Highlands before going to
Perkins of Wakefield. Mass., were for Attleboro, Mass., where she will their summer home at Searsmont.
Misses Mary and Martha Hall of Rockland visitors yesterday, calling
spend a week or so before returning
I Honolulu, formerly of Rockland, are on friends and relatives on their way home.
Mr. and Mcs. James Connellan
I having built a new house at Black- to Isle au Ilaut where they will be
(Miss Ida Carey) and son Leo re
(head, about seven miles from Hono
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Turner
Priscilla Lovejoy, daughter of Mr. turned to their home in Portland yes
llulu, construction already having he- (Clarissa Wentworth).
and Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy, entered terday after being guests at the home
|gun.
Knox Hospital this morning for a of Timothy Sullivan, Pleasant street.
(Members of the Charity Club en
Mrs. Marcia Jarvis of Gilders’ecvc joyed a delightful outing Thursday tonsil operation.
Rev. Frank Luce, who has been oc
I Conn., is visiting Mrs. Emma Fro at Parker’s Lobster Pound, Sears
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richmond cupying his summer home on the
I hock, Park street arid other friends. port.
Knapp (Eleanor Merrill) were Rock Camden hoad, returned to his home
land visitors Thur^ay, returning in Dorchester, Mass., yesterday.
At Coop'r’s Beach Monday Miss
Mrs. Joyce Inching of Rutherford,
I Boris Blackman had as guests Agnes N. J., arrives ISunday at Crescent from their honeymoon motor trip
Mrs. Maurice Kennedy and chil
Mr. and Mrs.
1 Bickford. Mary Bickford, Constance Beach where she will spend the re through Canada.
dren Dorothy and Raymond are vis
Snow. Faith Lurvey, Luella Snow, mainder of the season. An event of Knapp left yesterday for Newtonville,
I Katherine Snow. Vivian Mullen and er lust week here will he “The Eve Mass., where they will he with Mrs. iting relatives at Swan’s Island and
I Marion Mullen. Bathing in the ocean ning of Music” at the Universalist Knapp’s mother Mrs. Ralph Greene Stonington.
Iwah a real treat, after the heat of the Church Friday evening in which she Merrill for a few days, the n leaving
Mrs. Herbert Griffin of Brighton.
for their new home in Danbury,
(day, hut there was still another tre.at will he the featured artist.
Mass., who has been visiting relatives
Conn.
r when the nice pi<*nic supper was
in this city and vicinity the past fort
| served on the beach. The young folks
Mrs George W*, C.«eac’.,’»c'tter and
night has returned home.
had a wonderful time.
Mrs. Leila 'Hutchinson of Augusta

ton. Miss Helen McfBtflde and Mrs.
Sleamsliip Samaria, scheduled to
H. II. Ran’dalT of Portland return
arrive in New York Monday, has
among its passengers Mr.s. Arthur home To-morrow from a motor trip to
Montreal and Quebec.
B. Richardson (Anna Butler) And
three children who will come direct
"Thursday afternoon several mem
ly to Rockland and he at the home
bers of Kal'.och Class met at the
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rieharuson
home of Mrs. Evelyn 'Singhi, Lisle
| Park street, for a few days before go
Street. Mrs. Singhi has been in ill
ing to Crescent Beach for the sumhoalth for several months and as she
| mer.
has been confined to the house the
greater part cf that time, was great
Mrs. C. E. Rollins has as guests at
I her Holiday Beach cottage Mrs. D ly pleased with the ladies’ visit and
ti helped to whi’e away some weari
1 R. Fogarty and two sons.
some hours. The tames enjoyed the
Mrs. S. II. Doc is in Waterville, the afternoon proportionately. Refresh
ments were served.
I guest of licr sister, Mrs. Charles Ma
gann.
THE WINDOW-CLEANER
Miss Mildred Gillette entertained a
Ismail group of friends Thursday aft[For The Courier-Gazette]
lerne>on at her Crescent Beach cot- The people of this avenue are uppish.
1 tage.
\ou ktiow. They strut about. They own the

Mrs. Cora Williams was hostess to
[the Universalist Mission Circle* Wed, nesday at Mrs. M. A. Johnson’s cot; tage, Crescent Beach. Twenty-six
[members anel four guests were presEent. Dinner was served under the
^.supervision of Mrs. Susie Davis. Mrs.
Carrie Palmer, Mrs. Etta Stoddard
■ and Miss Alice Fuller. A welcome*
J member was Mrs. Charlotte Whittier
'who wintered in St. Petersburg, Fla.
The guests were Mrs. Cole. Mrs. Ada
Bowler of Boston and Miahi, Mrs.
Sarah Billings of Portland and Mas
ter Pihlip Wentworth. The Circle
plans to go to Green Gables, Camden

ivednesday, July 24.

earth.
They descend from aristocracy you know,
r
(U-lu. lu, lu. lu.-In, lo).
I’ve been over here now thirteen months.
I*)n from Nottinghamshire. That's my county.
(IJ-hi, lu. lu. lu.-in. lo).
Yon wouldn't 'understand our lingo there.
You call this a chamois, we a wash-leather.
You know. Many English names about here.
(Tl-tu, til, tu. tu,-to, to
Ti-tu, tu, tu. tu.-to, lo).
It's a hit lonely here at holiday time.
I'd like a drop of beer. This window's black.
It's smoke. I'll do me hast an’ leave the rest.
thi-hi, lu. lu. lu.-lo, hi).
His Nibs Is out, hut he'll come hack, you know.
A military man. A gas-bag. He believes in
war.
He thinks lie’s right. They say he won the
war.
We poor devils!
Eva Hammond Churchill

Lockport, Mass.

I-

“Perhaps other girls would like this hint from a real-life
story . . . Since coining to Hollywood as one of many ‘extra’
girls, I have had to make every penny count. My clothes are
my most precious possessions! So every night I go over my
wardrobe, washing each thing that is a bit wilted in Lux.
“Sometimes I have had to save on breakfasts but
never on Lux—that is an essential. . . . Again and again
I’ve been complimented on my lovely new clothes. And
I’ve gotten any number of jobs, I know, because my clothes
look nice—thanks to Lux.’’
z"" ‘
SHIRLEY DORMAN,

Mr. and Mrs. Owen Roakes who
have been (guests of Mr. (Roakes*
mother, Mrs. A. L. Vose, the past
fortnight, have returned to Boston.

motored to this city yesterduy for a
Miss Mabel F. Lamb motored to few days’ stay.
Portland Wednesday with Mrs. H. N.
McDougall, returping Thursday after ’i iMe.m'hers of the Ilooevjk Club were
noon.
f nt enabled at a picnic Tuesday 'by
/
Mrs. Ia?ola Flint Noyes at her Holi
Felice Perry is spending the week day (Beach cottage.
end at the Bunker Farm. Thomasti n.
the guest of Mrs. Mary Bunker.
Mrs. R. II. Britt, diaries Harring
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Big Times”

come when those pr:sent
are entertained right—

Always serve

MT. ZIRCON

Not only “extras” but stars—all the
great movie studios, with million-dollai
wardrobes to care for, use Lux! They
find by scientific tests that pretty clothes,
whether of sheer or sturdier materials—
can actually be kept new looking twice
as long with Lux! “For dollars and
■cents’ reasons,” they say, “we don’t dare
risk using anything but Lux.”
Lever Bros. Co.. Cambridge. Maas.

STATE FIELD DAY

Gov. Gardiner Among tne
Speakers At the D A. R.
Gathering in Pemaquid
<Jov. Gardiner was speaker of the
morning at the State Field Day of the
Maine Daughters of the American
Revolution, held yesterday at Pema(juiil. most historic spot of Maine.
Goy. Gardiner was Instrumental in
securing the area surrounding the site
of the four forts of Pemaquid for a
State park. He gave a brief resume
of the history < f the forts and what
they meant in the early settlement
of the country. He explained the
needs of this park area and of the
building on the site of the forts and
said that much needed repairs would
he made. It is stated that an ancestor
of the Governor, Thomas Gardiner,
was the first commissioner of Pema
quid in the days when Maine was a
province. When Mrs. Victor Warren.
State Regent, introduced Gov. G. rdiner, she said that it was fitting that
the descendent of the first Commis
sioner of Pemaquid should he the first
Governor to speak in this new park
of Maine, the State.
Hon. Percival Baxter, ex-Governor
of Maine, was the speaker of the
afternoon. It was when Mr. Baxter
was governor that he secured to the

Miss Edith Bicknell is spending the
week with P. P. Bicknell’s family at
the latter’s camp at Alford Lake.

,
I
!
|

Mrs. Clarke B. Fost and children
of Lisbon. N. H., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Bird, Camden street.
Mr. Frost joining his family for the
weekend.
Mrs. C. J. Bowley entered Knox
Hospital Thursday for a tho&t opera
tion.
Mrs. Ra’ph G. Merrill of Newton
ville. Mass., is expected to arrive in
Rockland Monday to be the guest of
friends and relatives for several days.

GRAPfc

GINGER CHAMPAGNE
PALE DRY

SPARKLING GRAPE
When going away load up
with the handy pack—

A CARTON OF SIX

WALDOBORO
Mrs. Thomas Ashworth has returned
from Bluehill.
Mrs. Carl Burdick of New York has
been in town enroute to her camp at
Martin’s Point.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Welt of Au
burn have been guests of Mrs. May
Welt.
Miss Dorothy Miller and Miss
Marion WJelt have returned from a
two weeks’ visit on Monhegan.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Herrick and
children of New Brunswick, N. J.,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. B.

SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Neal are en
joying a new Dodge car which they
.recently bought of parties in Belfast
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Squire and
the former's* mother of Waterville
visited at Oscar Googins' July 4.
Don Thomas has recent’y bought
a horse to replace the one he b st a
short time ago.
Bert Knights of South Carolina is
visiting relatives and friends here.
Mrs. Frye and daughter Dorothy of
Massachusetts were guests at the
home of James Bobbins a few days
th? past week.
Miss Ruth Miller who is attending
school in Gorham spent the weekend
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Miller.
Clyde Luce and family off Oakland
were guests recently of her sister Mrs.
Fred Robbins.
Mr. and Mi’s. Leo Bean are receiv
ing congratulations on tin* birth of a
daughter July 3.
News was received here recently of
lhe marriage of Miss Ruth Wooster
of this place to Millard Herrick of
Southwest Harbor. Congratulations

Feyler.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Piper of Med
ford Hillside and* Mrs. Belle Piper
and daughter Lois of Roxbury, Mass.,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cassens, Camden street.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Robinson of
Lynn. Mass., who are summering in
Gardiner. Were in the city Tuesday
accompanied by W. G. Robinson, who
will visit Rockland a bit later in the
season on his annual vacation.

State, the old f ;rts that otherwise
would-have b en destroyed. Mr. Bax
ter's speech dealt with the history
of the old forts, fri m the time the first
one. Fort Pemaquid. was erected.
Of special interest in the remain
ing program of the afternoon, was the
christening of the new park with
water from off Pemaquid shore.
Then followed a m< ment of silent
prayer in memory of those men who
first came to Pemaquid. and those
others who on the neighboring island
of Monhegan, held the first religious
services in the new country given by
white men This was in 1607, .ante
dating by 13 years the first religious
services at Plymouth. The exercises
closed with salute to the flag and
singing “The Star Spangled Banner”

Mrs. S. Stanley Goldfarh and son
George of New York are guests of
Mrs. Goldfarb’s parents Mr. and Mrs.
I. Berliawsky, being joined later, dur
ing their months’ stay by 'Mr. Gold
farh. Mrs. C. S. Nevelson and son
of New York, who have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Berliawsky, are now
at Boothhay Harbor attending Allen’s
Art School.

Mrs. C. E. Rollins entertained the
E F.A. Club Wednesday at her Holi- I
day Beach cottage. Picnic dinner was
served and cards were enjoyed in the
afternoon, honors being taken by Mrs.
L. F. Chase, Mrs. I. J. Shuman. Mrs.
Orrin Smith and Mrs. F. R. Newbert.

<
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When your

Children Ciy
for It

Mrs. Mea'ubec Achorn is visiting in
Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurjce David of De
troit, Mich., have been recent guests
of Solomon David.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Glidden and
son Ralph of Minneapolis, Minn., are
guests at E. A. Glidden's.
Mrs. Lucy M. Dean Is at her home
Itfere for the summer.
Mrs. Tallinn Reed and Miss Bessie
Reed are guests of Mrs. E. It. Hunne
well in North Anson.
Mrs. Crosby K. Waltz and Miss
Lewis of Wollaston. Mass., are at Mrs.
Waltz's home at Kajer’s Corner.
Mrs. VJillard Wallace of Bremen
has been the guest of Mrs. Isadore
Horfses.
| Miss Edith Levensaler and Miss
Gladys Bailey motored to Boston for
the weekend.
i
Mr. and Mrs. George Howard were
recent Augusta visitors.
The “I^ady on the Lawn” has made
her first appearance of the season at I
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke's and is at- |
trading h r usual share of admiring j
attention from the tourists.
Mrs. Gladys Whittemore Sollenberger of Westchester. Va., was at
Miss Grace Yorke’s Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson of
Milton, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
Annie Thompson.
Mrs. A. L. Wbrthingof Camden, Mr. [
and Mrs. M. R. Hall of Whitman, •
Muss.. Mrs. Sarah Weeks and Miss
E len A. Smith of Cooper's Mills have
been recent guests of Judge and Mrs.
Hareld R. Smith.
Mrs. Mary Mathews is at Martin’s
Point where she has opened her cot
tage for the summer.
Funei il services for the late C. B.
Thompson of N bleboro and New
Yolk, who died in Rockland, were
held in the German Protestant Church
Sundav afternoon. Rev. H. O. M»*gert
j offlcjatv(l. Mr. Thompson
well
! known in Waldoboro, where he had
I hwn n frPquent visit, r and had many

f’astoria is a comfort when Baby
is fretful. No sponer taken than the
little one 19 at ease. If restless, a
few drops soon bring contentment.
No harm done, for Castoria is a baby
remedy, meant for babies. Perfectly
safe to give the youngest -infant;
you have the doctors’ word for that!
It is a vegetable product and you
could use it every day. But it’s in
an emergency that Castoria means
most. Some night when constipation
must be relieved—or colic pains—or
other suffering. Never be without it; 1I
some mothers keep an extra bottle,
unopened, to make sure there will
always be Castoria in the house. It
is effective for older children, too;
read the book that conies with it.

CASTORIA

aral best wishes are extended to Mr.
and Mrs. llcrfick.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed. MacCullum and
son Carl, with Mrs. MacCullum s
daughter and family, all of Augusta,
spent the past week here at their
fa rm.
Ruth Robbins and Robert Muzzey
of Buston are visiting Miss Robbins’
parents Mr. and Mrs. James Robbins.
Several from this place attended
Ppmona Grange In Freedom July 2.
Arthur Sweetland who Is enip'.oyed
In Camden is at borne for a few days
to do his haying.
The Luiies’ Aid will have a supper
at the vestry July 18.
Roye'*, Jr.. two-yAnr-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Royce Miller, while at play
with other children July 1. fell and
broke one of bis legs near the thigh,
lie is in the Waldo County Hospital
and is doing comparatively well. At
the1 time of the accident little Royce
with bis motlier was visiting at the
home of Mrs. Miller’s parents in
M acldas..

C Used Furniture^
HEAP WAMT APSJ

L

BIRD’S ROOFS

When I put Bird’s Paroid Roofing on —- it’s
there to stayl

I’ve seen warehouses, garages, farm buildings,
and factories that were covered with Bird's
Paroid over twenty years ago that are still in
perfect condition. You simply can’t wear it out,
that’s why I’m putting it on these new build
ings.

Bird’s Paroid Roofing is waterproof and sparkproof with a heavy, pliable, bright-gray surface
which will not crack in cold or dry out in hot
weather. It has been used and endorsed for over
a quarter of a century. Paroid is an exclusive
Bird Product.
Paroid Roofing is made by Bird & Son, Inc. (Est. 1795),
manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Bird's Shingle
Design Roofing, Art-Craft Roll Roofing, Neponset Black
Building Paper, Bird's Insulating Blanket and Neponset
Board. There's a Bird product for every sort of building.

friends.

'

WemeheadqftartaTaJorJliTd'troofxnf^
building papert and wall board.

APPLETON

Miss Addie Chadwick of Bethel
Bible School, New Jersey, with other
i helpers will hold services at the
! Union Church next Sunday at 2.30
nnd 7.30 p. m. Miss Chadwick has
bei n having some very interesting

meetings here the past week.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland

Tel. 14

TO

Over
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AUBURN
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Century Club Making Ready For Annual
TALK OF THE TOWN I Three-Quarter
Field Day—Attention Rhymesters!
t..... ...... . . . ................... I

hal
the

Deaf mutes of Maine may hold their | Schooner Thomas H. Lawrence and
The 14,000 ndJ members of the ed the following representative men
Century Club anti women to assist him in their reannual convention in this city, Aug. Barge 702 are loading granite at Vi- famous Three Quart
spective counties: Mrs. Charles Car
31, is the report.
| nalhaven.
of Maine are, individually and col ter, Auburn; Dr. F. W. Mitchell.
Alvary Gay and Stanley Gay enter | iRockland's air fleet was augmented lectively, looking forward with keen Houlton; W. W. Kemp, Portland; E
the Boy Scout camp at Lincolnville Thursday by the arrival of a Curtiss ' anticipation to the biggest and best H. Morrison, Wilton; Harris McLean.
Bar Harbor: Judge Arthur Tiffin. Au
tomorrow’ for two weeks.
cabin plane—an amphibian with a day of the year—Monday, Aug. 26—
gusta; George L. St. Clair, Rockland;
Wright motor.
[when their unique club will hold its Mrs. E. F. Albee, Wiscasset; Mrs.
The Woman’s Auxiliary of St.
(fifth annual field day and reunion as L. L. Mason. South Paris; Miss Ruth
Peter’s Church holds its annual fair
Rockland is represented a«C imh»e glh sts °f the CUy °f Auburn PlanS Sinnott, Bangor; Dr. E. D. Merrill.
and supper on the lawn next Wed Clitizens’ Military Training
Dovcr-Foxcroft; Frank B. Nichols.
1
formulated by Auburn
nesday afternoon and evening.
Portland, by Ahnon Cooper, MeNeJ
Bath: Boland T. Patten, Skowhegan;
Brown and Charles Stavey. This is Committees and Three Quarter Cen Irving Case, Lubec; H. C. Buswell,
The Richmond A. A. team which the life,” is the tenor of letters re tury Club officials for one of the most Belfast, Mrs. Elmer Burnham, Kit
lost a 3 to 2 decision at Togus a ceived from this happy trio.
sii ve'sful meetings ever held by the tery.
few Sundays ago, will play there
The announcement that Frank
dub since its organization by the
again tomorrow, and the management
Mrs. Katherine Tingley, noted the- Maim Public Health Association in Holly of North Anson will serve again
is expecting a big crowd.
as State chairman foy transportation
osophist leader, died in Sweden
means that this phase of the 1929 re
Thursday folk wing a recent motor
G.iv. Gardiner has signified his in union will be adequately and effi
Two steam calliopes enlivened Main accident in Germany. Mrs. Tingley
>u
street with their music ybsterday was a guest in this city several years dention t > be present, if possible, hav ciently looked after. Mr. Holley has
One advertised a brand of flour an 1 ago of Mrs. A. I. Mather. She was ing i ceived a pers »n il note of invita- already secured cooperation from
[tion from botli Hon. George C. Wing Frank Ballantyne of the Maine Au
the other a carnival which is exhibit 79 years old.
of Auburn, president of the Club, and tomobile Association, which is much
ing in another town.
'from Mrs. Alice McGouldrick, chair - appreciated.
Members of the fish and game ad
The literary contest for this year
Miss Marion Brawn of Rockland visory coancil, C. F. Snow of Rock man of the committee of arrange
will conduct the services at Ingraham land among them, were entertained inents for the Maine Public Health is expressly for the poetical members
Hill chapel Sunday afternoon at 4 at luncheon at the Blaine mansion in Association . under whose auspices of the Three Quarter Century Club,
I the Club functions.
and, following this announcement,
o’clock. All children are invited and
Augusta Wednesday, their host being
A splendid piece of news was re rhymes, verses and poems will soon
there will be special music.
Gov. Gardiner. The appointment of cently received at headquarters in the be under process of construction
George J. 9toble of Waterville as Ifcr.n of a letter from St. Petersburg. throughout the length and breadth of
'(/mn/n
The W. H. Glover Co., expects to
occupy its new’ office August first. It commissioner of inland fisheries and Fla., stating that the Three Quartet Maine. The prize is a five-dollar gold
Century Club of that city is again piece. The subject is to be Maine,
is located on almost the same site as game immediately followed.
planning to send Mrs. Evelyn Barton and the contestants are asked to em
the old office, but nobody will say
One sees many interesting things llittenhouse, secretary of its Club, to phasize particularly in thei| poems.
that the handsome new block looks
from the Community Yacht Club Maine for the 1929 meeting. Mrs. Maine’s resources and natural scen
much like the old one.
these days. Yesterday afternoon, for Ritienh >use will be remembered most ery as observed during the past sev
Rev. B. P. Browne and family of instance, they saw the new Curtis* ■ pleasantly by those who met and enty-five years. The contest closes
g*
Winchester. Mass., are happily dom- 'airplane, four torpedo boat destroyers ; heard her at last year’s reunion, for Aug. 19, and all articles should be
idled in their summer cottage at coming in from sea. a four-masted her able address and charming per- received at the central office of the
Maine Public Health Association.
Cooper’s Beach, enjoying every mo- , schooner, a schooner yacht, half a I‘-Quality made a lasting impression,
ment of the summer days and the|scorc
cabin launches, many fish- i As State chairman for the revision State Trust Building, Augusta. Maine,
ef tb'- roster, the Maine Public Health on or before that date.
'll
opportunity for association with Mr. ing boats and other craft not here
listed. And with the sea like a sheet As- .ciation is glad to announce that
Browse’s former parishioners.
of glass, and with calm contentment 'the lion. Burleigh Martin of Augusta
CAPT. HARRY W. GRAY
h i> again kindly consented to act in
Winslow-Holbrook Post has or refgning over all. it was a scene to I that capacity. Mr. Martin has invitCapt. Harry W. Gray, 56, who died
dered a fair day for tomorrow, in enjoy and remember.
I
honor of the picnic which that organ
at Stonington. July 6. was born at
ization is to hold at Clark Island. It
Deer Isle Dee. 3. 1S72, son of Isaac
it expected that there will lie about 35
and
Eliza J. (Holmes) Gray. He folAunt MarY:,I always like to bake
in attendance, and they are asked to
I lowed the sea front boyhood and at
be at the Legion hall between 8 and
my own bread.
23 years of age took command of J.
8.30.
O. Shaw, Jr.'s yacht Puritan, one of
Neighbor: So would I if I had as
the old cup defenders. He sailed for
The pig chasing patrolmen. Ingra
Mr. iShaw 14 years. He also com
ham and Mcllntosh, are wondering if
good luck as you do.
manded several other yachts, and at
they will ever hear the last of the in- I
the 'beginning of the war. yachting
cident—which appears to have been '
Aunt Mary: Well, it’s not all luck.
being discontinued, he took charge of
widely advertised over New England. |
the mail and passenger boats Gov.
Charlie received a letter from Prov
TODAY
I use the best materials, mea
Bodwel! and Vinalhaven. for the
ALL
idence yesterday, ordering a carload
ALL
Rockland & Vinalhaven Steamboat
•
TALKING
of red bristles.
sure everything carefully . . .
TALKING
Co., serving them nine years. At
WILLIAM EOYD in “HIGH VOLTAGE”
the time of his last illness he was
One week from next Tuesday (July
Neighbor: And what kind of flour?
VITAPHONE ACT
COMEDY
COLORART
captain of the Malay II.. a steam
23) has been selected as the tentative
i yacht owned by Mrs. Charles G.
date for the annual ball game be
Aunt Mary : I always use Norman R
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Weld of North Haven and Brookline,
tween the Rockland and Vinalhaven
A SOUND
A SOUND
Mass. This yacht was in Stonington
Flour and just between you and
Old Timers.
The contest takes
PICTURE
PICTURE
Harbor during the time of the funeral
place this year at Community Park,
me, that’s over half the secret
and oflicers and crew attended.
and will be limited to six or seven
innings in order to afford time for the
Capt. Gray was a member of Ma
of good bread.
program of prize athletic events !
rine Lodge. F. & A. M.. and Royal
I
Arch Chapter of Deer Isle. King
which will be held on the same field.
Hiram Council of Rockland, and <f
When it is all over the survivors will
the Masters' and Engineers' Associ
be bundled into an ambulance and
AI .
ation of Massachusetts. He leaves
taken to a popular nearby resort for
a wife, four daughters—Mrs. Eliza
RENEE ADOREE, DOROTHY JANIS
a banquet. The games have alternat
beth Smith of Groton. Conn.. Mis
ed between Rockland and Vinalhaven
Helen Weston of Madison. Mrs. Car
Hear Navarro sing the Pagan Love Song
for quite a number of years, and have
rie Stanley of 8tonington. Miss Edith
done more to cement the friendship
COMEDY
Gray, a teacher in Winthrop. Mass.,
VITAPHONE ACT
NEWS
between the two towns than any
and a son, N'orman Gray, who is emthing else possibly could. Further
PRICES—Matinee 23c. Evening 22c, 25c. Children 10c
1 ployed at the First National Bank of
details will appear from time to time.
Boston; a sister, Mrs. Carrie Green
law
Deer Isle; and four grandchil
Apparently the Nttle bay gelding.
dren, Helen. Russell and Donald
Peter Bingen, owned by J. H. Hobbs,
Smith, and Gertrude Stanley. He also
is starting his campaign for 1929 as
NOW SHOWING
had a wide circle of friends. The
successfully as that closed in 1928, by
Masons attended the funeral services
winning a nice race, the 2.16 Trot and
in a boSy. The floral tributes were
Pace Class, at Lincoln, July Fourth,
many and beautiful.
with little trouble. He is at present
in
the
stable
of
L.
F.
Kelley
at
Ban

1
»
SOUTH THOMASTON
gor. the man who trained and drove
1O0°o Talking
him during his 1928 campaign. Mr.
Dr. and Mrs. John C. Stanton and
Kelley had quite a nice afternoon as
daughters of Dttnvers, Masse, who
he won second in the ether two
have been guests of Mrs. Stanton’s
classes with Capt. Harvey and Bill
MON.-TUES.
sister Mrs. Crowley since July 3, re
Tell in their races.—Camden Herald.
Now playing Broad
turned to their home Tuesday. Miss
way at $2.20 Top
Hear Him Sing—
Jeanie McConchie accompanied them
A baker’s dozen of Rockland Lions
! for a visit.
attended th*» organization meeting in
Shown here at
The Radio Hits
Mrs. B. M. Hanley and daughter
Belfast Thursday night and found
Regular Prices
I Ethel arrived from Kent's Hill Mon
that goodly delegations had also as
“LOUISE”
day and will spend their vacation
sembled from Camden and Bangor
‘ON TOP OF THEX* ’
here. In the meantime Mrs. Hanley
The session was held at the Windsor
is making extensive improvepients
Hotel, and it goes without saying
WORLD ALONE”
1 on his new home.
that the fine Italian hand of organi
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Ktiley and ehil- ,
zer Gus Tapley Sturtevant was seen I ‘‘IT'S A HABIT OF
MINE”
in the successful climax. Fred Gabbi,
dren of Connecticut were guests of
former governor of this district, was i
Mrs. Kelley's sister Mrs. Le Koy Wig- !
Rockland • Maine
much in evidence. Thomas Keating j And Several Parisian
I gin over the Fourth.
Song
Hits
!
was spokesman for the Rockland t
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Estes and son •
Lions Club and Charles Adams Perry |
Wilbur of Auburn were guests of her i
for the Camden club. “Duke” Annis
sister Mrs. Hazel Stamp last week. •
presided at the piano. With the Ban- !
Master Wilbur rerrfalned for a longer j
gor delegation was a former Rockland
visit.
Yesterday—
boy, Maurice Orbeton of the New
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Tirrell and son ;
the Idol of France !
England Telephone staff, and it was
of Augusta were guests Sunday of .
very evident that he is one of th»»
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Allen.
members who has been making the
Today—
Mr. and Mrs. James Mitchell enter- I
Bangor Club such a success. The new
tained her brother Albert and Misses
the
Sensation
of
America
Belfast club is made up of represen
Ida and Alice Blumenthal of Port
«ssb
tative citizens, and here again anoth
land over the holiday.
er Rockland boy figures, Dr. Mervyn
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Sleeper, Miss
Bird. The first president is County
Lucy IJraley and Mbs Helen Sleeper
Attorney Clyde R. Chapman. Meet
motored to Farmington Saturday
ings are to be held each Wednesday
in Miss Sleeper’s new Ford sedan
night at 6.30.
and visited Miss Susie Sleeper who i.
attending summer-school there.
Lost, spotted hound dog, license
Mrs. II. B. Goodenough and grand
in his first Paramount
1S5.
Liberal reward for return.
daughter Ann Huntington of Bright
Report to Police Station, telephone
on, Mass., are guests of Mrs. C. L.
All Talking
341.
84-83
Slei per.
The Merri-Meters were entertained
and c:inging Pictun
Put awnlnss on your home for
Thursday by Mrs. C. L. Sleeper.
comfort. They add beauty and dis
With 55 patrons, including several
tinction and save fading of paper
visitors. Wessaweskeag Grange con
and furnishings.
Phone 1262-W,
ferred the first and second degrees
Rockland Awning Co. Mr. Simmons
upon the following class: Misses
for estimates.—adv
83-84
Eth“l Holbrook, Marion Rackliff,
Arline Mak.nen and Mary Sleeper and
The Sea Grill Cafe, Studley block.
Charles W Kackliffe. Next Wednes
Park street, is open for business with
Never have you seen and
day night will occur the regular Har
George E. Lewis, an old time caterer,
vest feast and Acorn Grange of Cush
heard so fascinating a per
in charge.—adv.‘
78-tf
ing is invited. Anyone not otherwise
Fifty Million
sonality ’ He sings . . .
solicited please take sweet food.
he
dance3
...
he
mak?s
Frenchmen Can't
C. M. Hayden who is spending the
love ... as only a French
summer in Thomaston with his sister
How many times have you heard
Be Wrong !
Mrs. Eliza Blunt was calling upon old
man can . . . He’s a new
this remark—
friends here Sunday.
kind of man . . . with a new
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Edwards of
kind of “It!” Hear him
Quincy Point, Mass., were holiday
sing eight tuneful song
guests of her fcister Mrs. John Heino.
Also on the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Atherton of
hits . . . featuring the love
Providence were guests of Mr. and
“Louise i
theme
Program:
Mrs. Ivan Rackliff over the weekend.
Excitement is running high in the
PARAMOUNT
1 Sunday school over the attendance
ACTS
i contest which started last Sunday.
Mrs. Maynard Jackson has joined the
“Moonshine”
corps of teachers, and more teachers
When you need them you need
One of the Publix Theatres
are yet needed. Including the names
“High Hat”
them badly. They are always to
Home cf Paramount Talking Pictures
of the children who come here sum
Nervousness,
Loss
cf
Sleep,
Aches
and
Pains
be
found
at'the
—
Het Weather Headaches,
mers, there is an enrollment of 67.
arc relieved by
With half that number in attend
ance at least six teachers are re
SHOWS
quired to give them efficint instruc
[ 2.00. 6.30, 8.30
tion. If there ape those who can posContinuous
, slbly see their way to go into the
Saturday
At New Location
I school to help out they are most
2.00 to 10.30
' urgently requested to do so b.v the
Not fuzzy pewder Taken like a confection. No opiates, morphine or
Five Doors South of Park Street
Free sample sent by Ballard’s Golden Oil Co., Old
superintendent, Mrs. A. F. Sleeper,
chloral. All druggist
81-84
l
Town, Maine.
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is in
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COOLKS'

leas
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SPOT IN TOWN

RAMON

V

NAVARRO

,v°

“THE PAGAN”

Av
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©

C

NORMAN

GEORGE BANCROFT
in “THUNDERBOLT”

^1

JOHN BIRD COMPANY

BE SURE OF QUALITY

MAURICE

CHEVALIER

ASK FOR

“INNOCENTS
OF PARb”

?

4

FRANKFURTS
Made from Selected Cuts
of Beef and Pork

Where Can I Find

CRUTCHES

Kittredge Has Them

STRAND

A POPULAR SUMMER REMEDY

Ballard’s

Golden
Headache

Tablets

KITTREDGE
PHARMACY

THURSTON OIL CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

Can be obtained at Thurston's Oil Station, Thurston's Wharf. Tillson Ave.
Station, Cement Plant, Lincolnville Beach and Umcn

